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SUMMARY 

This paper is concerned with control augmentation and workload reduction 
by means of kinesthetic information provided by the manipulator. The control 
stick is loaded by a torque motor and the system is so interconnected that it 
presents complete kinesthetic input and output information from the controlled 
plant. Thus, the control task involves the same kinesthetic cues and the xow 
workload as in nonintermediary handling of objects. It is demonstrated that 
within 20 rad/sec, which is the effective bandwidth in manual control, the 
method is realisable for a large variety of plants which may be unstable and 
time varying. Tracking and regulating tests demonstrate that very substantial 
improvements in accuracy and reduction in workload are obtained in comparison 
with ordinary isotonic, isomorphic or isometric manipulators. A test for the 
fixed set point regulation task involving a second order plant reveals that 
the control force law involved is strikingly similar to that of a linear regu- 
lator with an energy constraint obeying a quadratic performance criterion. 
The corresponding theoretical closed loop transfer function is in agreement 
with known linear models of the manual neuro-muscular system. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of high performance aircraft, attention has focused on 
display augmentation and control augmentation systems (CAS). This paper is 
concerned with a special form of CAS, in which complete kinesthetic informa- 
tion is provided by the manipulator. Conventional manipulators are essen- 
tially passive linear transducers which translate manual commands into elec- 
trical input signals.  In accordance with control theoretic man-vehicle mod- 
els, e.g., McRuer et al [1], Kleinman et al [2], the generation of these ma- 
nual commands require state estimation and optimum weighting which are exe- 
cuted by the functions of visual perception and cerebral data processing of 
the central nervous system. This explains the considerable workload generally 
experienced in the manual control of dynamical systems. Several studies in 
recent years attempted to reveal whether, and to what extent isotonic, iso- 
morphic, isometric, inertia loaded, or other passive manipulators affect 
tracking and regulation performance [3, 4]. 
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Since the muscle spindles and Golgi tendons in the manual neuromotor 
system provide pTsition'velocity and force measurements [5] different combx- 
naUons of neuromotor loop closures should be involved in the operation of 
various types of passive manipulators. Recent laboratory open-.oop tracking 
tests [6]^ave indeed revealed significantly different motor noise levels in- 
^ 11,11 \,,rh differences. They become, however, insignificant m closed loop 
tracking a ks a   esult of the overriding supervisory visual loop closure. 
The dominant factors which determine performance and stress remain plant dy- 
Ernies and system inputs, since the operations of state estimation and optimal 
ShUng [2] are essentially the same with all types of passive manipulators 
In Interesting attempt to overcome this shortcoming of passive manipulators is 
due to Her-og [7] (1969), who studied the effect of a »matched manipulator" 
It ideaUylonsi ts of a plant inverse operator at the input of the controlled 
plant  Thus the human operator is always presented with a =ero order system. 
Torque loading proportional to the plant input was applied to the manipulator 
lo ?hat an illusion of »natural feel" was provided. Significant improvement 
in tracking accuracies was reported [7] even when the manipulator match was 
not Perfect. Two maior shortcomings in this concept, have apparently pre- 
vented its emergence'from the laboratory stage: 1) Inadequacy for systems 
with large parameter variations, as present in high performance aircraft. 
"  Absence of response to external disturbances. Thus no advantage over pas- 
sive manipulators exists in this important respect. Other investigations with 
similar techniques for the control of unstable systems were reported by Noggle 
m CW69) aS «ore recently a tactile display of angle of attack was reported 
by Gilson et al [9] (1974), in particular when much attention was required in 

the visual channel. 

The encouraging results obtained by these previous researchers were mo- 
tivating factors LiAhe work presented in this paper. Its «pcdfic objectives, 

however, are: 
n The method should improve control performance and reduce work-load for a 

large variety of dynamical systems and the design should not require ad- 
justment of parameters for different systems. 

2) The design should be realizable for time varying, high order stable or 

unstable plants. 
3) The system should provide complete kinesthetic cues including the effect 

of external disturbances. 

4) Comparative evaluations with conventional manipulators should consider 
both accuracy and workload. 

These goals have been reached and the results have been experimentally 
demonstrated by means of a specially constructed single axis torque-motor- 
loaded manipulator suitably integrated ir.to the control loop. 
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2.  BASIC MANIPULATOR MODELS 

Figs la-lc schematically describe the interconnections of basic manipu- 
lators with the man-machine system, and their corresponding kinesthetic feed- 
back oaths  The diagrams suggest that the commanded scalar control uc  con- 
sists of a contribution uv

c  from the central nervous system which comprises 
visual perception and cerebral processing and a contribution u%  from the ma- 
nual neuromuscular cent . associated with the cerebellum. In the sequel it is 
shou-i that the tvpe of manipulator determines whether the visual-cerebral or 
the manual neuromotor center carries the main burden in the control task. A 
desired goal is clearlv to achieve the latter. A control theoretic approach 
«xxo«e«t*  that in either case, estimates £ and u  of the system state £ and con- 
trol force u  are available so that an optimal weighting matrix L can be set m 
accordance with a suitable performance criterion. Fig. la represents the si- 
tuation of the nonintermediary handling of an object (natural feel). In this 
case the system output u  equals the manual deflection a      T,- the torque 
exerted by the muscle output equals the reaction torque T0  and is identical to 
the plant control input u.    The muscle spindles Gs    measure position x - an 
velocity x - xz  from y  [1, 5]. The Golgi tendons [1] Gk measure T t ox u    ^ 
These signals, corrupted by their corresponding measurement noises »p and . ;- 
yield the estimates *v and Ü v. Thus, the optimal setting of Z_.v is possible 
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and uf= -7vxvis a substantial contribution to the control signal Uc . Con- 
sequently the contribution of the visual center uv

c = -ly xv will be comparati- 
vely small This explains the small workload involved in nomntermediary 
handline of objects and the relative ease of manual operations in darkness or 
vith closed eves. Oniv in operations which require extreme precision (as the 
threading of 'a needle^ the main burden is on the visual channel since a large 
lv  is required to suppress the effect of Vk and Vp.    This is possible since 
V   is verv small by comparison. 

y 
Fig lb describes the man-machine system with a conventional isomorphic 

manipulator. The kinesthetic information path is now disconnected from the 
plant output u.    a,  the manipulator deflection is proportional to u.    Since 
£. = v. = i», "(? -  spring constant), Gk and Gp both provide measures of u only. 
Since"*v is" not present, the setting of £v must be zero so that a?« 0. Con- 
sequently the central nervous system must take the entire control task load 
and the optimal setting of lv  is consequently high. The lack of kinesthetic 
information from the system output thus explains the considerable workload 
which prevails with all types of passive manipulators, isotomc {<  « 0), iso- 
morphic (k *  0) and isometric ('< = »). Only in the special case of a zero 
order plant', y « a,  so that Gp provides information proportional to s  and the 
setting of U, is high. This explains the small work load experienced in the 
control of Tero order systems. 
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FIGURE lc. Schematic description of the manual control system with a "matched 
manipulator" according to Herzog [7]. 

Fig lc represents the idea of kinesthetic feedback by a "matched" ma- 
nipulator according to Herzog [7]. The manipulator output signal is fed into 
an inverse plant operator. Thus, ideally y  is proportional to c  and effecti- 
vely the system acts like the :ero order system mentioned above. In addition, 
however, T0  = AHu  {A -  amplifier gain, H -  torque motor constant) provides a 
measure of the actual control effort and the situation of "natural feel as 
described in Fig. la, in principle, reestablished. However, since the 
kinesthetic information path is actually disconnected from y,  the system can- 
not react to external disturbances w.    Thus, in this important aspect - the 
method has no advantage over conventional passive manipulators. Another limi- 
tation is the impossibility of maintaining the match of the inverse operator 
if G (s)  undergoes substantial parameter variations. Moreover, the method is 
inadequate for unstable plants. 

In the following section it is shown how complete kinesthetic input and 
output information can be provided and that the method involved can be imple- 
mented for a large variety of stable and unstable plants which may undergo 
large parameter variations. 
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3.     REALIZATION  OF  MANIPULATOR SYSTEM WITH  COMPLETE 

KINEJTHETIC   INFORMATION 

Let G (s)  denote the plant dynamics.    Instead of an inverse operator 
G-Hs)  in tandeT. as indicated in Fig.  lc, the inverse operation can be ap- 
proximated by placing Gc(s)  in the feedback path of a high gain amplifier * as 
shown in Fig    2     A\ and iV2 are compensation networks to ensure stability of 
the corresponding feedback loops.    The plant input u is amplified by the power 
amnlifier A driving the torque motor which is mechanically linked to the ma- 
nipulator and the pick-off.    Since Ge(s) U(s) = 1(a)  and  {IJaWMW)  ' 
= U(s),  it follows that: 

Y(s) 
Yc(s) 

K 

X + 
1 

CD 

Nl(s)Gc(3) 

If it is possible to maintain the condition 

K  » l/Ni(s)Gc(s) (2) 

up to the frequency of GO « 20 rad/sec, which is the effective bandwidth in 
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FIGURE 2- Realization of manual control system with complete kinesthetic 
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manual control, then from (1) one has: 

Y(c)  =* Y (s) (3) c 

Since y    ^ o  (Fig. 2), it follows that the kinesthetic feedback path from e  is 
equivalent to that from y  in Fig. lc. Since N2(s)  is in practice a wide band 
network, it follows that Ta 

a u  in the relevant frequency band, and it is 
equivalent to the direct reaction torque To  in Fig. lc. In view of (2), 
equality (3) is insensitive to wide parameter variations in Gc (s)  and if lh(s) 
is suitably designed, (3) holds for an unstable Gc(s)  as well. 

It is euj. ly verified that the reaction to the external disturbances W(s) 
is satisfactorily provided by the system shown in Fig. 2: 

Y(s)  - Gc(3)   [U(s)  - W(a)] (4) 

U(s)  = yJh(s)   [Yc(s)   - Y(3)] (S) 

Thus, 

,,, ,   £.7i (s)Gc (s) , ,      Gc(s) T7f~\ ro 
Y(s) = l+Klh(s)Gc(s)  *' (3)  ' l+Sh(a)Ge(8)  W(s) W 

In view of (2) and since N\(s)  « 1 in the effective frequency band, 

Y(s)  * Yc (s) - l^ m 

Thus, due to the large gain K, if yc = 0, the response to the disturbance is 
effectively eliminated. The torque required to maintain Yc(s) = 0 is deter- 
mined by substituting (6) into (5), and deriving U(s)\ 

(s)  = KI:X(S)   ,,.,£%"',,., W(3)  « W(s) (3D 
c 

1   1+.\N\GC (sJ 

Thus, 

2V fe; = AHU(S) « M,vr?; C9) 

The value of 4 must be so adjusted that for a typical disturbance level of 
W(3), Tf (s)  should not cause muscular fatigue. 

From the foregoing it follows that the system shown in Fig. 2 provides 
complete kinesthetic information in equivalence to Fig. la. It fulfills all 
the requirements regarding: 

- Wide variations of plant parameters 

- Unstable systems 

- External disturbances 

It now remains to show that the condition in (.2J which underlies the validity 
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of the concept described,  can indeed be guaranteed by practically realizable 
networks Ni(s) and N2(s). 

4.     CONTROL  LOOP DESIGN 

2 
The initial design of the control loop was carried out for Gc (s)  = 1/s . 

This svstem is on the verge of instability. The networks Ni(s!  and N2(s)  were 
then checked for other stable and unstable forms of Gc(s).    The detailed block 
diagram of the manipulator feedback loop is shown in Fig. 3. The brushless 
torque motor develops a maximum torque of 12 Kg-cm which is stepped up by a 
factor of 4 by means of an antibacklash gear. The transfer function of the 
torque motor is: 

U45 C(s)        .  
em(s)      s(s+5.5)(s+167) 

(10) 

TORQUE MOTOR 
MANIPULATOR MOUNT  PICK-OFF 

«M 2U5 C 
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Ti -MANUAL   TOR 
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^0(S.20) u 
Ge(S) ' 

S.400 

FIGURE 3.  Block diagram of manipulator feedback loops. 

The root locus of the inner loop involving Gc (s), K and N\(s)  is shown in 
Fig. 4. The complex zeros in 'h(s)   (Fig. 3) are intended to arrest the complex 
pole pair arising in the inner loop. The lag-lead network (s+60)/(s+6) is in- 
troduced to increase the D ". gain of the loop without impairing its dynamic 
performance within the 2u _o.d/oec band. The root locus of the complete 
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FIGURE  4. Root locus of inner loop, Gc(s)  = 1/s2. 

manipulator system of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. ,. Since all the closed loop 
noles are either compensated by neighboring zeros or are outside the 20 rad 
?0 rad/sec bandwidth, the required proportionality s « y  is effectively im- 
plemented. On replacing Gc(s)  by 1/s,  l/s(S-l), 1/(^0.66**10) whixe re- 
?aining the same values for K. Nx(s)  and N2(s)  as m Fig. ,, it was round that 
the closed loop pole locations vary only slightly so that s«yis guaranteed. 
The ea^n vielded a control force of -v±2.5 Kg for a  = ±20°. The complete marn- 
nulator is depicted in Fig. 6.  It should be noted that though o  « v for dif- 
ferent plants Ge(3),  large differences exist in the corresponding reaction 
torques ^  For a given command output Ic (a), and since 1(a)  « ie U. , T0  is 

given by 

(s)  * £4fr AH  = *M Gcrs; 
(ID 

This displav of u,  characteristic of each Gc (s)  is essential in the ability of 
the human operator to execute optimal or near optimal control inputs. This 
is demonstrated in the next section. 
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FIGURE 5. Root locus of complete manipulator feedback system, G^Csj = 1/s" 

FIGURE 6. Torque meter loaded kinestlieiic manipulator . 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL  IN A SECOND ORDER PLANT 

The control objective is to eliminate an ijut,a 1 deflection *.*£*« 
tl„.  subject* -straps on ^con.rol -fort.^ of f       such ^ 

was Gc(s) = *,a  •    *."j tn ,aboratorv tests and the corresponding control in- 
sient responses obtained in labo™*°J-     lts deTnonstrate the remarkable close- 
puts u(t) are shown in Fig    7.    The «su response.    This, and the typ - 

The state space representation of Gc 

The system matrix      is 2x2, Xi = ~ and a,\ 

fs,1 is: 

Tne controlled variable is 

y(i)    =   Cxit) 

0(1,0) 3 = ro,wr ; /i = «v- jj 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

FIGURE 7. Time history of transient responses 
of a fixed set-point regulation 

task tor Gc (°)  -  i/s • 
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The performance criterion which is assumed to underly the control policy is 
the minimisation of: 

J lj2(t) + pu2(t)] dt (15) 

p > 0 is the weight on the control effort. 

In accordance with Fig. lc, the observed variable is: 

z(t)  » Cxit)  + Vy(t) (16) 

where 7v(t)  represents white observation noise. 

Let x = (z\, x2)
T  be the reconstructed state vector provided by a full 

state observer. The optimal control law is then given by: 

u(t) = - 12(?) 

vhere I =  d/p)  BTP  and P  is the solution of the 2*2 Ricatti equation 
:TC  - ?3ETP + ATP + PA  = 0. 

The result is: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The full state observer is of the form: 

xit)  = Axit)  + 3u(t) + K[y(t)  - Cxiz)] 

where y(-)  = Cx(t),  and K =  ik\,k2f. 

Defining eit) = xit)  - &it),  the resulting augmented differential equa- 
tion interconnecting xit)  and xit)   for the closed loop system [10] is given by 

(20) 

The characteristic values can be shown to be those of A-Bl_  (regulator poles) 
and those of A-KC  (observer poles). 

The characteristic equation of the observer is of the form 
s
2 +  jjlS + £2 = 0. Given k =  160 and choosing k\  = fZkJ,  substituting (14) 
into (20), the numerical solution of (z.,zJT  for the initial conditions 
(x0le0)

T  = (xl(0),0,el(0),e2(0)F =  (xx (0) ,Q,xxiG) ,0)T  yields the best fit to 
FigJ. 7 for the parameters p = 64, kx  = 25 and k2  = 512. The plot of the com- 
puted optimal u(t)   for these parameter values is shown in Fig. 8. It is 

'xit)' 'A-3l_ -BV 'xit) 

lit) 0 A-KC, .eit) 
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FIGURE 8. Computed optimal control force u(t)  for the fixed set point regu- 
lating task. 

p = 64   k  = 160,  .<i = 25,   kz  = 312. 

easily verified that the closed loop transfer function Hc(s)  relating y(s)  to 
u(s)  is given by: 

Hc(s)  - 

.-" + 

JZ (21) 

/p" 

It follows therefore that with torque feedback the human operator strongly 
resembles a linear optimal regulator with observation noise, subject to a 
quadratic performance criterion with an energy constraint (15). 

It is also of interest to compare the closed loop transfer function of 
(20) with the neuromuscular limb-manipulator model according to McRuer et al 
[15]. From this model it follows that the closed loop transfer function for a 
purely inertially loaded manipulator, (equivalent to our example Gc (s) - k/sz), 
the closed loop transfer function C(s)/Uc(s)   (Fig. lc) is: 
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C(s) £L_^  (22, 

where 

■'-sp 
Muscle spindle gain factor 

C   - W/Zf, f   -    neuromotor firing rate, P muscle tension 

., . Combined limb-manipulator mass 

- - dp/av,  muscle damping factor, V -  velocity. 

Since To  - AH»  and since U(s)  - Y(s)s2/k,  it follows that T«(s)  - AH/ks*Y(s). 
Thus AH/k  is equivalent to a mass •'. With the given torque motor gain set- 
SSs V * 0*3 Kg. Since S  * y, it is justified to compare (22) to de (s)  m 
(:it.' It is significant that they are of the same form. 

The corresponding coefficients are: 

2?T     SJH (23) 

■<spff (24) 

v^ 

n-ramerers ->, and £V can vary widely \S] . Thus, for different values of 
- -he neuromuscular system has sufficient freedom to maintain the optimal pa- 
raneSr values dictated by the left hand sides of (23)  (24). This is due to 
the independent control of Bm  and Cf . By comparison, the measured and com- 
puted values of u(t),  it was found that Bm -  1.9 Kg sec/cm, which is m the 
region ~f values reported in the literature. 

6.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHOD 

From Sections 2 and 5 it follows that a major advantage of kinesthetic 
information must be workload reduction since the strenuous task of state esti- 
StSTaid optimal weighting by the visual perception and mental processing is 
nearly eliminated. In order to evaluate the method, two requirements had to 

be met: 
1. The evaluation should be on a comparative basis. 

2. It should involve workload measures. 

Consequently all performance tests were carried out so that every type of 
g (3)  was tested both for the kinesthetic manipulator mode and the 
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either the isomorphic or the kinesthetic mode. 

The specific requirements of the evaluation method were: 

It should provide an objective measure for the control task effort for 
any type of manipulator or controlled plant. 

The evaluation method should present a control task which is similar 
to that encountered in flight practice. 

- The operator should not be able to influence the outcome by adopting 

"clever strategies." 

T* all tests the primarv task was tracking and/or regulating Ge (3)  for a 
stationary random inpu? or disturbance band limited to ~1 rad/sec. The con- 
trol test was single axis and in the vertical plane. 

In order to meet the foregoing requirements a secondary task method was 
developed and adopted in the evaluation. A general block diagram is given in 
tZ    9      The method consists of reading out (to permit supervision ot two- 
digit* random numbers displayed outside the foveal field of the primary task 
diinlav  The random numbers change at a increasing rate x(') = at,  where B  is 
a constant  During the initial 20 seconds, the operator concentrates on the 

UAMI- C 
0t(S) 

ruiATO« 

- 
' 

n 
v, >v,-iC 
V2 s V, —OP 

isTone ; 
> o = 0 05 

FIGURE 9. Block diagram of the secondary task evaluation system. 
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primary task only and the initial mean squared error e/ is determined. 
Thereafter the secondary task is activated. The operator has to control the 
primary task but simultaneously read out the random numbers the subsequent 
error variance eT is normalized to ef  as in Jex [11]. Due to the workload of 
the secondary task e2/e/ gradually increases. When some predetermined level 
E    is reached, the system automatically stops at X •= Xc . The performance   
measure was chosen as \>/ef.    A comparatively easy task will have a small 5;

2 

and a large \  and vice versa. Thus, a large value of \/ef indicates a sys- 
tem with good handling qualities. It easily verified that the method meets 
all three requirements listed above. In particular, the operator has no 
choice of "clever" strategies.  For example, if he chooses initially to devote 
less attention to the primary task in_order to reach a higher Xc , his initial 
al  will tend to be larger so that \/zf  tends to remain constant. The noise 
generator output i  provides both the primary task input and the random numbers 
to the secondary task display.  Preliminaryjtests of the evaluation method 
with several subjects demonstrated that \/e}  is significantly and consisten- 
tly different for different types of Gc(s)   like 1/s, 1/s2, 1/sCs-l) .    The 
method was therefore adopted for the comparative evaluation of the kinesthetic 
manipulator. 

7.  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The tracking and regulation experiments were carried out by a group of 
five students with r.o flying experience. They were selected from a larger 
group after undergoing preliminary screening tests of reaction time and 
tracking ability. 

The experimental equipment used was: 

- EAI-580 hybrid analog computer which was also used for the realization 
of the compensation networks 'h(s)  and Nz(s)  and gain V 

- HP HOI-3722 noise generator for input, disturbance and secondary task 
signals. 

- HP 1310A CRT display with a 30><40 cm screen. 

- The single axis manipulator is loaded by medium power brushless torque 
motor and the pick off is linear low torque potentiometer. 

- The power amplifier A has 200W output and a voltage gain amplification 
range of 10*110. 

The input i  is obtained from a 1.3 Hz rectangular spectrum filtered by a 
single lag filter l/(s+l) . The disturbances w  are obtained from the same 
source but after a delay T to avoid correlation with i. 

The first series of tests were tracking tasks with i f  0, u = 0 for 
Gc(s) =  l/(s2+0.66s+10), Gc(s)  = 1/s2, Gc(s)  = l/s(s-l). The duration of each 
test was approximately 2 min, depending on the instant i^/ij = Ec . 

A typical set of results of 10 tests for subject I  is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Results of tracking experiments - Subject I. 

The results of other subjects were quite similar. The following conclusions 

can be drawn: , /-r • 
i  For the isonorphic manipulator the performance measure Ac/e, is sig- 
1. For tne lsuuuiyi.x    r     ,   .  j^is  demonstrates the m- 

nificantly lower, the hardeV,w5flLun control tasks due to the load on creasing work-load associated ,td iff xcul con -l^ask^ ^      ^ Q{ 

tendency of learning can be noticed for I/o and i/ou u 
sent in the results of the other subjects.  ^ 

<,      Pnr the kinesthetic manipulator, \./e/ is practically the same for 
2- Fo* ?H S t s considerably higher. This demonstrates the un- 

all types of Gc U), and it is consi    y  s   conrolete kinesthetic infor- 

Spaths^ ^Significant that'even an unstable system yields the same 

performance measure. 

The second series of tests were regulating tasks with i  = 0 and w £ 0. 

J^ft  ,>Äl SeSac* p»f, as oV"^«> «« «="1~' -"«»** 
Consequently \./e2 was extremely high. 
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FIGURE 11. Results of combined tracking and regulating experiments - 
Subject I. 

The third series of tests was a combined tracking and regulation, i.e., 
i t  0, w t  0. This is a typical situation in practical control tasks. The 
results are, as expected, intermediate between the first and second series of 
tests. The result's for subject I are shown in Fig. 11 for Ge (s)  = l/s; 
l/O2+0.66s+10) ; lfsz;     l/s(3-l)^_ The results for the other subjects again 
were very similar.  In all tests e/ with the kinesthetic manipulator was 
between 3*10 times smaller than with the isomorphic manipulator, depending or: 
the type of Ge(s).    The main observations are: 

1. The performance measure \/efdeteriorates gradually by an order of mag- 
nitude from 1/3  to l/3(s-l) in a consistent manner.  It is also consider- 
ably lower than for the pure tracking task shown in Fig. 10. 

2. The performance measure Xc/s/"for the kinesthetic manipulator deteriorates 
only by ~50% from 1/s to 1/3(5-1) and is higher by 170 as compared with 
the isomorphic manipulator. 

3. The secondary task method and the criterion \e /ef provide a consistent 
and sensitive yardstick for performance evaluation. 
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8.     CONCLUSIONS 

,      •     •   *„,™*inn r.aths in manual control have been shovm to The kinesthetic information patns in =*™ f M h     der or 

essentially close the same *lf »£«^fee**fe Sp closures provide the re- 
ral noninwf ediary handlin, of object.      These        p ^^  ^.^ 

quired state estanates for »P^ ™f ."'"»parative test de.ou'.trates the 
s^oru/of^e ÄothTo'precisio. 3d -orUoad reduction. 
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TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL OF AN UNDAMPED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR: 

EVIDENCE FOR BIASES AND SCHEMATA1 

By Richard J. Jagacinski, Michael W. Burke, 
and Dwight ?. Miller 

The Ohio State University 

SUMMARY 

u      „nrnn,iite environmental conditions for executing a given 
C,re°^

nar Sd o be   asRbasic to „any kinds of skilled performance, 
response «argued w be experiments investigated how human 
As an example o th^ skill, th     P ^^  QSclllator t0 
subjects solve the P«ble» of b  g g       V    ^^ Comparison wich 

rest ".«»"^y^P^eorv solution to this problem suggests that subjects 
the optimal """f J^^celeration information in both learning the rorm 
have difficulty in using accel ^ ^     their learned awitch. 
of tne optimal switching pat speeded up. Excellent transfer 
ins patterns.when theJ ha m n  - ;   -^   P^ ^ velocities 

rÖtTevaiou:iby
jeencSoun;ered constitutes evidence for stimulus recognition 

schemata underlying their performance. 

i. AÜJU^i i-U^ 

• •,      ,nr,„i nitterns derived from optimal control theory can be 
used IsY'ref« n " ^ eSS ehe actual control patterns used by human 
subjects!  Several control problcr-s which have been investigated = ro» n., 
^uDjects.  o d  unscable systems (refs. 1, 2, 3, -0 , 
viewpoint have evolved first undamPed harmonic oscillators 

TrTf  ir^Thl7; "n  ero?'experke;ts investigates how human subjects 
ive the problem of bringing an undamped harmonic.oscillator to re« as 

quicklv as possible when they are limited to applying a nghtward or le.t 

-^ fselnd asp:Ct
m:f Ch":-experiments l3 to investigate the level of 

AS the subjects' control patterns by means of various transfer 
?"k   The em schema has been used in various ways in psychology to reter 
r     f;Pniralized response generating capability that is not limited to 
Co a f^f "e

c
d
io;;

SJ°evio°sly encountered.  Adams (ref. 10) and Scnmidt 
S< 11) navfrecLti; revised three uses of the term schema corresponding 

 rThe present"work was supported by grants from the Graduate School and 
from the College of Social and Behavioral Science of The Ohio State 

University. 
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to motor recall schema, motor recognition schema, and stimulus recognition 
schema  While there have been numerous studies supporting the notion of a 
stimulus.recognition schema for various types of static visual rorms_(e.g., 
rets 1?  13)  the present authors are unaware of any previous experiments 
relating'this'concept to motor behavior or the control of dynamic systems 
Motor theorists have tended to concentrate on the concepts or motor recall 
schema and motor recognition schema, which refer respectively to tne 
caoabilitv of oroducing or recognizing movement patterns not previously 
experienced. However, a generalized ability for choosing the appropriate 
conditions in a dvnamic environment for executing a given response would 
also appear to be an important aspect of many kinds or skilled perrormance. 
For example, a baseball player who has reached the limits of the outfield 
fence and who must leap to catch the baseball has to choose an appropriate 
ooint in the ball's trajectory to begin his response. Jumping eiti.er too 
ear'- or too late mav result in his missing the ball. Similarly, a rifleman 
attemoting to hit a distant target on a windy day will introduce a certain 
amount of compensation into his aim for wind velocity, indicated by tne 
state of specific visual cues such as the motion of tail grasses. Ae  will 
wait for the instant when the wind velocity is appropriate for mat precise, 
amount of condensation before pulling the trigger.  Both of these situations 
involve recosr.izing special conditions of a dynamic, environment, and the 
notion of a stimulus recognition schema is appropriate :or descriDxng this 

kind of generalized skill. 
\n  experimental strategy for demonstrating the existence or a scnema 

using a within subject design is to show that over the course or an experi- 
ment a subject learns a new response pattern, and that he exhibits tnis 
learned pattern when he is transferred to a new situation in which ne_ nas no 
previous practice.  The present experiments will involve a variety ot 
tracer ta«k<= m exolore the applicability of the conceot of a schema to 
controlling a dvnamic system.  The subject's responses in these tasks will 
be limited, however, to simple button pressings, thus making the selection 
of the appropriate environmental conditions more critical.  Because^evidence 
for motor recall schema and motor recognition schema must necessarily 
involve oroduction or recognition respectively of new -overrents, any evi- 
dence for schemata in the present experiments will be interpreter as 
stimulus recognition schemata.  These experiments will also attempt to 
determine the"implications of the subject's transfer behavior ror a process 

model of performance. 

TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL OF AN UNDAMPED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

-se present set of experiments investigates one particular control 
problem -- bringing an undamped harmonic oscillator to rest as quickly as _ 
possible bv the application of a leftward or rightward force ot rixed magni- 
tude.  The'problem is anilogous to bringing an oscillating pendulum to rest 
by means of two magnets which can exert either a constant rightvara or_ 
leftward force on the pendulum.  The optimal switching locus tor bringing the 
pendulum-like svstem to rest at the origin as quickly as possible is shown 
in figure 1.  The locus consists of a string of dashec semicircular arcs 
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out«r    and    'nn,r 

tob« ><*• 
of optlMl  »witching 

locus "* —"T      ootlMl  »witcWIHg" locu» "Z      optlaal svitcinng" 

ICGK I« R 
•»•loclty to th« Uft 

Figure 1.  Optimal switching locus ( ) for bringing the system to 
rest at the origin as quickly as possible. 

, f ul that divides the phase olane into two regions, R and L. When the 
(ref. 14) that js velocity corresponding to Region R, the rightwara 
system has a position and vel ^P      rf ^^ should .^ ^ 

Two'La^les of tnfo^mal «^i-g strategy (A-B-C-Origin and D-E-Origm) 

^ •SEe^n/instructed subjects as to 'he optimal switching strategy 
A VLA llllr  asvmptotic oerformance using five different displays. 

and ^«^^/^J^Hwitcning curve was available on a phase plane display, 
subiects expIrienS so^e difficulty in this control task. They tended tc ae 
subjects experience        occurring near the cusp region between the 
least 7u»\"^ls

C Sdto switch a little late along the outer 
lobT "There  f icultifs were considerably magnified with the least aided 

this P?c"™ °* e""%L.ested =hat raore research is necessary to clarify 
time limitations and suggst      controlling such a system. The present 

^"ÄSeSil problem by investigating how subjects using a single 
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i j^ni-v learn to stop an undamped harmonic os 
fr^ZVllt;\l"r^ons  as to the ,pti»l switch! 

oscillator when they 
ing strategy. 

EXPERIMENT .1 

T.  first experiment examined subjects' performance with initial values 
of posUion and velocity that corresponded to optimal switcnmg perrormance 

along the inner lobe in figure 1. 

Method 

*  r.r-LS  -he undated harmonic oscillator system was simulated on an EAI 
Apparatus.  .he u.,aa..p position was displayed as a 1/3- 
Pace ™-f analog co»puter  ajd S^ \orizonCally across a U-inch (35 56- 

incn '■•.32-cn,).^;-et!™' et region was represented by a 1/8-incn (.32- 
cm) video monitor xae «rget „ levision monitor. Above the monitor a 
cm) wide mark m the middle of the "levis from che cencer 

Pair.°f -adir:ite^aSyPliS , indic^in whether a leftward or rightward 
or the tieid alternately lign , Subjeccs controlled the direction or 
force was being a?plied to th    tern     ^      f        ^ Qf ^ 

the applied rorce Wlta.^e" "f"  che left buCton caused the left arrow 
pushbuttons, ^»^^i;!^:; one over the earphones worn by the 
to lignt, P«^««d

a
a
3;°f^a,i force to be applied to the ?endulum-like 

°£IT   Tne Stward force persisted until the right button was momentarily 

depressed.  The right button functioned similarly. 

«aborts.  ?our male, right-handed Ohio State University students 

participated in all four experiments. 

3^,.  Eacn subiect received 80 trials ?er ^  ^Z™^ 

Each session lasted approxima      hour.  £ ;      ^ ^ 

S«"  ^undatelTharmonic oscillator corr.sp^ed to the differential 

ec^uacion (1/w2) x + x =■ u (1) 

=ra-, nn^ition reltive to its natural resting position in 
where x is svsten pos£ion «      inch/s8C2, „ . ., rad/sec, and E - 
mcnes  x is >> ^"cei f ^     t or Left butt  vas 

± L-'^ lnCn 'r %t i^,e beginningof each trial the system had one of the 
last deP«ssea',.4' -^^«d in figure 2 and the rightward force was 
20 ?aiHXf the"" t" 'optimal performance for bringing the system to 
applied to cne.^;"°-  "^ly as

P
posslble consisted of appyling a leitward 

rest at the origin as quickly as P        swicching iobe (figure 1). If 
force when tne system «tersected ^ ^ beginning of a trial 

;o
SfhroPti:a

ai stitrchCwouirnrang; from 890 to 3,0.0 msec over the 20 initial 

cions- -j  A   ^~ K- »r rpcr -.na on target when svstet» velo- conditions 
The 

city was 
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Figure 2.  Initial positions and velocities for Experiments i s 

inch (.15 cm) of the center of the video monitor. Subjects were pa: 
salary of SO.75 per session, and an adaitional amount per trial con. 
their performance. They received 4 cents per trial if they brougn 
system to rest on target as quickly as an ideal subject whose swit.. 
corresponded to the inner lobe in figure 1. For less than optima. : 

mance payoffs decreased linearly to zero as the time to bring t.,e : 
rest increased to 4 seconds longer than optimal performance.- 

 technically, the optimal switching locus is sliL'itly differe- 
inner lobe shown in figure 1 because the effective target in the ?r 
is a small rectangle about the origin rather than a smgle point at 
origin However, for the purposes of this experiment, the optima 
locus for the point target was used to define optimal performance. 

z   a   3 a se 

ir.sent on 

the 
ir.g   -o :us 

error - 
-/stem to 

-> ^~ the 
.=e  "lane 
tne 

toning 
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Procedure.  Subjects were told that the dot represented a vehicle which 
would have a rightward force applied to it at the beginning of each trial. 
Their task was to stop the vehicle at the target region as quickly as 
possible bv applying a leftward force at the appropriate instant.  If tne 
dot overshot or undershot the target, then the subjects were to apply right- 
ward and leftward forces until the dot finally slowed to criterion over the 
1/8-inch ( 3">-cm) target region.  The dot then disappeared from the screen, 
and the trial was over.  Immediately after each trial, subjects were told how 
much thev had earned for that trial to the nearest 1/10 cent.  If at any time 
the dot exceeded the bounds of the 14-inch (35.56-cm) viewing window, the 
trial immediately ended and the subjects received zero payoff. 

The data for each trial consisted of the position and velocity when the 
subject executed his first three switches for each trial, the elapsed time 
for the first two switches, and the total elapsed time for the trial. 

Results 

Median switching points were calculated for subjects' first switches 
with each of the 20 initial conditions.  The medians were calculated in 
terms of elapsed time along a given orbit in the phase plane.  In figure 3 
the upper and the lower medians for each of the 10 orbits have been connected 
with straight lines to indicate the average switching patterns for two of the 
four subjects.  The optimal switching pattern for a point target is indicated 

by the dashed semicircle. 

One qualitative property of the optimal switching pattern is that it is 
a line through the phase plane.  In other words, the two initial conditions 

i..:.,., -, ]_.-;y- each orbit in lijure 2 have the same optimal switching poiat. 
The'width of the subjects' switching loci in figure 3 indicate how closely 
their performance approximated a line through the phase plane.  All subjects 
markedly reduced their intra-orbit inconsistency over the first several days 
of practice (e.g., compare A-L and B-l with A-3 and B-3).  However, 
Subjects B and E then exhibited increased, inconsistency in the five orbits 
farthest from the target (e.g., see B-8).  A U  level multiple F max ratio 
test (ref  15) revealed that the increase in variance was statistically 
significant for Subject B (F.nax (7, 5) » 67.92), but not for Subject E 

£*«<>. «- 8.59). 

If a subject's intra-orbit inconsistency is relatively small, one may 
then meaningfully compare the shape of his switching locus with the optimal 
locus.  All four subjects achieved roughly monotonic switching loci with the 
root'mean square difference between intra-orbit medians less than 200 msec 
(e.g., A-3, and B-3).  However, the large intra-orbit variance exhibited by 
Subjects ß'and E late in practice was judged too large to warrant any more 
detailed analysis of the shapes of their switching loci.  Further analyses 
were only conducted for Subjects A and C.  Comparisons of the switching times 
on Days 2 and 3 with Days 7 and 8 revealed that by Days 7 and 8 both Subjects 
A and C switched significantly earlier on the outer orbits (1-5) and 
significantly later on the inner orbits (6-10). To test whether the shapes 
of the switching loci for Subjects A and C were non-monotonic in the phase 
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first switches in Experiment 1 for Subjects A and B. 

rhP switching velocity at the two middle orbits (5 and 6) was compared 
plane the sw^™ vel   at the outennost orbits (1 and 2) and at the 
with the switch»8 ^Jg/^ Days 2 and 3, these two subjects had not 
.nnermost o  t switching pattern in that the switching velocity 
fcf ^wo^^tlrbUs was L? significantly ^ss than the switching 

i „•„ in the middle orbits. However, by Days 7 and 8 Subjects A ana i. 
dtd have a sfgnificantly lower switching velocity in the two outermost 

orbits. 

ll^/lllTZ^lnT^  2. Thl's «....tic «p.11- 114 «s«c for 
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Subject A and 160 msec for Subject C on Days 7 and 8, and both differences 

were significant at the .05 level. 

Discussion 

In order to interpret the manner in which the subjects' switching 
patterns changed over the 8 days of this experiment, it is useful to ask, 
"What must the subjects learn about the system in order to approximate tne 
optimal control solution?" By trial and error subjects could arrive at a 
set of paired associations between the 20 initial conditions and the 20 
corresponding switching points necessary to stop at the target without under- 
shooting or overshooting.  Each of the initial conditions is uniquely speci- 
fied by a combination of position and velocity cues, and the switching points 
could be specified in terms of position, velocity, and/or elapsed time cues. 
As suggested bv Prevss and Meiry (ref. 8), overshooting :.he target would 
cause the subjects to revise the switching point for a given inirial condi- 
tion to occur soon«, and undershooting would result in a similar revision in 
the opposite direction, assuming that subjects are attempting to stop in the 
target region with a single switch.  According to this model of learning 
behavior one might expect an initially random-looking phase plane switcning 
pattern to converge in a relatively uniform manner toward the optimal control 
solution.  This simple model seems inadequate because of the extremely slow 
and non-uniform manner in which subjects did approach the optimal control 
solution af<-er a more rapid initial convergence toward a monotonic switching 
pattern  The monotonic switching loci suggest that subjects are relying on 
control patterns that are appropriate for stopping a freely moving vehicle, 
but inappropriate for a pendulum-like system. More specifically, one typical 
property oi braking systems for moving vehicles is that n onei; traveling 
on a smooth level surface, stopping distance is an increasing function o. the 
vehicle's velocitv, but does not depend on its location.  This property does 
not hold for the harmonic oscillator.  As indicated in equation '  when tne 
leftward forcp i« applied to the system, Lhe net braking torce is an additive 
combination of the constant leftward force and the system's pendulum-like_ 
tendency to move rightward toward its natural equilibrium at tne center or 

the target. 

Assuming an initial bias toward characterizing the task as an ordinary 
vehicular braking task, one might expect the subjects' transition to a more 
veridical characterization of the system's dynamic properties to cover three 
stages of learning.  In Stage 1 early in practice subjects assume that tne 
braking force is not a function of position, and their switching velocity- 
increases with distance from the target.  Such behavior would be analogous to 
the manner in which car drivers traveling at higher velocities typically be- 
gin to apply the brakes farther from the intersection in order to stop in 
time  In Stage 2, subjects begin to realize that the braking force decreases 
with distance from the target and begin to apply the leftward force at 
correspondingly lower velocities. A switching pattern in which switching 
velocity continually increases with distance from the target is also con- 
sistent with this stage.  If the subjects believe that the braking force 
actually decreases to zero for longer distances from the target, then they 
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u    ^A  ***„«,  their switching patterns so that the switching velocity becomes should adjust their switcgp ^ ^  ^^ be _n 

IZS     i th y Si tnis switching pattern (e.g., figure 3, A-3) which 
represents the maximum downward adjustment possible in Stage 2  In Stage 3, 
TfrtTnot only realize that the braking force decreases with distance 
Ä karget" but also realize that for longer distances from the target 
from the target ^ h leftward £orce is applied. This m- 

c LS eacreieereatioenSwithndistance from the target retires the subjects to 

curve their phase plane switching patterns downward. 

within each of these three stages it is plausible that subjects might 
A-   J their switching loci in accordance with the simple learning model 

adjust their sw^ching io different limitations on how far 

SHdj Lmln ^ n'proceed^UnleL subjects reach Stage 3, they cannot pro- 
such adJuscme^    switching locus.  According to this interpretation, the 
duce a no™""Jc *^C™ . control     n can be aCCribut- 

;QTo
eSthe°i  if icultv0inuring the two qualitative transitions to Stages 2 

L   3  Subiects A and C showed clear evidence of reaching Stage 3 (e.g. 
t    I'.  1 A If Whether Subjects B and E also reached Stage 3 is uncertain. 
StSlst cal ests of monotonlcity were not performed for these latter two 
Statistical "sts       intra-orbit variance they exhibited. The increase 

ZhZ"-o"til\TA^Ts>Z\y  SubJ.cl B u «111 »«,*•- in this 

model. 

The three stage theory just outlined deals with qualitative aspects of  , 
me CI"ee   ?f ,in. mtterns  namelv their monotomcity.  Further the phase plane switch   P  "rns  n^      ^ non.veridical 

Interpretation is possible it        m_like    m> and that at any point 

internal r^*Sf ""°^e°'cinCT to behave optimallv with respect to those 
in time subjects are att^in      subjects try to reach the origin without non-veridical models. Assuming th     j    jr^ ^ aU ^ ^ ^ 

thfsubie".  lifve o°be a8;inKle
Ptraiectory to the target.  One may there- 

fore in Irpret the phase plane switching loci as trajectories of the sub- 
t   -fn^rnal models.  An additional, but not very restrictive assumption 

If hat tne subjects' nternal models do have unique trajectories that reach 
he origin when'a constant force is applied.  Under this interpretation the 
TJJll  ne loci can be used to generate analytic Representations o^th. 

If ^Iculationr^tSlrobie^of uniqueness of these analytic representa- 
tions will not be pursued in the present paper. 

EXPERIMENT 2 

The second experiment extended the range of initial conditions so that 
The secona  v tQ  use two switches in order to stop tue 

on -«^.»"i8 " ""^""7the outer lobe in figure 1). One aim of this 
system in the target area   e  investigate how closely the subjects' first 

^cHatt I™««    Primate "he double lobe pattern of optimal perfor- switch patterns W.UPP ^ ^ ^^ evidence for schemata by 

toting whether the observed switching patterns would transfer to new initial 
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Dositions and velocities.  If subjects simply learn a set of paired associa- 
tions between the initial conditions and corresponding switchxng points. Men 

they should not be able to perform this transfer task. 

Method 

The sane four subjects used in Experiment 1 received 8 days of practice 
with the 20 initial conditions represented as black dots in figure -4.  The 
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Figure 4  Well-practiced initial positions and velocities (•) and new 
initial positions and velocities (A) for the transfer test in Experiment 2. 

10 initial conditions requiring only a sirSle switch were identical to 10 of 
the initial conditions used in Experiment 1. Subjects were instructed that 
the range of starting positions would-be extended, but that otherwise the_ 
system would be the same.  Following Day 8 there were scheduling delays or 
56 54 and 11 days for Subjects A, B and C respectively. Each or these t.-iree 
subjects was therefore given 1 extra day of practice upon his return to Me 
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experiment. All four subjects were then given 1 day of performance with the 
well-practiced initial conditions, 1 day of performance with 20 new initial 
conditions which are represented as triangles in figure 4, and a final day 
of performance with the well-practiced initial conditions.  Subjects were not 
told that there had been any procedural change on the day with the new mi- 

tial conditions. 

Results 

The median switch point was calculated for each initial condition as m 
the previous experiment. The means of each intra-orbit pair of medians nave 
been'connected with straight lines in figure 5 for the day with the new 
initial conditions ( ) and for the preceding (~—) and .o.lou 
ing (__.. ) days using the well-practiced initial conditions. 

To assure the subjects' performance on the new initial conditions cannot 
be attributed to previous practice on these very orbits it was necessary to 
ascertain that second and third switches in Experiments 1 and 2 did not 
occur along these "new" orbits.  Available records indicated that such 
switches were rnre in the region of the outermost eight new orbits, and sub- 

sequent analysis was restricted to this region. 

For each subject an F test was performed at the .05 level to determine 
whether there was a significant increase in intra-orbit variance with cne 
new initial conditions.  None of the F tests was significant._ In oraer .o 
test whether the switching pattern for the new initial conditions difiered 
from the patterns on the preceding and following days, a polynomial was rit 
via nultiple regression to the median switching points with the n-w initial 
conditions and a second polynomial was fit to the data for^the preceding and 
follow!»* days.  An F test was then performed to compare tue suu. u, ^ 
residuals from these'two polynomials with the residual when the data rrom all 
3 days were fit by a single polynomial of the same degree.  Only the reduc- 
Uon in residual for Subject B, F (2, 40) - 4.17, E< .05, was sigmticant at 

the .05 level. 

Two types of analyses were similarly conducted to test whether the 
performance of Subjects A, C and E with the new initial conditions dittered 
from their performance on the outer seven orbits on the first 2 days or 
Experiment 2.  First, an F test was performed for each subject at the .03 
level to test whether the'intra-orbit variance was larger at the beginning or 
Experiment 2.  Subject C, F (14, 8) - 2.29, £< .001, did exhibit signiri- 
cantly larger intra-orbit variance at the beginning ot Experiment 2; nowever, 
Sublet* A ami E did not.  Polynomial regression analyses revealed that.ne 
shane o' Subject A's switching pattern early in Experiment 2 was sigmricant- 
lv different from the pattern for the new initial conditions; however, Sub- 
ject E did not exhibit any significant difference. 
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Position ( i« ) 

Figure 5. Means of median first switches for Subjects A, B, C, and E in 
Experiment 2 for well-practiced initial conditions (  and -••-••) and 

new initial conditions ( -) • 
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Discussion 

That none of the four subjects' switching loci resembled the double lobe 
optimal solution is perhaps not very surprising if one considers the difficul- 
ty involved in discovering such a solution by trial and error.  The inner op- 
timal lobe is part of a trajectory of the system through the phase plane, ana 
subjects could have approached the optimal solution in this region by adjust- 
ing their switching points so as to eliminate undershoot or overshoot of the 
target.  In contrast, the outer optimal lobe is not part of a trajectory, and 
subjects will overshoot the target for trials starting in this region of the 
phase plane no matter when their first switch occurs. The outer optical lobe 
is not even the switching locus that minimizes overshoot of the target.  A 
second reason for difficulty is that the total time to reach the target is not 
very sensitive to deviations from the outer optimal lobe.  Engineers imple- 
menting automated switching devices typically take advantage of this fact by 
substituting a zero velocity switching locus in place of the outer optimal 
lobe  Such a locus is easier to construct and does not increase the total 
time"to reach the target by more than 5% (ref. 16).  In the present experiment 
it would probably be difficult for subjects to detect a 5% difference between 
optimal and sub-optimal loci because of variation in their second switch 

'performance. 

Within the accuracy of experimental measurement, Subjects A, C and E exhib- 
ited the same switching pattern for the new initial conditions as for the we 11- 
oracticed initial conditions.  Secondly, for Subjects A and C this pattern was 
significantly different from the switching pattern exhibited at the -ginning 
of Experiment 2.  Finally, records of previous performance indicate tnat these 
two subjects had negligible practice alon« the new orbits prior to tne trans- 
it -ask  Together these stateiner.tr, constitute »VIHPT,,» f-r the :::i:-tcr.-e c 
schemata'underlying the performance of Subjects A and C. While Subject E did 
show excellent transfer to the new initial conditions, this subject cia not 
exhibit a significant change in switching pattern with practice.  .neretore, 
this subject's performance does not constitute evidence for a scheaa.  Subject 
B*s performance also does not meet the strict criterion previously specified 

for the existence of a schema. 

In order to further delineate the nature of the schemata implied by the 
performance of Subjects A and C, it is necessary to discuss alternative pro- 
cess models for behavior in this experiment.  In the present task, tne detail- 
ed time course of the button pressing responses was not measured; nowever, a 
siaple, unvarying movement pattern would be sufficient to perform veil.  .he 
concepts of motor recall schema and motor recognition schema, whicn respec- 
tively involve production and recognition of new movements, thererore need not 
be invoked for these experiments.  What is necessary is that subjects snow 
when to execute the button pressing response as the harmonic oscillator passes 
through states not previously observed.. Stimulus recognition schema is an ap- 

propriate concept for describing this skill. 

A more detailed question concerns what aspect of the subjects' performance 
is encoded in the recognition schema.  Does the schema encode states ot the 
oscillator system at which the subject should initiate the button pressing 
response, or does the schema encode states of tne oscillator system at wmen 
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the actual depression of the switch should be completed?  If the button pres- 
sing response could be executed instantaneously, this distinction would be 
meaningless.  However, assuming at least a 200 msec reaction time in the sub- 
jects' execution of such a response, the distinction is important for this 
task.  Unfortunately, the data in the present experiment do not distinguish 
between these two possibilities.  These data do imply that subjects have 
learned a skill which is not specific either to the positions and velocities 
at the beginnings of trials or to particular orbits. However, subjects 
could perform the transfer task if they had learned a generalized locus of 
system states for either response initiation or for completing the switch de- 
pression.  The basic difference between these two kinds of recognition schema 
is that the latter assumes subjects can predict when the system is one reac- 
tion time away from the switch completion locus. To distinguish between the 
two possible kinds of schemata, it is necessary to use a transfer task that 
necessitates the prediction capability postulated by the response completion 
schema.  Such a test is provided by using a speeded simulation of the harmonic 

oscillator system. 

EXPERIMENT 3 

In order for subjects to achieve perfect transfer of a switching pattern 
with a speeded simulation of the oscillator system, three conditions must 
obtain.   First, they must encode the switch completion locus rather than the 
switch initiation locus.  Because the simulation is speeded, the oscillatory 
system will move through a larger fraction of its phase plane orbit during the 
subjects' reaction time.  The locus of response initiation necessary to 
achieve the same switching locus will therefore be pushed farther back from 
the switch completion lo.-us.  Ability Lo make this necessary compensation is 
evidence for the use of a response completion locus.  Secondly, subjects mus"" 
be able to time scale their representation of the response completion locus if 
they use time or velocity cues to encode this locus.  For example, assume sub- 
jects encode the locus at the accustomed speed as Fc (t_, x, v), where t_ is 
elapsed time, x is system position, and v is system velocity.  If the speeded 
simulation is twice as fast as the accustomed speed, the subjects' new locus 
should be F  (%t, x, 2v) .  Elapsed time cues must be halved, position cues 
need not be^hanged, and velocity cues must be doubled, because the speeded 
simulation covers the same distances as before with twice the velocity and in 
half the elapsed time.  Thirdly, subjects' ability to predict when the system 
is one reaction time away from Fc must be of such quality as not to deterio- 
rate significantly in its predictive accuracy when applied over a relatively 
longer fraction or the phase plane orhit.  For example, a simple constant 
velocity extrapolation of the system's motion might provide adequate predic- 
tive accuracy when the simulation is slow, because the fraction of the phase 
plane orbit covered in one reaction time is small, and the system undergoes 
relatively little acceleration over the prediction interval. This approxima- 
tion may break down, however, with a speeded simulation. In summary, perfect 
transfer with a speeded simulation will be evidence that all three of these 
necessary conditions obtain.  Less than perfect transfer will be evidence 
that at least one of these conditions does not obtain. 

At a more general level of description, fbi? experiment also provides a 
further test ofthe subjects' ability to transfer to a new situation. 
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Perfect transfer would provide additional support for stimulus recognition 

schemata. 

Method 

The same four subjectsused in the first two experiments were given 1 day 
of oractice with the initial conditions used in Experiment 1.  Subjects were 
then given another day at the accustomed speed, 2 days with the simulation 
running twice as fast as usual, and a final day at the accustomed speed  to 
the fi«t day with the fast simulation, subjects were told that the system had 

been speeded'up, but that nothing else was changed. 

Results 

The first switch data for the day immediately preceding and the day im- 
mediately following the speeded simulation were analyzed to determine how 
closely subjects approached the optimal switching locus. To test for a non- 
monotonic switchingVttern, the average switching velocity in the «iddle two 
orbits (5 and 6) was compared with the average switching velocity in the 
innermost and outermost pairs of orbits.  Subjects A, C and E all exhibited a 
«Tn o   Pattern.  However, for Subject B the switching velocities for 

tne Sadie and outermost orbits were not significantly different (figure 6). 

-3   -2 

taiti» 

Fieure 6  Means of median first switches for Subjects A and B in Experi- 
ment 3 with tne speeded simulation ( ) and the simulation at the accustom- 
ed speed ( -)• The ordinate values in parentheses refer to pertor- 

mance with the speeded simulation. 

A second analysis compared the first switch data on the two speeded 
simulation days with the immediately preceding and the immediately following 
dav at regular speed.  In order to facilitate comparison, switching times on 
the two speeded days were all multiplied by a factor of 2 for the following 
analyses  F tests were conducted for each subject to determine whether 
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intra-orbit variance on the five outer orbits (1-5) and the five inner orbits 
(6-W) increased with the speeded system.  For the outer orbits. Subject E 

u-JifaA a large increase in intra-orbit variance, F (10,10) 
Tw    P < 001, and Subject C exhibited a smaller increase, F (10.10) - 2.97, 
that approached significance at the .05 level. No other statistically sig- 

nificant increases were detected. 

In order to test whether a change in the shape of the switching locus 
had occurred with the speeded system, separate analyses of variance were 

f°"S «„ the outer five and inner five orbits for Subjects A, B and C, 
E" o™ for he innlr orbits for Subject E, because of the large increase in 
variance he exhibited on the outer orbits on the speeded days. As shown in 

Table 1 

Mean Differences Between Non-speeded and 2 x Speeded 

Switching Times in Experiment 3 

r 
Outer orbits (1-5) 

(msec) 

Subjects 
Obtained 
difference 

106* 

Difference 
necessary fcr 
significance, p_ <.Q5 

+86 

Inner orbits (6-10) 
(msec) 

Obtained 
difference 

Diff. necessary 
cor significance 
£ < .05  

119* 

C 

E 

77* 

L107 

±30 

-15 

(-60 

±25 

21 

±57 

±115 

*£ < . 05 

Table 1 Subjects A, B and C all switched significantly later in the outer 
orbits with the speeded simulation. None of the four subjects exhibited a 
significant difference in the inner orbits. In order to indicate the sensi- 
tivity of these contrasts, the mean differences between speeoed and non- 
speeded switching times necessary to achieve statistical significance at the 
ol level Save been listed in Table 1. The power of the contrasts for de- 
acting differences as large as these is about .56; the power for detecting 
differences twice as large is about .97. 

Given that subjects did show excellent transfer for ehe inner orbits, it 
becomes important to test whether this switching pattern was learned over 
theToursTof the experiment.  According, F tests were conducted to test. 
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u     •   -       „,-hir variance on the 2 days with the speeded system was whether  the  intra-orbit variance on J      che  first  2 days of Experinient 

!l0r
fSS^rorSS.1-^  t. A   I UC,.10,  -26.»    , <   .001    »ub^ C. 

^Sf d ;i6
?;

6i5firti;°highrr Sir.«irviä". 0^;^ 2«,; ^1- exhibited signxficantly hxg ^ ^ significantly higher variance and 

ectyalsoJexhibited no significant change in his mean switching times ment L 
this subject 
with practice 

Discussion 

c K-  ,.«, A C and E all exhibited non-monotonic phase plane loci; howeves 
u-   «eH-3 not  in terms of the three stage model described in Experiment Subject B did not.  In terms g ^  reached Stage 2> 

1, Subjects A C ^JSn^his"Stciing locus Subject B still did not take 
In other words in a^""*."  ±  acceIeration for orbits farthest from 
lrt

aCr«r TheisSsu ec '   ailureSto converge on the optimal solution after 
suechCrr  nge? racfife lends further credence to the three stage model as a 
necessary elaboration of the simple learning mode.. 

rfpl.f transfer exhibited by Subjects A, C and E in the inner orbits 
The Pertect transfer e.        -   schemata.  The transfer was to a 

constitutes evidence .or the « ^ ^.^  of ex?erimental 

new -Cua"0;"^a
P

t
r

t
e

e^°;a "identical to the pattern exhibited on the im- 
measurement the p t   following davs at the usual speed; and the pattern of 
mediately P«ced»g »nd follow, g      exhibited by the subjects at the 

v: r^ginnin irpractic: in Experiment 1. _ihese results imply that over the 

course of the e,eri^^^^ con. 

generating strategy ^ar^is Pitching pattern in the inner orbits over 
elude that Subject B learned his wit   g P ^ ^.^ ^ ^ 
the course or these exper«ente^his trans discussion of possible 
general pattern as Subjects A therefore be called a 
underlying processmodels  ^»      ^ f<jr Subject B.  However, for ease 

US!SpT.itSt"tnS Joint will not be constantly reiterated. 

The perfect transfer exhibitedJ-he jnnerji^ --s^^onsistent 

with the -»u»P"on^t
t^

Di;™ able to time scale this locus if it involved 
switch comp     -^ Jhey ^ ^  extrapolate the ,ystem s 

tlme and 
v^°"wag

C
rflat-vely accurate.  If subjects used a response mitia- 

motion pattern was relative y velocity cues, the 
tion schema and appropriately ime cled ^      would fee shifted upward 
measured -itching locus with thp     ^^ ^  ^.^ & m 

by one:ha;f1^t
d";t^eC° the shift would amount to at least 100 msec m time of at least 2°° mse^     Qp che doubled time scale used for comparing 

real time afr^ least ZUU   no statistically significant shift was observ- 
the two simulations  In fact        ^ detecting a 200 msec shift was ap- 

»ely^ ^Subject E ana considerably greater than .99 for Subjects 

A, E and 
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The hypothesis that subjects used a response initiation schema tnusi: 
therefore be rejected unless one additionally assumes that subjects used ve- 
locity cues and failed to time scale them sufficiently.  Failure to tine 
scale would lead to initiating the response at a lower velocity and would 
move the measured switching locus downward in the phase plane, reducing the 
prediction of a full 200 msec shift.  A similar explanation would also r.ced 
to be invoked to account for the considerably less than 200 msec shift ob- 
served in the outer five orb'Ls for Subjects A, B and C. The large increase 
in intra-orbit variance in the outer orbits for Subject E dee;; not fit this 
description, and suggests that the decision of when to switch is based on 
different information for the two initial conditions within each orbi'.. 
this regard Subject E's behavior appears to differ in a more fundamental 
manner from normative switching behavior than the performance of thi other 
three subjects and will not be included in the discussion that follows. 

While it is not possible to rigorously rule out the above response ini- 
tiation schema hypothesis on the basis of the present data, the assertion of 
nearly equal, but opposite effects to account for the excellent transfer in 
the inner orbits is not vsry plausible.  A second explanation of the data for 
Subjects A, B and C i.i that they did use a response completion schema, but 
failed to sufficiently tine scale the locus in the region of the outer five 
orbits.  Failure to time scale elapsed time cues by a factor of one-half 
would result in subjects' switching at too long an elapsed time, and hence 
the observed switching locus for the speeded system would be shifted upward. 
The excellent transfer in the inner orbits would then be attributed to the 
subjects' usirj position and/or velocity cues to specify the switching locus 
in that region of the phase pianf-. 

In evaluati'"; tne plausibility of this explanation it is important to 
note that subjects must estimate elapsed time relative to some easily identi- 
fied starting point.  The onlv two likely starting points in the present 
task are the beginning of the trial and the point at which the system re- 
verses direction from left to right.  The beginning of the trial ca ino;. be 
the starting point, or subjects would not have been able to exhibit the excel- 
lent transfer observed in Experiment 2.  The point at which the system re- 
verses direction is also implausible.  Subjects having to wait for this event 
before starting their prediction process could not exhibit switching times 
less than one reaction time after the system reversed direction.  However, tor 
the orbits farthest from the target Subjects A- %nd C exhibited switching 
times less than 200 msec.  Without a likely starting point for estimating 
elapsed time, this second explanation also appears implausible. 

A third explanation of the upward shift for Subjects A, B and C is that 
in using a response completion schema their ability to predict the motion nf 
the system over the duration of one reaction time was relatively accurate for 
the inner orbits, but not for the outer orbits.  In the outer orbits, the 
motion of the system more nearly approximated a constant acceleration in the 
period immediately prior to the observed switching loci.  Rosenbaum (ref. 17) 
has reported correlational data indicating subjects can extrapolate constantly 
accelerated motion to a fixed reference point with conside- able accuracy. 
Tbere pre. howevpr, s number of other oruHioo ip which su.jects have had 
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considerable difficulty in extrapolating accelerated motion in manual track- 
ing tasks (refs. 18, 19, 20) and in predicting collision with a second object 
moving at constant velocity (ref. 21).  In these latter experiments, subjects 
tended to underestimate or ignore the increase in velocity of an accelerated 
motion.  In the present experiment, this kind of bias would lead to subjects 
initiating their switching response too late and overshooting the desired 
switching locus in agreement with the observed data.  This bias would have 
much less effect in the inner orbits because of the lower level of accelera- 

tion in these orbits. 

While it is not possible to rigorously exclude any of the above three 
explanations on the basis of the present data, the third explanation does 
lend itself as the most plausible alternative both because of its agreement 
with previous studies showing difficulty in extrapolating accelerated motion 
and because this explanation does not have to postulate any different kind 
~*  information processing for the inner and outer orbits. One «racial rase 
of a process model fitting this third explanation is a model used by Miller 
(ref 9).  He assumed that subjects specify the switch completion locus in 
terms of position cues and use a constant velocity extrapolation of the 
system's motion over a 200 msec reaction time.  For each of the four subjects 
in the present experiment, this model predicts an upward shift of the speeded 
switching locus on the inner five orbits of approximately 50 msec on the 
doubled time scale used to compare performance on the two simulations. The 
probability of failing to reject the null hypothesis for at least one of the 
four subiects given a true shift of this magnitude is approximately .005, 
which suggests that this model should be rejected. The probability value is 

so low primarily due to the data of Subject B. 

■\ n,cdel assuming constant acceleration extrapolation predicts shifts of 
less than 6 msec on the doubled time scale for both the inner and outer 
orbits even with an assumed reaction time as long as 350 msec.  This model 
can also be rejected by the present data.  One cannot, however, reject the 
possibility that subjects made some, though insufficient, use of acceleration 
information.  This latter kind of model can approximate the present data 
more accurately than Miller's model by assuming some usage of acceleration 
extrapolation and a reaction time longer than 200 msec. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

One aspect of these experiments was to compare subjects' switching pat- 
terns with optimal switching behavior.  The optimal control theory solution 
to stopping the harmonic oscillator was not used in a direct way to generate 
a process model for the human controller as has been done by Kielraum, Baron, 
and Levison (ref. 22) for tasks involving continuous correction of random 
disturbances.  Rather, the optimal control solution was used as a reference 
for examining qualitative aspects of the subjects' performance such as intra- 
orbit switching variance and the monotonicity of the switching locus. The 
Kleinman, Baron, and Levison model assumes that the human controller has a 
veridical representation of the system he is attempting to control, and when 
necessary the criterion function that the subject is assumed to be optimizing 
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is adjusted away from nominal values in order to match the model to subjects' 
behavior.  In the present experiments it has been assumed that subjects are 
alwavs attempting to minimize time, and that deviations from optimal perfor- 
mance can be attributed to a non^/eridical characterization of the pendulum- 
Like system.  The plausibility of this interpretation would be enhanced if 
incorporating evidence for non-veridical internal models into the more de- 
tailed process models of continuous tracking behavior led to superior predic- 
tion of subjects' performance in those tasks. 

According to the three stage learning model described in Experiment 1, 
the subjects' difficulty in approaching the optimal control solution is 
attributable to their not taking into account the system's tendency to ac- 
celerate toward its natural equilibrium position at the center of the target. 
However, even after Subjects A and C overcame this difficulty, their lack of 
perfect transfer on the outer orbits with the speeded simulacion has been 
attributed to insufficient use of acceleration cues in predicting the sys-^r 
tern's motion over the duration of their reaction times.  These results are 
not surprising in that only ordinal knowledge of the increasing acceleration 
of the system with distance from the target is necessary to permit subjects 
to curve their switching loci downward.  In contrast, more than ordinal 
knowledge of acceleration is necessary for appropriate short-term prediction 
of the system's motion to permit perfect transfer with the speeded simula- 
tion.  The data for Subject B are surprising, however, because this subject 
showed the most evidence of using acceleration information for short-term 
prediction in the inner orbits, but did not take the system's acceleration 
into account in the shape of his switching locus. 

Another aspect of these experiments was their support for the existence 
of schemata.  Subiects' ability to exhibit the same switching locus with 
new initial conditions not previously encountered and t>ith the speeded simu- 
lation are evidence that a generalized skill was learned.  The three different 
tvpes of transfer tasks used in these experiments occurred at different 
ooints in practice and tested different segments of the overall first switch 
pattern.  By combining some of these transfer tests, future research may be- 
■■'iii to ask more specific questions about developmental aspects of the skill 
involved in controlling a dynamic system. 

In their schema theories of motor skills, both Pew (ref. 23) and Schmidt 
(ret. 11) have treated the conditions of the external environment and the 
performer's musculature as inputs which determine the choice of an appropriate 
motor response.  However, the converse relationship is also quite plausible 
for many skills — namely, that the range of possible reponses determines the 
performer's choice of internal and external environmental conditions for be- 
ginning a response.  In the present experiments it has been assumed that 
subjects had only a single possible motor response, a stereotyped button 
press, and the choice of external environmental conditions for response ini- 
tiation was therefore the only choice available to them.  In more complex 
skills involving a variety of possible responses, both kinds of choices are 
probably involved.  For example, the skilled tennis player described by 
Bartlett (ref. 24) may possess the versatility to begin his stroke over an 
entire range of possible conditions of the ball, the racket, and his muscula- 
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Ki» nf Alterina the form of his stroke accordingly. How- 
ture and be capable of altering en ^ internal 
ever, to "least «extent he has he .b y^ appropriately posi- 

and f«ernal envxroBmental £^ „ inC in the ball.„ trajectory, 
tionmg himself and waiting tor  P determine his choice of 
The form ot the stroke he wishe" e    verga>  The conception of a motor 

environmental con^"™s; *S ^^ theorists is appropriate for describing 
recall schema a ^^fj^ che form 0f the response given the environ- 
a generalized ability " cho        sCimuius recognition schema as empha- 
nental conditions.  ™* """^°is appropriate for describing a generalized 

sized in ^ P"8e"5e^SSental conditions given the desired form of the 
ability to choose th* *?V*"n"*neral theory of skilled performance must 
response. An issue th^ »yJ«n«      * of choice are related in situa- 

tio^hereteitherlhe^of the response nor the environmental condi- 

tions are fixed. 
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CONTINUOUS COMPENSATORY AUDIO MANUAL TRACKING 

Richard Gray Costello 

The Cooper Union For The Advancement Of Science And Art 
Electrical Engineering Department 

Cooper Square 
New York. N.Y. 10003 

SUMMARY 

For the purpose of this investigation, continuous compensatory audio 
<-  *-hc sot of circumstances 

^»iorr«S^"a «nual contra in response to a continuous audio 
S« command signal; and attempts to null out any changes in the audio 

command by generating appropriate manual responses. 

The investigation was prompted by several recreational glider pilots, 
,„-i„„ =, HpvirP called an audio variometer to adjust their 

tv cntTt^ S audio variome er is a sensitive differentiating altimeter, 
wSh produces^ audio output proportional to the glider's rate of climb 
Tor rate of link, as the case may be) .  If the glider is climbxng the pit« 
of the aud o ton; output climbs, if the glider is falling, the audio pitch 
falls  The glider pilot is thus able to adjust his control tactics in 
response to the audio tone output, and use his eyes for envying the 

scenery. 

An analog computer, a voltage controlled oscillator, and a side arm 
~v-~ol^er Je -mploved tc simulate a single axis continuous compensatory 
audio manual 'trucking'task. A student built digital interface sampled four 
chapels of real time simulation data, for later analysis by a dedicated 

NOVA 1200 mini computer. 

The rather limited results indicated a corner frequency for this task _ 
in'the region of 1/10 hz., well below the corner frequency for visual manuai 
tracking tasks.  It was observed that those subjects who had had some 
musical

9tralning produced consistently better audio-manual tracking results, 

when compared to subjects who had had no musical training. 

INTRODUCTION 

Intermittent control of a human operator system, utilizing an audio 
feedback link, has been with mankind for a surprising long period of time 
An oiahteenth century helmsman piloting a sailing vessel through fog used 
hL ears to select a course in response to bells, foghorns, and perhaps t-je 
sound of breaking waves. A mule skinner, backing his rig with its team or 
twenty mules into a borax loading station, responded to yelled audio 
ZlllZ       Under such circumstances, where both decision and system time 
coTtants easily .«eeLd one second, audio control worked and still works 

admirably. 
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panding variety of application t   bell whistle, woop, or 

ot »„« -»e^«^h- "-" r™ "r=r«"«sial atcic »cor s«a_in, 
siren, are seen everywhere    _utomobile iqnition on buzzer. Recently, 
controls to the surly sound   -to^bile^ ^ ^     „, 

electronically generated vo        feedback control link. Simpson and 
applied as a possibly improvea a      control link in the context of air- 
Williams (6) investigated su ^discussed the ground proximity 
craft collision av°f ance;u

S£!"q
1C

instailedin commercial airlines, and warning system which «no« being installed ( ^ ^.^ a 
which electronically yels^oop,^oop^unin p    ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

.S-r.5S^^= .^« - work admirably. 

vin]e, who wrote his Ph 0 thesis on ^^^^S^i^ 

written seVeral W» *£££ £™ enumerates several early investigations 
caper, co-authored witn Pitkin i*> , response to audio control 
of a Pint's ability to contr o an a r craft x    P with..T rue blind flight", 
signals; including DeFlorezs 1) 1   P^     ^ experiments, (Flybar = 
Forbes et al.'s (2) 1957 descrip ig66      concerning 
Flyi„g W «uditon, «««.nee . »^»«'^^ vehicle-. 
"***Acoustic displays   ■"' 

i« whPn continuous manual responses are required of an Conversely, when contin ^ ^.^ Qf sy    per. 

operator m response to an a^      is somewhat vague. A small to fair 
formance reported ^f * ^^"found in the literature, primarily deal- 
amount of experimental work «VJe^   instrument flight rules (IFR) , with 

ing with «IVin; »,.^^!g^tnr1^ as a pitch, roll, or yaw display 
^Sb'some sort'of audio whistle, chirp, buzz or other continuously 

variable aural display. 

„nn*  -Par for audio manual tracking papers. Mirchandani 
f4) ™*™l  AT« Display in a Dual-Axis Tracking Task^, based 

I  on^ir^Master-s thesis of »71. J^^^^ T\n  air- 
•• supplementary auditory d^^a^d

1f,To"*- could improve the performance 
Planes ^^^^^Z^J^re  efficient"." Vinje wrote his of the operators and make the sy ^ ^ ^^  ^     and 

Tented SfreSltfat^ost the exact same time that Mirchandani suggested 

the application. 

i A*A  that  "*** Pilots could control an aurally displayed 

ed. 

This is directly opposed to the conclusion reached three years later. 

tracked 
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in 1975 by Uhlemann and Geiser (7), when they reported on "Multivanable 
Manual Control with Simultaneous Visual and Auditory Presentation of In- 
formation". Uhlemann and Geiser specifically state that "*** visual dis- 
plays are indispensable".  Furthermore, if visual displays are widely 
separated by, say 70 degrees of arc, so that the pilot must turn his head 
to'watch various displays, then, in this case, auditory support of the 
visual display can help - but - "the auditory support should be attached 
to the least important control system".  This is exactly opposite to VmDe s 
1972 conclusion, that "An audio display was most effective when it pre- 
sented a signal which was important to the pilot, e.g., a nonredundant 
signal which changed rapidly and which was directly related to a con- 

trolled variable". 

Clearly, uniform agreement on the value of auditory control does not 

presently exist. 

Furthermore, agreement on the most suitable type of audio display does 
not exist either.  Vinje found the best display to be continuously varying 
tones from 330 to 4300 hz-, interrupted near the zero error point, and 
presented to either the left or the right ear as the operator's input func- 
tion switched sign. Vinje's audio display is illustrated m Figure 1. 
Uhlemann and Geiser found the best display to be a constant frequency 800 
hz tone, of varying amplitude or volume, predated to either the left or 
the right ear as the operator's input functions switched sign.  Uhlemann 
and Geiser's audio display is illustrated in Figure 2. 

To the best of my knowledge, none of these experimentally investigated 
audio-control systems has seen the light of day to day use.  Intermittent 
_ d,,CT.e*., audio-manual control systems do not exist in quantity. Con.i..uous 
audio-manual control systems do not exist in quantity. 

However, at least one continuous audio-manual control system does 
commercially exist and is used with same degree of regularity. 

This investigation was prompted by several recreational glider pilots, 
who commonly emplov a device called an audio variometer to adjust their 
flight path  The audio variometer is a sensitive differentiating altimeter, 
which produces an audio output proportional to the glider's rate of climb 
(or rate of sink, as the case may be).  If the glider is climbing, the 
pitch of the audio tone output climbs, if the glider is falling, the auaio 
pitch falls. The glider pilot is thus able to adjust his control tactics 
in response to the audio tone output, and use his eyes for enjoying the 
scenery.  Figure 3 displays the response of such an audio variometer. 

AUDIO VARIOMETERS 

Several types of Audio Variometers are marketed by the firm of GRAHAM 
TKOMSON LTS.,* who kindly supplied the information concerning variometers 
that is presented here.  A most significant point concerns the establisnment 
of a set point or zero point, when continuous audio tones are employed to 
convey information which varies both in magnitude and m polarity, or 
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algebraic sign. 

consider the tone assignments, shown in Figure 4, which were used for 
one experiment concerning a model for a "Zero-Reader" Speed Director and 

Variometer (A Compensatory Tracking System). 

A relatively high audio frequency of 3000 hz. as shown, in Figure 4 re- 

presented maxima positive «^33^r2S
t

-lS
tS.aliS«."d 

3 ^^rro"^^^^ of 1000 hZ. negative error allowed  i  y compensatory tracking, the 
represented the ^f f^f^^s °o"eep the error at zero. For the audio 
hOTannPieustrated inPFigurI 4 this means keeping the audio tone at the 
case llJus"^^f

1"oo hz.  Zero error does not correspond to zero sound 
zero set point of 1000 hz intermediate frequency. Without 
or zero frequency, but rather to frequency reference in mind is 

a Sense of f^f^^.^f/tt impossible. Hence, another audio tactic 
If a!mo Hnv riably alloyed to distinguish positive errors from negative 
errors! and to indicate zero or tolerably small errors. 

The commercial "Cambridge Triple-Range Variometer with Speed Director 
*  ., ^ iHudio" uses an interrupted tone for positive rate of cluno 

errors and 'a continues whistle tone for negative rate of dim. errors. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5. 

^ ■        - ; ^n   r-rm  tne audio display iuu<-*cb -a- -* ~^ 

^«rins sr~ s. - r i» «*. P— >PP—» - 
j-   =r,„=>i tracking to the control of a glider, audio manual tracKiny uu 

=1 alid~r Pilots with thousands of hours of experience were 
Several f^^J0^ clai:ned that the audio variometer was a big 

interviewed, «nd t.o of th A fchird stated that ne UKec it 
Lmprovement over .he vis ^ ^    f because the whisrle got on 
at first, but at« *topp      £   favorable opinions concerning tne 
his nerves.  The *» g°*= variometer also mentioned that 

C'S^^2 « «^ *™ thS aUdi° °UtPUt " °rder t0 hear the rush of the wind, or just plain silence. 

«,-c anniieation of audio manual tracking by glider pilots was the 
,■  .^nlvsuciapplication the author has knowledge of.  Commercial 
firs'- and only s^ aPP^=      and every control expert that was 
airline pilots, NASA researchers, a™    y  audio.manual tracking were 

ITlHTlt  Tqeuei ^ aoUtSaan ^elec^on year - that is, there were 
not any applications at all, aside from the glider system. 

»Graham Thomson Ltd., 3200 Airport Avenue 
Santa Monica, California 90405 (213) 398-4714 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The investigation consisted of a simulation, flown by students who, 
with only one exception, had no musical training.  The basically simple 
experimental set-up is depicted by the block diagram of Figure 6.  The 
TR-20 analog computer generated the single sine wave input signal, and 
formed the system error in response to the input signal and the system 
dynamics modeled by the analog computer.  The results presented later on 
deal only with the case of unity controlled dynamics, although other higher 
order dynamics were investigated. A NOVA model 1200 digital computer 
sampled the system input signal (sine and cosine components), the 
operator's input signal (which was the system error), and the operator's 
output signal (which was the system output for unity dynamics).  Sampling 
was performed ten times a second, and the analog information was digitized, 
and stored on a magnetic disk file for later data analysis.  Figure 7 
displays the maior digital components utilized. 

The simulation was run as part of a special projects electrical 
engineering course taught at the Cooper Union in N.Y.C.  One group of stu- 
dents designed ar.d built the multiplexer, another group built the analog 
to digital converter and the requisite computer interface, another group 
built the digital to analog converter and computer interface, and the last 
group built the voltage controlled oscillator and amplifier, which pro- 
duced the actual audio output signal.  After much trial and an astounding 
amount of error, the entire instrument package was pronounced up and runn- 
ing all in its own bright blue relay rack.  Funding was obtained from the 
field, stream and sponge department, with the exception of a $200 hard 
cash IEEE research prize won by the supervising student group that per- 
formed the actual experiment. 

RESULTS 

The results of the audio-manual glider pilot tracking simulation are 
bothersome.  The results appear to indicate that audio-manual tracking is 
decidedly inferior to visual manual tracking - even though some glider 
pilots claim otherwise. 

To allow for a ready comparison of results, the three minute tracking 
runs were performed by the same subject three different ways.  The subject 
performed via audio tracking alone» via visual tracking alone, and via audio 
plus visual tracking. 

The order of runs was reversed, to see if this made any difference.  It 
did not.  Several different audio diaplays were used.  Some were clearly 
inferior, some were clearly superior.  Head phones were superior to a loud- 
speaker, even with no ear switching - apparently the phones cut our 
extraneous audio noise.  A pure variable tone signal with no absolute zero 
reference was cleary inferior.  See Figure 8.  The best audio tracking 
signal found in these experiments is shown in Figure 9.  The signal con- 
sists of a continuously variable tone of constant amplitude, Lo which is 
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added a constant center frequency tone, corresponding to a zero error.  Wh«n 
stacking tone equals or is nearly equal to the center trequency re- 
feJence tone, beatsqare heard. The beats grow lower in frequency as the 
^rL nulled out, from either error polarity. Zero error yields zero 

till    an extremely easy to perceive condition.  Large errors produce tones 
of either high" Lw frequency, which clearly give polarity information. 

Without such polarity information, sign reversals are common - the 
A    <= not- know which way to move his stick. An example of 

°Pr tv reversal 5 shown in the recordings of Figure 10, for the case of 
*°        mLualtracking with no zero tone reference. Figure 11 shows the 
auaio-manual tracking compensatory visual manual tracking, 

operator's r?*f "** f'™*^  It is effectively identical to Figure 12, 
using an o3«*10800*! *"f ***  „ge for the case of compensatory audio- 
WhiChlSm°a:ual trfeking! w th 

Pzereo Sat reference tone.  In both these 
visual-manual tracking        cxinate magnitude corner frequency of 
cases, the data "»£cat^  £ best data for the compensatory audio- approximately 0.4 h..  When the ^       ^ ^ ^ ^.^ ^ 

manual tracking task *"■«   frequeacy is found to be slightly less than 
^"'S'.Si^cS^ iSS than the visual case. Note that these 

frequencies Tre  all significantly lower than the figures generally re- 
ported for trained operators performing tracking experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This data indicates that visual tracking performance envoys a band 
,— aian"aae nearlv double that for audio-manual tracking, for the 

■  vilfi'case of unity dynamics and a single axis tracking 
idealistically simple case o     y interesting to note that the single 

task, ^^lll^f^Tctl'trl  ning Earned far faster than the other 
;S:r;;,TndhconsaistrtroutScored

gthem in minimizing total mean square 

error. 

r  „„„Minion it may be worthwhile to speculate upon how a glider In conclusion it may        riQmete^  It is the author.s Oplnion 

F; \H  alider Slot does not continuously track the audio signal, but 
that the 9lif« P^^^^ fashion, to provide directional goals 
rather uses it in an intern     rols via visual tracking of the horizon 
for his flight path which he c°nt£*        „^ ^ the glider pilot 

tc^lS'«-.-" - information^ for the second by second fine control of 
actually uses visu variometer to provide relatively long 

"Station concerning his overall performance (is he going up? or 
down?;

nwh"rh0e then°Ses "to alter his flight strategy, in a long term 

fashion. 
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Figure 1 - Pilot's Input Signal, Varying Tone, From Vinje (8) 
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Figure 2 - Pilot's Input Signal, Varying Volume, 
From Uhlemann and Geiser (7) 
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Figure 3 - Response Of The PIEP Audio 
Unit For Variometers 
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Rate of Climb 

Figure 4 - Continuous Audio Picch Versus 
Flight Vector Error For A Model Of A 

"Zero-Reader" Speed Director And Variometer 
(Compensatory Tracking System) 
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Fiqure 5 - Audio Output Of The Cambridge 
Triple-Range Variometer With Speed Director 

And Mark II Audio Unit 

Audio Pitch, Hz 

4000 Hz  ._ 
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Rising Pitch, rate 
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Fiaure 8, - Compensatory Audio Manual Tracking Performance 
Figure 8a  j- £ ^ ^^ Reference Tone 
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Figure 8b -■So™ii,- <*««ri; SST" to sin?le sinusoidal 
Inputs (average of 10 runs) 
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Figure 9a - 
Compensatory Audio-Manual Tracking With 
A Zero Beat Reference Tone 
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Fiaure  9H - Operator's  Performance For Compensatory Audio- 
Fxgure  yb       ^^ Tracking with  A  Zero  Beat Reference Tone 
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System Error = Operator's 

€(*) 

Input 

Figure 10 - Analog Outputs Recorded From An Audio-Manual 
Tracking Simulation Utilizing A Pure Tone Signal 
With No Zero Reference Tone. (As shown in Figure 4) 
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n  romoensatory Visual Manual Tracking Performance, F.gure 11 - Compensatory ^^ ^ ^ Qf 3 mxnutes 
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EYE TRACKING: HORIZONTAL VS. VERTICAL 

Bv John Hornseth, Gary Stanley, James Porterfiel 
Crew Station Integration Branch 

Human Engineering Division 
6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory 

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433 

Paul Carson 
University of Dayton Research Institute 

300 College Park Avenue 
Dayton, Ohio 45409 

SUMMARY 

The Honeywell Remote Oculometer was used to obtain eye pursuit tracking 
data on eight subjects. A three-minute recording of Gaussian noise, band- 
width limited to 1.5 Hz served as the forcing function. A galvo-laser system 
rear projected the forcing function onto a vertical viewing screen as a spot 
of light randomly moving in one dimension (horizontally or vertically) with a 
maximum excursion of +5° visual angle as viewed by the subject. Each subject 
tracked the forcing function twice vertically and twice horizontally in a 
balanced design.  Frequency analysis of the data showed:  (1) coherence 
values were essentially the same for both horizontal and vertical eye track- 
ing (2) average vertical gain (.70) was significantly higher than average 
horizontal gain (.62) with both showing no drop with frequency, and (3) phase 
•a= essent^U- the sane for both vertical and horizontal eye tracking, was 
linearly correlated (-.99) with frequency, and could be represented as a 

transport delay of .125 seconds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stated similarities, or differences, between horizontal and vertical eye 
tracking capabilities, in smooth pursuit tracking, are based upon meager ex- 
perimental evidence. This study was designed to obtain substantial eye 
tracking data on eight subjects. Of specific interest were possible differ- 

ences in coherence, gain, and phase. 

APPARATUS 

A three-minute recording of a Hewlett-Packard 3722A Noise Generator, set 
at infinite sequence length and at 0.0 to 1.5 Hz Gaussian Noise Bandwidth, 
served as the forcing function. An optical projection system consisting of a 
low power laser and a pair of galvo-mirrors Tear projected the forcing func- 
tion onto a cloth screen in the form of a 1/2" diameter spot of red light 
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randomly moving  in one pension,  e^^^. -^Jj^- 
center soot mar ed  on  £«  ^^h      ^ ^.^    ^ ±50  visual        le 

txon was +5    visual angle ^      al(mg ^ the center        t> 

positions were also marked on u forcing function and the subject's 
served as calibration points ^ f*h th* | function from a 

;o:itrrn\reSPo^iteTsidSeUoJfethe screen fro. the optical projection 
system and equidistant from the screen. 

u-     ^c  PVO  line-of-sight was computed using the AMRL Honeywell 
„ n StlllJ    For a complete description of the Oculometer see refer- 

Äc^ÄxToptxcatprSeSrsystem!    TheVulometer-driven laser 
spot was turned off during the tracking run. 

u      0,c of  a seven channel 1/2-inch Ampex 300 instrumentation tape Five channels of  a seven cha ^ ^.^ on hori_ 

rtfierruWn::e(3rfor°cirgCOfuncti;n)on vertical runs,   (4)  horizontal eye move- 
ments,   and  (5)   vertical eye movements. 

PROCEDURE 

► A^**  from the University of Dayton were tested using an Eight male students from the Unxve   y     ^ ^     ^ Four 

'T °tdewe°re given hA riZon«1 run first and four subjects were given the subjects were given tne £° Af   seating the subject, tne 
vertical run txrst xn a £^£^5 Calibrat«d. The subject was instruct- 
operation of Oculometer was checke ^ Qn±y  constraint placed upon 
ed to sxt xn a natural comtort    P ^   ^ movements. 

the subject was the «stru="°* " J^ trials. The subject was instructed to The subject was not gxven any practice ««is.       J 

follow (P-^^SSS,;^ °t e
1 S eWn"hThrSuDj

Secrs were Lreened for 
horizontally (or^ ve«-ally) on       ^     ^ ^ & ^ re 

whi^he forcing Wtion tape was rewound to its starting position and the 

equipment calibration was checked. 

RESULTS 

,i„=oC nf the tracking sessions for the eight subjects were 

Ai^ctA 
the «oss power spectral ' » »' '""4"™ ,«d.' only the statistical 
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scriptive model representing subjects' performances will be accomplished at 

a later date. 

The data for the two horizontal runs and for the two vertical runs for 
each subject were averaged for each of fifteen frequency points between 0 
and 1.5 Hz. Analyses of variance were performed on these averaged data to 
obtain the horizontal and vertical comparisons presented in this report. 

An 8 x 2 x 15 analysis of variance was performed on the coherence, 
gain, and phase data. The results of these analyses are presented in Tables 
I, II, and III for coherence, gain, and phase respectively. Plots of co- 
herence by frequency, gain by frequency, and phase by frequency were 
obtained by averaging the data across subjects for each axis (Figures 1, 2, 

and 3). 

The analysis of variance of the coherence data (Table I) shows no 
significant difference between horizontal and vertical coherence.  In 
addition, there was no significant interaction between axes and frequency. 
However, the effect of frequency on coherence was significant and can be 

observed in Figure 1. 

Vertical gain was significantly higher than horizontal gain (Table II 
and Figure 2). Vertical gain, averaged across subjects and frequency, was 
.70 and average horizontal gain was .62. No interaction between axis and 
frequency was present as can be observed in Figure 2. 

No significant difference between horizontal phase and vertical phase 
was observed (Table III and Figure 3) although a small, but significant, 
interaction between axis and frequency vas found. The increase of phase lag 
with frequency was highly significant. The regression of phase and frequency 
for both axes is plotted in Figure 4. Both horizontal and vertical phase 
showed a high linear correlation (-.99) with frequency. The slopes of the 
regression lines, -71.13 for the horizontal data and -66.85 for the vertical 
data, represent transport delays of .131 seconds and .119 seconds for hori- 
zontal and vertical eye tracking respectively.  (The transport delay of 
1/15 sec introduced by the Oculometer was subtracted before computing these 

values.) 

DISCUSSION 

The major finding of this study was the significantly higher vertical 
gain as compared with the horizontal gain. This result confirms the 
observation made last year by Shirachi and Black (Reference 2). However, 
two of the eight subjects tested showed slightly higher horizontal than 
vertical gains. Further study is planned to examine the range of these 
individual differences (emphasized by Huddleston in Reference 3) and the 
persistence of this observed horizontal-vertical gain difference with 

training. 
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Fieure 3 does not appear to reflect the significant, but small, inter- 
actl« between axes and frequency observed in the analysis of variance of 
the  Phase data (Table III). However, the difterenc. in slopes of the re- 
gression lines shown in Figure 4 does reflect this interaction. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this study comparing horizontal and vertical eye tracking performance, 
vertical gain was found to be significantly higher than horizontal gain. No 

differences were found in coherence or m phase. 

REFERENCES 
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TABLE I 

ANOVA for Coherence 

Error Mean 

Source Term df Square F —,. 

Axis (A) 
Frequency (F) 
Subject (S) 
AxS 
FxS 
AxF 

AxS 
FxS 

AxFxS 

1 
14 
7 
7 

98 
14 

0.0814 
0.0923 
0.4214 
0.1492 
0.0071 
0.0044 

0.5458 
13.0216* 

0.9451 

.001 

TABLE II 

ANOVA for Gain 

Source 

Error 
Tenn df 

Mean 
Square r 

Axis (A) 
Frequency (F) 
Subject (S) 
AxS 
FxS 
AxF 
AxFxS 

AxS 
FxS 

AxFxS 

1 
14 
7 
7 

98 
14 
98 

0.3810 
0.0325 
0.2967 
0.0572 
0.0084 
0.0064 
0.0038 

6.6652* 
3.8734** 

1.7109 

* p < 
** p < 

05 
.001 
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TABLE 

ANOVA for 

III 

Phase 

Error 
Term df 

Mean 
Square F 

Axis (A) 
Frequency (F) 
Subject (S) 
AxS 
FxS 
AxF 
AxFxS 

AxS 
FxS 

AxFxS 

1 
14 
7 
7 

98 
14 
98 

22.26 
13010.20 
1409.12 
227.21 
89.27 
60.57 
31.88 

0.0980 
145.7360** 

1.8996* 

* p < 
** p < 

.05 

.001 
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HEAD TRACKING: A FATIGUE STUDY 

By John Hornseth and Gary Stanley 
Crew Station Integration Branch 
Human Engineering Division 

6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433 

Paul Carson 
University of Dayton Research Institute 

300 College Park Avenue 
Dayton, Ohio 45409 

SUMMARY 

A Helmet-Mounted Sight was used .to obtain two dimensional head pursuit 
tracking data on eight subjects.  For each dimension, Gaussian noise, band- 
width limited to 0.5 Hz or 1.5 Hz, was alternately recorded (for four 
minutes and 2.5 minutes respectively) five times to obtain a 32.5 minute 
continuous forcing function. A galvo-laser system projected the forcing 
function as a (target) spot randomly moving in two-dimensions with a maximum 
excursion of +10° visual angle. The follower spot (computed head position) 
was projected by a second galvo-laser system. Frequency analysis of the 
beginning and final tracking periods for the 0.5 Hz tracking data revealed: 
(1) no change in horizontal or vertical coherence with trials; (2) a 
significant reduction in gain from trial 1 to trial 5; (3) a significant 
increase in phase lag from trial 1 to trial 5; (4) significant differences 
between horizontal and vertical tracking dimensions in coherence and phase 
lag; and (5) several significant higher order interactions involving trials, 
axes, and frequency.  Coherence analysis of the 1.5 Hz tracking data revealed 
a breakdown in linear tracking performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was conducted to determine whether extended continuous 
pursuit tracking in two-dimensions with a helmet-mounted sight would produce 
significant changes in tracking performance. Of specific interest were 
possible changes which might occur in coherence, gain, and phase. 

APPARATUS 

Gaussian noise was recorded for 32-1/2 minutes independently on two 
channels of an instrumentation tape recorder. The bandwidth of the noise 
generator was alternately set at .5 Hz, for four minutes, and then at 1.5 
Hz, for 2-1/2 minutes, five times to make up a 32-1/2 minute, two-dimension- 
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al, forcing function consisting of a sequence of slow and fast tracking 

sessions. 

An optical projection system consisting of a low-power laser and a pair 
„f m^.r Galvanometers rear projected the forcing function onto a cloth 
Screen in the "m f a target sPot of red light randomly moving in two 
screen in uue i. screen  The maximum excursion of the 

^Action SV: dVdimensioTwas ±10- visual anglers viewed 
W the8subject  Lower left and upper right 10° visual angle positions 
Zrtld  on the screen served as calibration points for both the forcing 
marked on the screen s computed by the heimet-mounted 

sisht  T£Voneywe 1 H metlunted'Sight (SMS) used in this study is 
described in Reference 1. The output of the HMS was used to drive a second 
optical projection system which produced the follower spot of light con- 
trolled K the subject. The subject tracked the target laser beam from a 
position on the opposite side of the screen from the optical projection 

system and equidistant from the screen. 

Five channels of a second instrumentation tape recorder were used to 
record  (1) time code generator signal, (2) horizontal forcing function, 
(3) vertical facing function, (A) horizontal (azimuth) head tracking 
response, and (5) vertical (elevation) head tracking response. 

PROCEDURE 

Eight male students  from the University of Dayton served as subjects 
for tSf study,    After seating the subject and^a justing^the^elme ^ ^ 

Ä.S foTpr Sr^Ug^nrandirsetti^gs.    The subject then tracked 
the forcins function   (target  spot)  with his  follower spot continuously  for 
V-l 2 minutes      Subj ^received no practice trials prior to  the experi- 
mental session.    The helmet visor and reticle were up and out of sight 
during the tracking run. 

RESULTS 

Frequency analyses of the first and fifth slow-fast tracking sessions 
for the eight subjects of this study were performed by the Dynamics Tech- 
nology Applications Branch (AFDL/FBG) at W-PAFB. Only a statistical reat- 
ment If  the data is presented in this report. Development of a descriptive 
model representing subjects' performance will be accomplished at a later 

date. 

Slow (.5 Hz) Tracking Data 

ThP analvsis of variance (Table I) of the coherence data for the first 
and fifJh slow (!5 Hz) tracking runs showed no significant overall change m 
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coherence with extended tracking. However, the presence of significant 
higher order interactions indicates that changes did occur at specific 
frequencies (observable in Figure 1) and for specific axis by frequency 
combinations. The analysis also shows that while horizontal coherence was 
significantly greater than vertical coherence, this difference was also 
specific to certain frequencies (observable in Figure 2) and for certain 
frequency by trial combinations. 

A significant reduction in gain from Trial 1 to Trial 5 was noted 
(Table II, Figure 3). However, a significant interaction between trials and 
frequency was present (observable in Figure 3). No overall difference 
between horizontal and vertical gain was found, but a significant inter- 
action between axes and frequency was observed, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

A significant increase in phase lag from Trial 1 to Trial 5 was 
observed with no interaction effect between trial and frequency (Table III 
and Figure 5) . Vertical phase lag was found to be significantly greater 
than horizontal phase lag but a significant interaction between axes and 
frequency was present as can be seen in Figure 6. Linear regression plots 
of phase lag with frequency are shown in Figure 7, comparing Trial 1 and 
Trial 5, and in Figure 8, comparing horizontal and vertical axes. The 
coefficient of correlation for these regression lines are between -.98 and 
-.99. The slopes of the regression lines shown in Figure 7 for Trial 1 and 
Trial 5 are essentially the same and represent a transport delay of .176 
seconds. The slopes of the regression lines shown in Figure 8 represent 
transport delays of .123 seconds for the horizontal axis and .232 seconds 
for the vertical axis.  (A transport delay of 1/30 second introduced by the 
helmet-mounted sight was subtracted before computing these values.) 

Fast (1.5 Hz) Tracking Data 

Coherence values for the 1.5 Hz tracking runs averaged well below .5. 
Consequently the analysis of the gain and phase data was not considered 
appropriate. An analysis of variance of the coherence data was carried out 
(Table IV). The analysis reveals no significant trial effect, but a 
significant interaction between trial and frequency (Figure 9). Horizontal 
coherence was significantly higher than vertical coherence. However, a 
significant interaction between axes and frequency was also present (Figure 
10). 

DISCUSSION 

The coherencej observed for the fast tracking runs were surprisingly 
low. It is believed that the chief reason for these low coherence values 
was the subject's lack of experience in head tracking. A study to examine 
the effect of practice in head tracking upon subject's coherence scores, as 
a function of forcing function bandwidth, is planned. Further study is also 
needed to determine whether the significant interactions between trials and 
frequency and between axes and frequency, as observed in the coherence 
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A fao, t-rArkine sessions, are meaningful. For 
analyses of both the slow -»Jf"' "a^JaJSS effects do not appear to the slow tracking coherence data ^he interact ^ 

be large enough to be P"^!^9^««^ « compared with the horizon- 
herence data the ^JJ^fg^SSIwre lo/aay be meaningful in 
tal coherence, at the Eigner   H        difficult to account for the 

^„'"Sca rCl«££=*« « M* 5 as aa.paraa «. Trial 1 
as seen in Figure 9. 

•  •;■ anf rrlal bv frequency and axis by frequency interactions The significant trial by treq *J tracking gain (observable in 
present in the analysis °*7£^Vof aufficis.it magnitude to be meaning- 
Figures 3 and 4) do not appear to be or s ^ ^ Q£ 
ful  Although it -an-:   d tha t tri als^ ^J^^  ^ gain> it 

is intSstTg t^rSS the tJlal (fatigue) effect is similar for both 
the horizontal and vertical axes. 

t_  a„„if,>anf axis bv frequency interaction found in As anticipated the signifynt axis by       \ical    hase was larger 
analyzing phase angle £'a «hojedJF ^-6) that ^ P^ ^^ ^ 
than horizontal phase a^higher   < #§ ^ „lal by axis 

not enhanced by ""J^y^^i significant). Of final interest is the 
"l  freqron

ythatetriais (fatigue)"5 not affect subject's transport delay 
observation that trials ^atig ;       ession lines) but instead affected 
(as represented by th%^%fwg*h presumably represents an increase in the Y intercepts (see Figure 7^ wnich pres    y  P ^     ^    ^^ 

^^^£M  ^"significance of this observation. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Extended continuous pursuit tracking, in two dimensions, with a helmet- 
Extendea conc-n    v  significant changes in tracking perromance. The 

results of tli   uSvshowed that 32-1/2 minutes of continuous racking pro- 
duct a significant reduction in gain and a significant increase in phase. 

REFERENCES 
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Ohio. AMD-TR-73-1, September 1973, pp. 15-32. AD 916572. 
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TABLE I 

ANOVA for Slow Coherence 

Error Mean 

Source Term df 

1 

Square 

0.0684 

F 

Axis (A) AxS 10.6386* 

Trial (T) TxS 1 0.3766 5.2078 

Frequency (F) FxS 8 0.0226 11.4054*** 

Subiect (S) 7 0.2008 

AxS 7 0.0064 

TxS 7 0.0723 

AxT AxTxS 1 0.0066 1.6285 

FxS 56 0.0020 

AxF AxFxS 8 0.0054 2.9605** 

TxF TxFxS 8 0.0079 2.5036* 

AxTxS 7 0.0041 

AxFxS 56 0.0018 

TxFxS 56 0.0032 

AxTxF AxTxFxS 8 0.0094 4.6307*** 

AxTxFxS 56 0.0020 

* p < 05 
** p < 01 

*** p < 001 
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TABLE II 

ANOVi* L for Slow Gain 

Error Mean 

Source Term df Square F 

Axis (A) AxS 1 0.1753 0.5626 

Trial (T) TxS 1 1.6763 9.1965* 

Frequency (F) FxS 8 0.3962 26.7230*** 

Subiect (S) 7 0.1868 

AxS 7 0.3116 

TxS 7 0.1823 

AxT AxTxS 1 0.0446 1.5769 

FxS 56 0.0148 

AxF AxFxS 8 0.0225 3.3025** 

TxF TxFxS 8 0.0301 2.4085* 

AxTxS 7 0.0282 

AxFxS 56 0.0068 

TxFxS 56 0.0125 

AxTxF AxTxFxS 8 0.0049 0.9502 

AxTxFxS 56 0.0052 

* p < . 05 
** p < . 005 
*** p < . 001 
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TABLE III 

ANOVA for Slow Phase 

Error Mean 

Source Term df Square F 

Axis (A) AxS 1 5597.5 35.6682** 

Trial (T) TxS 1 2056.6 5.8132* 

Frequency (F) FxS 8 5670.7 64.3181** 

Subject (S) 7 1277.9 

AxS 7 156.9 

TxS 7 353.8 

AxT AxTxS 1 21.5 1.0928 

FxS 56 88.2 

AxF AxFxS 8 397.8 9.2252** 

TxF TxFxS 8 18.5 0.6683 

AxTxS 7 19.6 

AxFxS 56 43.1 

TxFxS 56 27.6 

AxTxF AxTxFxS 8 33.6 1.1698 

AxTxFxS 56 28.8 

* p < .05 
** p < .001 
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TABLE IV 

ANOVA f or Fast Coherence 

Error Mean 

Term df       Square F 

Axis (A) 
Trial (T) 
Frequency (F) 

AxS 
TxS 
FxS 

1       0.5696 
1       1.1553 

15       0.0429 
7       1.3447 
7       0.0725 

7.8571* 
3.6152 
2.7184** 

Subject (S) 
AXS 

7       0.3196 
TxS 
AxT AxTxS 1       0.0181 1.2516 

FxS 
AxF 
TxF 

105       0.0158 

AxFxS 15       0.0613 5.4819*** 

TxFxS 15       0.0352 2.5506** 
7       0.0145 

AxTxS 
AxFxS 
TxFxS 
AxTxF AxTxFxS 

105       0.0112 
105       0.0138 
15       0.0351 2.8318** 

AxTxFxS 
105       0.0124 

* P < .05 
** p < .005 

*** p < .001 
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A COMPARISON OF IN-FLIGHT AND GROUND-BASED PITCH ATTITUDE 

TRACKING EXPERIMENTS 

by M.F.C. van Gool and H.A. Mocij 

National Aerospace Laboratory NLE 

SUT-MARY 

^e^vo-analysis, applying mathematical models of human pilot behaviour, 
,-3 ,„"a^-'if.i'ent'' abroach to broaden the understanding of the "match" between 
+ ^""^a— ct.-ristics of the flisht control system-aircraft combination, the 
hiimarTpilot and the displays. Ouasi-linear models can be used in this type 

of analvsis. . ... 
The influence of motion on the human pilot characteristics m commana- 

t pi-ch attitude trackine; experiments is investigated in flight and in a 
.^r^-v-a^p flight simulator (also used fired-base). 
"'"'"' The"results are compared with results of similar investigations published 

in the literature. 

INTRODUCTION 

?es-=arch directed at the development of criteria for good handling 
-ua^'ti-s^of aircraft under manual control has been in the past and will be 
^^thr^uture an important on-going activity. The emergence of new tech • 
~V„.'»._ -■_ -.->c~aft des irr. and the associated changer in operational use - 
'or"s"fr= most"important reason for these activities. Recent emphasis on 
,-CV7TBW 'Control Configured Vehicle/Fly-By-Wire) technology to be applied in 
production type aircraft emphasizes the need for development of adequate 

handlins Quality criteria.   
Hc-dÜn«- Quality criteria formulated in the form of specifications 

r-r "regulations" are'in many cases not directly applicable to aircraft with 
the electrical, closed-loop, primary flight control systems as they are pro- 

posed in contemporary design studies. 
cpv-ro-analvsis, allying mathematical models of human pilot control be- 

haviour, is an efficient approach to broaden the understanding of the "match" 
between the characteristics of the flight control system/aircraft combi- 
nation, the human pilot and the displays and can therefore be used m the 
formulation of handling quality criteria. 

Quas--'-linear models can be used in this type of analysis. Available 
quasi-linear models have been developed for certain simple pilotins_con- 
trol tasks such as single-loop compensatory tracking, using data which 
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have been mainly obtained under laboratory-type experimental conditions. I. 
\s  considered valuable to be able to validate the applicability_of „hese 
Models '-or particular circumstances such as handling qualities mvestiga- 
?  iV.t-^ir' si-ruratcrs. Following such a validation, servo-analysis 
tions at.i-.fc, -- b— f-' ^n-_» stability and performance of the «studies can be carried cu. -o preai^- s^a...^ a.u t       ... 
pUoÜai'craft system f,r a viie range of aynamical conflations :n .... 
r?°ht «i-ulator. In addition, if knowledge on the relation oetween_tne^ 
pTIotVcontrol behaviour in flight simulators and m-f light is avai.aoie, 
the prediction can be extended to the m-flight situation. 

A discussion of the correlation of in-flight and grouna-basea measured 
• characteristics based on results obtained during three 

pilot trar. 
exnerimor.t .»ill be pr< 

•u:. iAi: OPEEATCE :Y::AMICS I:I CLOSED-LOOP CCHTECL SYSTEMS 

Because many piicti: 
^xterimer.tal analysis o: 

:blems involve principally one axis .and because 
r.ultilcop control situation is very complex, 
started in the literature up to now has beer. 

r»latS -^hrinvesti-ation'oFsingle-locp compensatory control systems. 
I    .^ I....--,-i ."i-uaH-— -h- pilot, characterized by the describing 
;;• :.••; ~V„    ,lr^n~ the strolled element, characterized by its transier 
--. nct-'o-' ^' ^ays his attention to one control task having a visual stimulus 
xr". , * ." "i'-i^ "-.„v-^r" ; ^------', command incut and system output. 

, v^-^-.il ,—nc-pt -c- ascribing the relation oetween tr.e human pi-c, 
„d ^he"^^t-or"ereIemer-t transfer characteristics in single-loop compen- 
satory control systems i = the "crossover model" as formulated by Mcfluer 

an(1 °ITZ^  o'iTthe observations of compensatory control systems covering a 
" "c~  * •"'"  "   :;-.-r-, L:-3 of the controlled element, the open-loop 

can be represented by a single two-parameter model 
«ide range o: uynam^-. 
transfer function i'D 

ne frequency range where |Yp Yc| 
The model has tne :o w---b 

.',<•> 
a» e 

; Y (» = c 
"c J'u 

where ro, = crossover freque 

Up" 
determined only cn 

" -ow^-» m^or^-v of' accurate describing functions have been 
aete-min-d only on the ground (and mostly from fixed-base experiments,. The 
set of exr-iments, described in this paper covers m-f light as weL as 
moving-base flight simulator and fixed-base flight simulator environments. 

The dynamic characteristics of the controlled element (flight control 
system/aircraft combination.: and the operational environment -ere the prm- 
Jllt  Ue-imental variables during the investigations, listed below:  _ ■ 
^xper^^ T ™he controlled element was a pitch attitude controller with 
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ritch-rate-command/attitude-hold properties and selectable dynamic 

-'-•iracteristics. 
-,^ ex-erinents were carried out in flight with a Beechcraft Queen Air 
öVrc-a-'t fitted with a model-following flight control system. The general 
■-'xtression for the transfer function of the controlled element is: 

K9(S+1V 
is  —     9 3 

i/T , .J, and K. were selectable over a wide range while Cg was maintained 
-lo^ to 0.7 in all casts. __._ 
"■-■- variable dynamics were mechanised according to the so-called Pre:liter 

■•''-"■ic-" -'ollowing orincicle as described in reference 3. 
.'Vv^---.e'it II The dynamics of the flight'control system/aircraft combina- 
TT^rf^rTT^U/ca- to those used in Experiment I, but the experiments were 
:.;';.■.:.•";"out in the moving-base flight simulator of the Department of Aero- 

.■■.•r:-- and Soace Engineering of the Delft University of Technology whicr. 
w:is also used fixed-base. . 

■:-.,r.,.--.^rt HI The controlled element again was of the pitcn-rate-commar.d/ 
.;,ri:"-.."^l*^0{j'-yl;ej although this characteristic was not obtained through 
.".^.'-■•"-"-'cwin/but was inherent to a pitch attitude controller designed 

'■'■>'>'•'-'•••-. i" a simulated jet transport aircraft having neutral static stability 

"~:"o>'e'configuration Direct Lift Control (DLC) "augmentation" was prc- 
,M-,-i.„i"'.--!r"imrrovin;~ manoeuvring. Lift modulation was commanded directly by 
-t^-'l displacement"through a wash-out filter. These experiments were carried 
-,...- -.. z-r~s  saine flight simulator used in Experiment II. 

'"••'-■"-"^.r^r rrQS»nts only a small part of -.he remit of these exrerimer.ts. 
•-„.-, -.—rolled elements than presented here nave been evaluated. Furthermore 
.'.'"...'.. ~~"~-.~.;^    ";easur<jd for all controlled elements, are not presented 
':..""Z.~\:  rater. However these results are presented in the complete report 
-.. -:,,,3.; experiments, reference 5. 

'"r-r ixreriment I and II a comparison of the tracking results for one 
... -•-.'/-;ntroJ led elements (C-3) in different environments (in-flight, 
i;.HlT,_irs'e and fixed-base simulator) will be presented to demonstrate 
-■Vl'ff-et of motion on human tracking behaviour. For Experiment III a_ 
-'-'mrari-on of the tracking results for two controlled elements having iden- 
l~:Z'aYZ':1'^  attitude characteristics, but differing due to direct lift 
"."•■,--/" au'rmon tat ion i B-- with, and A-' without DLC) ,  will be presented to 
'.'','..'■',*-'-,-%T"•••;!e effect of DLC-heave motion. The transfer functions of these 
 r.-"_!-;• i elements are presented in *!"igure !. 

PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

Experiment I and II 
Tne forcing function, injected into the display was a sum of 10 sinusoids 
vith*a"cut-off frequency of 1.5 rad/sec. (h  sinusoids were used as low 
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amplitude high-frequency shelf). The average pilot describing functions for 

three environmental conditions are presented in figure 2. 
In accordance with the crossover model a large amount of pilot lead has 

been generated. This can te demonstrated by the parameters of a ^-parameter 

pilot model that has been fitted to the describing functions: 

e   e 
"p  TT J6J+1 

K = gam 
T
P
 s lead time constant 

T^ = lag time constant 
ri = effective time delay 
With a fitting procedure that emphasizes a good fit in the neighbourhood of 
crossover frequency, the following average results are obtained: 

- I &e-  stick v 
vp cm display 

In-Flight j 
(2 nilots, 5 runs each) | 

Moving-3ase 
(U pilots, 5 runs each) 

Fixed-Base 
(2 pilots, 5 runs eac h

N 
1.6 

T (sec) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

T. (sec) 
Li 

T isec 

0.26 

2.2 

0.31 

0.30 

Fixed-base results are different from results with motion. With motion 
higher lead time .instants and lower steady state gains are obtained. 

Experiment III 
Tne forcin? function consisted of a sum of sinusoids forming a spectrum with 

^IL-off share with a rut-off frequency of 1 rad/sec (again a first-orier 
-gmented with a low-amplitude high-frequency shelf). The average pilot 
describing funeti :r.s for the ^«figurations with and without direct lift 

trol are presented in figure 3. 
The parameters of the ^-parameter pilot model, obtained in the same 

wav as for Experiment I and II, are as follows. 

con- 

With DLC 
(h  pilots, 5 runs each) 

,_d^£_stick_^ 

"^p cm display' 

Without DLC 
(2 pilots, 5 runs each) 

13. h 

17.3 

r  (sec) 

0.6 

0.3 

T (sec) 
Li 

1.2 

0.3 

T (sec) 

0.32 

0.35 
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It is observed that with additional translational motion due to DLC, the gain 
decreases and the lead time constant increases. 

Pilot-aircraft performance 

Loop bandwidth and stability as expressed in crossover frequency and 

phase margin and the performance measures Score ( = 1 -j^),  and relative 

remnant  U'ä = —-), related to the pilot's input, are as follows. 
e  a\ 

I In-flight 

iving-Base 

ri:-:ed-Ease 

Exp. Ill Moving-Base with DLC 

Exp. Ill Moving-Base without DEC 

ii 

31 

16 

5U 

UU 

T 
Score 

3.3- 

n Lp 

0.31 

O.Sli 

0.66 

0.56 

0.S2 

With respect to Experiments I and II it can be observed that in-flight 
the crossover*frequency is lower, the phase margin is higher and the Score is 

"0V"ClWith Vesnect to'sxperiment II, it is observed that moving-base the phase 
»„.,-", Score" and the relative remnant are higher than fixed-base. 

" With respect to Experiment III it can be observed that for the con- 
trolled element with DLC the crossover frequency is lower and the phase 
„*,,_•„ .- , •„•,•---.-,v -Miar. for the controlled element without DLC. 

INFLUENCE OF MCTIOH 

In the equation of the influence of motion on the outcome of the ex- 
periments it has to be kept in mind that command-type tracking has been carried 
out in which the displayed error signal is not congruent with the actual 
pitching motion and_in which a frequency dependent relation exists between 

pitch and heave motion. .     .      „  . 
In general, sensing of angular motion, usually associated with the sen: 

circular canals" can be characterized as a second-order response to angular acce- 
l-^io" (pef A'~.  It is believed that a threshold is incorporated in this 
mechanism which has a value of 0.5 deg/sec2. The dynamics of the second-order 
system are such that from 0.2 to 10 rad/sec, angular motion perception^ 
proportional to angular rate. For prolonged turning the "subjective signal 
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washes out. The treshold value for angular rate based on this number is 
2.6 deg/sec for the pitch axis (Ref. 2) 

Seisin? of linear motion is ordinarily associated with the utricles 
whic1^ ar° sensitive to the total applied force (Because the utricles do net 
respond only to inertial accelerations but to the total applied force, they 
have to be considered specific force indicators;. 

^or the discussion here.the inputs to the utricles will be referred to 
as accusations. The model for linear motion sensing presented by the 
author of reference 6 can be characterized as that of a second-order system 
responding to linear acceleration. Because it is estimated that the two 
first-ord-r breakpoints are located at frequencies of 0.1 and 1.5 rad/sec, 
the subjective perception of acceleration over the frequency range of interest 
is acc-mnanied by large phase lags. It is believed that also in this case a 
threshold is present which has a value of 0.1 m/sec- (Ref. bi  for the ver- 

tical axis. . 
^cssiblv the mentioned threshold values are ever, higner m tracking ex- 

pe-i"e-t3~Ve.-ause the pilot experiences both visual and motion inputs, as 
opposed to the experiments described in reference 6 were the subject con- 
centrated solelv on the task of detection metier.. 

~0 -ce able" to estimate the amount of motion during the experiments, the 
l-vel'o^motion in each of the three experiments has been computed. Root mean 
säua^- (r.m.s.) values of pitch rate and vertical acceleration are as follows 

-Flight 

ixa. LI  Moviug-üasc 

Ext. Ill with DLC 

Threshold of 
perception suggested 

.m.s. pitch rate 
(deg/sec) 

1.0 

r.m.s. vertical acceleration 
vm/sec-) 

1.2U 

1 .Q 

2.1 

2.6 0.1 

rate have been below the 
nd II with respect '. 

Tor Experiments I and II the r.m.s. values of pi" 
threshold or percent ion. The difference between Experiment I 
motion was  the r.m.s. value of vertical acceleration which has teen  well  above the 
nerc^nticn threshold for Experiment I and of the same magnitude as the perception 
threshold   for Experiment   II. . 

"or rxneriment III the r.m.s. of pitch rate was somewhat below tne perception tr.res- 
hold. Vith respect to the r.m.s. value of vertical acceleration an increase of 50 "■■ is 
observed for the experiment with DLC as compared to the experiment without DLC. Assuming 
that dur^a an appreciable cart of the time a level cf motion equal to twice the r.m.s. 
value listed, the vertical acceleration with DLC has beer, acove the perception threshold. 

Turning  to the  literature  it   is  observed   „..--  ... 
tions   including rotational motion have been performe 

tracking  mvestiga- 
disturbance-tyte 
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Thesis, 
r.ce 

lead infcrma- 

s 

•       * „-,.-• ™s    t*us havine rotational motion congruent to the  displayed 
SrorliSirS  W of instigations  are descried in references  7 

though not  directly applicable to the test descri^^^/fl 
^      ,    ,   •    ^fp.mpe  11  -hat previous work by B.S.  bhiney V^CJ.   ... 

bfte",C°nare dependent on task difficulty in single-axis control tas,s._ 
of notionar ^u!d be oc-rvei that the improved performance for ,xp. -- However,  it  snould be   .. trend> 
coving-base as  comparea    ■-  f.-.ed cas that thgir £tudie£ 

St-mWord,  ^l^^.^Zei except when tracking a random- indicated that motion cu^s wn-  oe use_. ".. _ 
■   „ „™~<,rH   innu-r  with a compensatory display.     Jue   -O   „ne   .--     -..- appearing comr.and inpu    -;                           ^ ^      gense the dlfferer.ce  c5-, 

!ie\*pSTd tneWcte moticn,\hile the vestibular system senses   the 
;Sl veScS mSion there  is  a "conflict" between.the two -aa.i.ie,   -r 
\,J.3.A- vc.ii.tj. ,„„,i,lri^ trot when tnis  nonlij.e-  e/.^si.-,   -.-- ^r- au+hors of reference   -2  con^ade   ;,a^   «Ee- 
*,--„^=  ..«..„ntiT  ignores  the motion inputs. 
P       1 Sa^ön the effect  of rotational motion using a large amplituae^ 

;/?a !4:V!„ -rcticn is  reported by Junker and Beplcgie    r.e: ■     : 
command--,pe    or--..g . - -       ^ .     investigations that,  "the human 
• n?:;       T'"e  authors  coneuae   . r-.i.  -i.e-*   A.I . _ü>-J._ > „„„......■ 
Jal2j_    i..e/:a^ _^ amplitude motion information wr.en c... - - 
operator viil ma,=  a.e -   — -      ? &1 fora K/s2,..   A controlled 
a moving platform with =.^ '       ;„      ,   -_„  ,he aresent ^er  is   :-,-.-■. 
element with K/s2  characteristic^   i--......^ i- ; - 
;.7 4-   r  -5     .,i^or^h *"''--  1-vei  of rotational motion  ,.as  s.aa„. 
Element  C-3 ^Z^^'l^r^  ^  trar.slational motion  in command tract: 

''?   ~~ '^Z' ,'" 'invrä-v-  not  directly applicable  to the tests  aesjri--- 

-,    -.    j   '-„*>     i>'      iQ""     state  tnat  amo:.g o...ers   .—   -•-—^ r= cjtanlefora  vrtef.    '-T   ..':-' ^„-^.-.i-  to   disturbance 
can be drawn from tr.e wer.-,   -..ey  ..er^rme^ 
4-v>ci-'Vi tier; -.. • ' .,,. i^---"""-. r- " "  =   ..      ■ „,.„.;-, r-ues >-an oe eixective_v .i-ea .,, __-_--.- - 
- Low level linear acce.sra,.on -ie. --.i 

improve performance in tracing tasKS ^ ^  subject 
- Performance improvements *x-n —-ea- 

dependent. 

i •„„ av.,,;,p«r, ":■.•=--<=> teen carried out witn a pit 
Command-type tracking e/.per-me..^ ••-•- °   ^__llod -,v =id. 

rate-command/attitude-hcld flight control system .on.r.l-d „/ -i.- 

stick with and without motion.      _ . ,-   i_ha+. Vr,e „--- 
The results of the experiments give reason to oelieve „ha- o..- _.. 

tern stability as well as -n -"-—ve\-T"      .  3fc^r-r=d for an e:-.- 
T-eauirins- low-freauency leaa generation, .his is oc.er._a ,o. 

. periment'during which the simulator motion level was xower tna. .... ... 
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«r^ted threshold of human motion perception. This result is in accordance with 
"" «Aa\Ton»de by Junker and Replcgle (1975) for large amplitude motion 

"relational motion existing during the tracking tasks (aircraft 
,VM;CS) loured the values of crossover frequency and Score and thus 
deSad'd the ^lot-aircraft performance in the pitch tracking tasks as com- 

pared to the performance obtained fixed-base. 
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EFFECTS OF HEADGEAR AND VISUAL ANGLE 
ON HEAD ROTATION SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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SUMMARY 

Dynamic characteristics of the unrestrained human head movement control 
svstem are measured as a function of headgear weight and size of the stimulus tra- 
jectory envelope.   The coherence, gain and phase spectral characteristics are un- 
affected by variations in the weight of the helmet and associated head line-of-sight 
measurement hardware; however,  a gain amplitude nonlinearity related to stimulus 
visual field size is shown to exist. 

INTRODUCTION 

Significant hardware developments during recent years now permit practical, 
remote measurement of an operator's head line-of-sight with good accuracy ami 
reliability.   The advent of this practical capability has stimulated numerous proposed 
applications of Visually Coupled Systems, control systems which are directed by 
natural head movements with feedback information displayed in the operator's visual 

Present address:  Computer Sciences Corporation 
1101 San Antonio Road 
Mountain View, California  94043 
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field     The purpose of this investigation of head pursuit tracking was to provide 
dynamic performance data to aid in the evaluation of the head movement system as 
an active contro1' ' to identify important design considerations in the future 
development o.     -d line-of-sight measurement systems. 

Several DoD agencies and NASA are seriously consider] ,g potential applications 
of head-aimed control systems for aircraft flight control, head slaved simulator 
displays   navigation and reconnaissance sensor control, and target designation. 
Chouet and Young [l] have shown that a head position measurement device can be 
used as an efficient means of controlling vehicular attitude, especially for three- 
axis manual control, and other investigations of Visually Coupled Systems [2. have 
demonstrated the feasibility of head-controlled sensors and weapon systems,   rieaa 
Une-of-sMit measurements are also being considered for selection and control of 
aircraft cockpit information displays and as a means of providing accurate bearing     . 
to way points for precision updating of onboard navigation systems. 

All these applications of head control take advantage of the operator's proprio- 
'•eptive feedback and utilize the rapid, precise head movement coordination which is 
a natural physiological activity in man and is coupled to his perception of ana 
reaction to his environment.   The research reported herein describes the character- 
istics of unrestrained head movement as a function of headgear weight and angular 
size of the visual field in which the pursuit task occurs. 

METHODS . 

Experimental Apparatus 

\ Honeywell Helmet-Mounted Sight (HMS) which measures the operator's 
neimet angular line-of-sight in real-time was used to observe dynamic head move- 
ments     The Honevwell HMS [3 ] computed head line-of-sight coordinates from in- 
formation generated by scanning infrared light beams transmitted from fixed- 
coordinate -light fans'1 mounted beside the experimental s-.bject and received oy 
infrared detectors mounted on a helmet worn by the subject.   An electronic computa- 
tion unit provided analog voltages corresponding to the horizontal and vertical 
coordinates oi the head line-of-sight.   The following three helmet configurations 
weighing 4-1/4, 3 and •> pounds respectively were used in the experiments:  a Navy 
Model LG1065; a Phase I, lightweight prototype, Model LG1087; and a modified Air 
Force Model LG1063 with visor, oxygen mask recepticles and associated hardware 

removed to reduce weir1"*- 

The moving target stimuli for the head pursuit tracking were generated by pro- 
jecting a laser beam directed by an X-Y mirror galvanometer system onto a vertical 
viewing screen which subtended a visual angle of +20 in both vertical and horizontal 
axes. °The vertical and horizontal inputF to the galvanometer system were 
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uncorrelated and consisted of band-limited, Gaussian noise with a half-power band- 
width of 3 Hz     The helmet weight experiments used a+10   visual field as the 
stimulus projection envelope, and the angular field experiments used amplitudes of 
+ 5°, +10   and +15° for the stimulus field. 

The helmet weight experiments were conducted on two experimental subjects; 
the an<mlar field experiments were performed on three experimental subjects.   For 
all of the experiments, one subject was trained and the other subjects were un- 
trained    The angular field experiments were performed with both the 2 and 4-1/4 
pound helmets; however, since the results were identical, only data for the 2 pound 

helmet is presented here. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The data analysis method chosen for investigation of the head movement system 
dynamics was power spectral analysis [4, 5 ] , and the frequency information of the 
spectral analysis permitted a comparison of the authors' data with those in the 
literature.   Using power spectral analysis techniques, one may directly compute the 
system's linear, input-output transfer function and coherence function which is a 
quantitative measure of the credibility associated with the computed linear transfer 

function. 

It is assumed that the measured output response, x(t), is the sum of an input 
.timuluö, u(t), multiplied by the system transfer function, h(t), plus an additive 
noise source, n(t), which is uncorrelated with the input. 
s 

x(t) =h(t) u(t) +n(t) 

R f n(f) u(t)]   =0;       0 < t < T 

Performing a Fourier transformation of the input and output variables and converting 

to power spectra 

G       =   H G      + G 
ux uu nx 

where G =  auto-power spectrum of u(t) 
uu 

G =  cross-power spectrum of u{t) and x(t) 
ux 

G =  cross-power SH^trurri of n(t) and x<t) 
nx 

E [   ]    =  expected value operator 
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Assuming that n(t) is uncorrelated withx(t), and n(t) is zero mean, Gaussian 
noise, then the use of ensemble averaging for the auto- and cross-power spectra for 
many'segments of frequency computations causes G     to approach zero.   Therefore, 

G      = H G ux uu 

and 

H  = 
G ux 

G uu 

where G denotes the ensemble average. 

2 
The coherence function, y~, is defined as 

, G    2 

2 ux y        -    
9 

0 < Y"< 1.0 

G      G 
UU      XX 

where G     = auto-power spectrum of x(t) 
xx 

The coherence function is the proportion of input pov   r contained by the output 
power spectrum and is a quantitative measure of the liner    .ausal relationship 
between the input and output of a system. 

Input-output cross-correlations were computed to determine the time delay of 
the output response relative to a given input stimulus.   The lag time corresponding 
to the maximum value of the cross-correlation function is considered as the time 
delay of the measured input-output relationship. 

The following time responses were recorded: horizontal stimulus, vertical 
stimulus, horizontal head movement response and vertical head movement response. 
For each of the stimulus-response pairs, cross-correlation functions, coherence 
functions and transfer function gain and phase angle spectra were computed so that 
direct and cross-coupled characteristics of each coordinate axis could be determined. 

RESULTS 

Helmet Weight 

Data recorded from the helmet weight experiments showed no appreciable 
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differences in the coherence, phase angle or gain characteristics when HMS helmet 
tS""as increased.   The spectral characteristics for two subjects are shown on 
Hgures 1 through 6, and these curves show no appreciable differences between 

helmets of different weight. 

Based upon the definition of half-power bandwidth which is the frequency 
re-ion in which the input-output signal power transfer function remains above 0 5 of 
maximum signal transmissibility (Bendat and Piersol [4] ) and forming an analogous 
dXLn for *e coherence function where a coherence value of 0.5 is analogous to 
thetalf-power point, the bandwidth of the head movement system was found to be 

approximately 2.0 Hz. 

The transfer function gain varied between 0.3 and 0.4 for horizontal move- 
ments and 1 0 and 1.5 for vertical movements (figures 3 and 4).   One can easily 
observe that the vertical gain was much greater than the horizontal gain, and these 
results agree with those of Shirachi and Black 16 J. 

The phase angle curves showed no differences as a function of increasing 
helmet weight (figures 5 and 6), and the phase angle was a linear function of fre- 
quent L determfned by a linear least squares fit of the data points with a correla- 
tion coefficient greater than 0.98. 

Visual Field Size 

In contrast with the results for the helmet weight experiments, there was a 
significant effect of visual fiild size on the transfer function gain (figures 7, 8 and 9). 
TiSease of visual field size produced sizeable increases of gain throughout the 
responseZvlZn of the head movement system.   It should also be noted that the 
vertTcal gains were always greater than the horizontal gains, just as in the helmet 
weSexperiments.   The +5° stimulus envelope produced quite small ga«a m the 
region of 0.07 tc 0.15 (horizontal) and 0.2 to 0.7 (vertical) and the ±la   envelope 
proTc^i gains of 0.6 to 1.5 (horizontal) and 1.1 to 3.0 (vertical).   These «suite 
SdYcate that an interaction axists between tne transfer function gain and size u. the 

stimulus visual field. 

The coherence functions for the visual field experiments were similar to those 
for the helmet weight experiments.   Stimulus amplitude appeared to have negligible 
effect on coherence (figure 10a). 

The phase angle curves also showed no amplitude effects (figure 10b), and they 
were linear with frequency just as in the helmet weight «P«*»«*»- "^Jf' ^ 
phase angles in the high frequency region near 1.5 Hz showed less phase lag than the 
phase curves for the helmet weight experiments. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The head movement system had previously been thought to exhibit linear be- 
havior which can be modeled by a constant gain term in series with a time delay 
element (Shirachi and Black [6]).   However, new experimental evidence which 
shows an amplitude-dependent transfer function gain relationship has been presented 
in this paper which appears to challenge the linear model of Shirachi and Black.   The 
invariance of the coherence and phase angle characteristics with stimulus field size 
combined with an amplitude-dependent gain characteristic do not conform to the 
linear system model.   It is not readily apparent what mechanism or mechanisms are 
operating to produce the amplitude-dependent behavior presented here.   Transfer 
function gain may be influenced by head and eye interaction at small stimulus ampli- 
tudes.   Another probable factor is target angular velocity which varies as a function 
of stimulus amplitude when the forcing function bandwidth is constant.   However, 
future experimentation is necessary in order to provide sufficient data to explain the 
transfer function gain behavior. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING LABORATORY HELICOPTER OBSERVER PERFORMANCE STUDIES 

By John A. Barnes 

U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

The Systems Performance and Concepts Directorate of the U. S Army Human 
Engineering Laboratory has, since 1972, been conducting a series of flight 
s"t dies relating^ some of the typical tas s per ormed^the U^Arm^ 

faned^e 2^^!»^?^»^ Helicopter Acquisition Tests (HEL^T) 

HEIÜAT I 

The initial study, reference 1, was conducted m October 19.2 at the 
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California. This study was performed in 
conjunction with a tri-service target detection/acquisition test. The test 
was desired to help determine which was the most advantageous location tor 
rZ  Server nos"tion in operational helicopters, figure 1. The 68 simulated 
tacticaHow level route reconnaissance missions were flown by pilot observ- 
ers from Se 1st Cavalry Division using AH-1 and OH-58 helicopters.  The tar- 
Zts  were twenty items of 1950-60 era ordnance and three bridges set along a 
three leg, seven mile flight course over rough terrain with a cover of scrub 

growth. 

The results indicated that although the observers detected a slightly 
larger number of targets from the left seat of the OH-58, there were no sig- 
i5£an?^Se?encesgin the number of detections that could be attributed to 
the location of the observer in the helicopter. 

HELHAT II 

The second flight study, reference 2, was conducted in July and August 
of 1973 at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. This study was designed to 
allow us to determine whether a single observer or the pilot.ana.observer 
?eam could perform a better job of target detection/acquisition aunng low 
level route'reconnaissance using the CH-58. The 36 pilots and pilot obsen- 
Hl  who flew the 24 flights that made up this study were again iron the lsu 
Cavalry Division, ancI many of them had flown in the previous study at China 

Lake. 

The flight course was set up along a three leg, 15 mile route over the 
flat wooded area of Aberdeen Proving Ground and nine items of ltoO-60 era 
ordnance and six "Fire Orange" boxes were the targets. The boxes, which 
measured 4 feet by 8 feet by 1 foot were used as control targets. 
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OH-58 

Pilot Right 

Observer Left 

CONFIGURATION 

Observer Front 

Pilot Rear 

Pilot Front 

Observer Rear 

Fig. 1. Experimental Configurations 

An ancillary six flight Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE; test was flown fter the 
mam study had been completed. This test was flow, at the lowest possibi«; 
altitude lepending upon the height of the '-round cover; the altitudes varied 
from three to thirty feet as the crews flew an "S" pattern reconnaissance 
along the last leg of the low level course in the reverse direction. The 
NOE crews had great difficulty in maintaining their geographical orientation: 
crews 4 and 6 became lost and had to be told by the over-flying control air- 
craft to climb out and return to the base. Crew 5 also became disorientated, 
but they momentarily went to a higher altitude to reorient themselves and 
then proceeded to finish the mission NOE. All of these crewmen had combat 
experience and had had some NOE training. 

The results of HELHAT II are shown in Tables x and 2. 
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TARGET 
TYPE 

TABLE 1. TARGETS DETECTED 

CREWS     OBSERVERS      NOE 

ORDNANCE 40 

ORANGE BOX 

OVERALL 5S 

42%        44% 

76%        42%        67% 

42%        55% 

TABLE 2. NOE DETECTION RANGE (METERS) 

TARGET 

CREW 15     14     13 12     11      10 

1 
2 

520 
160 

120 
370 350 

470 
770 
780 

220 
400 

640 

1110 

4 
5 

460 
340 

200 
100 90 

1470 
600 12S0 

6 

HELHAT 

c  *^c cries reference 3, was published in 1974 The final portion of *i  en« re ere    ,   ^ ^ ^ target 
and contained the major portion, °^HAT * a  ^^ ^    t s 
detection ranges achieved by the subjects a   8  .     that a    anied 
The maximum detection ranges and the *elicop ^ ^ pertinent f ts 

them are shown m Table 3. T^*^ ^ing a multiple regression technique 

^^rsiTCSÄSSi^«that contribute to successful 
target detection. 
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TABLE 3 

Low Altitude Target Detection Efforts 
(APG and NWC) 

Target Description 

NWC 3 M-211 Trucks(3) 

NWC 6 M-4 Tractor 
NWC 10 V-62 Van 
APG 5 V-62 Van w Antenna3 

NWC 23 Bridge, 2 lane 
NWC :: Supply Dump 
NWC 24. Bridge. 1 lane 
NWC 19 M-37Truck(3) 
NWC 26 Pickup Truck 
NWC 11 "5mm Sky Sweep Gun (31 
NWC 16 V-b2 Van w Antenna 
APG 4 Day-Glo Orange Box 
NWC 15 M-47 Tank 
NWC 17 Truck. Amphibious 
NWC 4 M-535 Van 
APG 1 M-258 Van 
NWC 12 Searchlight (3) 
NWC 13 M-38 Jeep (2) 
NWC 14 "5mm Sky Sweep Gun 
NWC 7 Bridge. 1 lane 
NWC 27 Tractor and Tanker 
APG 2 Dav-Glo Orange Box 
NWC 9 V-62 Van 
APG 3 M-259 Van w Antenna 
NWC 2 I05mm Howitzer (3) 
NWC 1 M-48 Tank 
APG 12 Day-Glo Orange Box 
NWC 5 °0mm Gun Mount 
APG 10 Day-Glo Orange Box 
APG 13 M-21 Rocket Launcher (3) 
APG 15 Day-Glo Orange Box 
APG 14 M-21 Rocket Launcher 
APG 6 M-38 Hard-Top Jeep 
APG 7 Dav-Glo Orange Box 
APG 9 XM387E1 Missile Truck 
NWC 8 Truck. Amphibious 

aThis van had been extended by 3 feet. 
rv Crew score 

c0bserver score 

Minimum Detection AGL Maximum Detection Range 
Minimum Maximum 

Volume AGL Ranae Range        AGL 
(Cubic Feet) (Feet)      (Meters) (Meters)      (Feetl 

1674ea 
1273 
1715 
3405 

148.200 
69.445 

102.400 
578 ea 
665 

1944 ea 
2910 

32 
2620 
2259 
1678 
2397 

307 ea 
177ea 

1944 
21.760 

3115 
32 

1715 
33°4 
720 ea 

2881 
64 

!b37 
32 

422 ea 
32 

422 
434 
64 

1316 
2259 

80 1060 
100 930 
80, 580 
S4b 570 

100 460 
100 420 
90 380 
90 280 
90 280 
90 230 

<>0i, 
220 

80b 140 
110 250 
110 580 
120 1160 
120c 620 
120 310 
120 190 
120 190 
140 370 
160u 880 
186b 230 
190 670 
189° 5"0 
210 1060 
220 610 
239b 220 
250 637 
268° 210 
296' 950 
3I6b 400 
310b 200 
307c 100 
329c 1600 
370c 1240 
370 700 

1800 280 
1020 210 
740 320 
640 2491- 
785 150 
660 250 

1470 2b0 
1130 190 
890 230 
550 2"0 

1060 -40h 
840 214b 

510 200 
1290 310 
2200 330 
1Ö00 362b 

441 150 
470 500 
280 160 
76Ü 280 

1030 220 
600 351" 
830 250 

18S0 25 !b 

1060 210 
2320 340 K 
400 32Sb 

1000 330
K 

640 36 !b 

950 29<,b 

600 41«b 

500 362b 

500 434b 

1600 3291" 
1290 3921" 
700 370 
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The results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis of the 268 de- 
tec-ons in which the desired 29 measures for each detection were available 
indicated that the significant aspects of target detection were; 

Sighting Angle 
Terrain Slope/Roughness 
Target Background Conspicuity 
Target Foreground Conspicuity 
Target Distance from Flight Path 
Aircraft Heading 
Aircraft Altitude Above Ground Level 
Aircraft to Target Range 
Apparent Target Size 
Bearing Estimate Error 

'Vhen the HELHAT data were analyzed, not considering Conspicuity and 
Range and Bearing Estimate Errors, there were some changes in the signifi- 
cant variables. These 831 detections added; 

Target Difficulty 
Relative Bearing to Target 
Cloud Cover 
Target Length 
Target Volume 

and caused the deletion of Terrain Slope/Roughness and Apparent Target Size. 

POP-UP STUDY 

A third flight study, reference 4, investigated the effectiveness of a 
helicopter using the pop-up tactic and a simulated wire-guided missile 
aea-nst a heavy tank's main gun. This test was flown in August of 1975 at 
ibe-deen Proving Ground. This was a dynamic encounter rather than a passive 
one^uch as HELHAT; the study was primarily to test the ability of the tank 
crews of two different types of heavy tanks to defend themselves against a 
helicopter gunship, therefore it was the tank crew that changed rather than 
^he air crew  The test scenario called for the Forward Observer to direct 
the helicopter to move to one of the eight preselected position;: to perform 
the oop-up tactic. The tank crews had been briefed that they would be liable 
to encounter helicopter missile fire on certain portions of the extensive 

tank road course. 

The mean Air-to-Ground and Ground-to-Air detection ranges are shown in 
Table 4  The "LOS Range" entry is the maximum possible range at which either 
vehicle'could have seen the other from that position. The "ND" entry indi- 
cates that the tank crew did not detect the helicopter during the attack from 
that position. A typical engagement plan is shown in figure 2. The Forward 
Observer located in the area of CP 22G alerts the helicopter to proceed to 
pop-up position II for the attack as the tank will be m his line-of-sight 
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Fig. 2. CP 22G to CP 23G Course Segment, Pop-Up Position II 

ig. 3. Helicopter At Pop-Up Position II, Ready For Missile Launch Fig 
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after it passes CP 22G enroute to CP 23G.    Figure 3 shows the helicopter in 
firin« Position at position II; an OH-58 »as used as a substitute for the AH-1 

Scause'of schedules prohle« -^^^ L*2£ S/tSTc^ 
C^TLJSS ^ «.i^tSTk"«- that if the, had „ot seen the 
helicopter before,  it was too late! 

TABLE 4.     POP-UP RESULTS   (METERS) 

POP HP LOS MEAN A-TANK RANGE MEAN F-TANK RANGE 
P0P"U AIR/GND GND/AIR        AIR/GND        GND/AIR 

1 2250 1640 1511 1631 1070 

2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

3 3000 ]480 1125 1700 1125 

4 1400 1100 1120 

5 1800 1200 720 

6 1750 1420 485 1303 840 

7 2100 2030 ND 

8 2950 2100 ND 

HELCAT 

The current effort, Human Engineering Laboratory Camouflage Application 
T.cr t-HFICVn  is the air-to-ground portion of a larger, interagency camou- 
f XeSickion test in whiSh the detectability of pattern painted tanks 
is feing compared to that of camouflaged tanks. The day andnight airborne 
Phases will be flown in mid-June.  During the day phase we will, for the first 
?ime recordthe observer's actual eye point of regard during an air-to-ground 
target search  We will measure the single glance dwell time, the total dwell 
timfand the observer field of view for each of the day target detections 
SJ night phase will use the AN/PVSS Night Vision Device as an observer aid. 

The results of the study will compare observer's daytime target detec- 
tion nerformance, against pattern painted and camouflaged tanks, with and 
without th™e movLent measurement device. The night portion will compare 
tne observer target detection performance, against the same tanks, with and 
withou? Se AN/PVS5 Night Vision Device, and the unencumbered day performance 
wth Se night AN/PVS5gperformance. These results should tell what part of. 
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F—. -i.  Helicopter On Firing Pass From Pop-L'p Position II. 

the camouflage on the tanks needs to be improved to prevent detection, the 
amount o' Section degradation from day conditions to be expected when the 
-W/PVS5 uevices are used, and the gain in night detection capability to oe 
expected when the AN/PVS5 devices are used. 
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ABSTRACT 

«.,-  ;« nnrt r'"f» results of an experiment set up to This paper reports m P«t \.e_ ™ty r H       and warnine sisjnal 
study the effects of «terKtion betweai tte^fcreperio 
on a simple.foot reaction    ^e task    Jg^?g£ rf ht t0\eft a£tcr 

Jretation'o^^^ -d *»"» * *** 
controls 

INTRODUCTION 

In the operation of machine-foot controls the human operator is some- 

times required to respond after a varying interval of time which is pre- 

ceded by a warning signal of variable length.    Man/machine interface of 

this type is most common in an industrial environment.    In this sett in;.; it 

is common to find an operator monitoring a set of machine-readiness lights, 

manipulating material with his hands and operating the machine functions 

with one or both of his feet.    Successful operation of this type of mchine 

is dependent upon many variables, such as working environment, operator ex- 

perience and motivation, and machine design.    In certain situations operat- 

or speed of response is crucial to successful and safe machine operation. 

One factor that may have an observable effect upon the operator's speed of 



response is temporal expectancy. Temporal expectancy is defined as an in- 

creasing readiness to respond to events (signals) that occur over time. 

The measurement of simple reaction time can be used as an observation of an 

increasing readiness to respond. In general, as readiness increases, 

reaction time decreases. 

Naatanen (1970) in a review of the literature points out two diverg- 

ing tendencies with respect to the relationship between fore-period and 

simple reaction time: (1) when the fore-period is not varied, a general 

observation is that the longer the fore-periods, and (2) when fore-periods 

of different duration are randomly presented, the reaction time--in addi- 

tion to its being generally longer than in the aforementioned case, is 

longest after the shortest fore-period in a series. It has also been ob- 

served that the longest fore-period in a series yields the shortest reac- 

tion time. Naatanen in conclusion proposed that four factors exert an in- 

fluence on the relationship between fore-period and the reaction time when 

varying fore-periods with a given range are delivered in a random order. 

Two of these factors act via the variables called "expectancy": (1) the 

expectancy-reducing effect of the flow of time after the warning signr.l , 

because longer periods are more difficult to estLmate than shorter ones; 

and (2) the expectancy-increasing effects of the flow of time after the 

warning signal, because the objective probability of the occurence of the 

stimulus increases. 

Several earlier studies used the term expectancy to describe the sub- 

ject's change in reaction time over a range of time intervals. Deese 

(1955: 363) hypothesized that "expectancy should be low immediately after 

a signal, should increase as the mean intersignal interval approaches, and 
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finally should become quite high as the intersignal interval goes beyond 

the mean." Baker (1959) offered another hypothesis suggesting that ex- 

pectancy increases as intersignal interval increases until the mean inter- 

signal interval and then expectancy decreases as fore-period increases 

further. Both hypotheses have been supported by research. The major 

difference between the studies supporting one or the other of the hypo- 

theses was in the size of the range of fore-periods. 

In experiments that supported the theory of increasing expectancy, 

ranges of less than 5 sec. were used, while in experiments that supported 

a U-shaped function the ranges were 18 sec. or greater. In those experi- 

ments the varying fore-periods were always preceded by a warning signal 

of fixed length. 

Since the intervals appropriate to the operation of foot-operated 

industrial machines (such as described previously) are relatively short, 

and usually include a warning signal (machine ready signal) of varying 

length, the range of fore-periods and warning signals used in this exper- 

iment were short. 

Following from those earlier studies it was expected that terraral 

expectancy and therefore speed of reaction time would vary as a function of 

the interaction between the duration of both a fore-period (F?) interval 

within a range of FP and a warning signal 0«) within the range of WS. To 

test this hypothesis a range of eight common values of WS and FP were 

paired with itself and with each of the other seven values, producing 64 

paired presentations of WS and FP. The eight common values were 250 

msec, 500 msec, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 sec 
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METHOD 

Subjects. Forty-eight (30 males, 13 females) volunteer college students 

served as subjects. All subjects were screened for the absence of visual 

color defects, corrected 20/20 visual acuity and physical disability with 

regard to the right leg and foot movement. Twenty-nine male and 15 female 

subjects were right leg dominant. Table 1 gives the subject characteristic 

for age, weight and stature. 

Annaratus. The foot reaction time measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 

1. It consisted of a vertical-horizontal adjustable seat that provided for 

control of subject knee angle, 30° off vertical. The start and experi- 

mental targets were each 6 cm. in diameter and placed 15 cm. apart. The 

display consisted of a yellow warning signal (WS) and red stimulus light 

which ^vere mounted vertically (WS below) oh a gray panel 15 cm. apart. The 

gray panel was positioned 266 cm. in front of the subject at seated eye 

height from the floor. Each light was 6 cm. in diameter. The recording 

equipment included a sandal sole approximating a 9 1/2 shoe with a brass 

spike (protruding 2 cm. downward) affixed to the center of the sole. The 

sandal was attached to the subjects' right foot with straps. The targets 

were brass plates. An electronic timing measuring device (Beckman Univer- 

sal Timer) was used to measure response time in 1/1000 sec. Response time 

was measured from onset of the red stimulus light until the experimental 

target was contacted. 

Exnerimental Design. Using a table of random numbers, the experimenters 

assigned a random sequence for the presentation of 64 combinations of WS 

and FP. The presentation order was counterbalanced to minimize the effects 

-so 



TABLE I 

BIO DATA OF SUBJECTS 

_ -.   ■■( 

MALE (30) FEMALE (IS) TOTAL (43) 

MEAN STD. DEV. MEAN STO. DEV. MEAN STD. DEV. 

Age (years) 

Stature (meters) 

Keight (Vg.) 

23.45 

1.79 

75.33 

3.77 

0.07 

13.91 

23.37 

1.64 

S6.20 

5.08 

0.05 

10.00 

23.21 

1.73 

68.70 

4.31 

0.10 

14.74 

1            — — 

40-50 cm 

A - Starting Position 

B - Experimental Target (6 cm. in diameter) 

FIGURE 1 - DIMENSIONS OF TIE FOOT REACTION-TIME MEASUREMENT APPARATUS 
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of subject learning and fatigue. The complete test session took approx- 

imately SO rain. All subjects were tested between the hours of 10:00 A.M. 

and 4:00 P.M. Subjects were not provided with knowledge of results during 

testing. Subjects were given 5 unscored practice trials (3 sec. WS, 3 sec. 

FP), during which they became familiar with the foot reaction time measure- 

ment apparatus. All subjects were debriefed following testing. 

Tnctmrtinn Civen to the Subject. The subject was instructed to sit com- 

fortatly but straight, his thighs horizontal, with his right foot over the 

target. The knee angle was measured 30° off vertical. If necessary, the 

chair was adjusted to achieve this body posture. The subject ras in- 

structed to fixate on the black dot located on the gray panel before 

them. A yellow light would appear in the circle toward the bottom of the 

panel and a red light would appear in the circle tc the top. The yellow 

light appeared first, went off and then was followed by the red light. 

When the red light appeared, the subject was asked to move as rapidly as 

possible from the start position (right plate) to the experimental target 

on the left. The speed of this movement was the main objective, and 

therefore the subject was told not to worry about the accuracy of the 

foot movement, although hitting the target plrte was essential to achiev- 

ing timed scores. After each trial the subjects were free to rest their 

right leg in any desired position. Mien the next trial was to begin the 

subjects were asked to reset their leg to the start position and again 

fixate on the black dot. Subjects were not permitted to hold onto the 

apparatus seat during testing. 
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TABLE II 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR F? KEPT CONSTANT AT 250 M.SECS. 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

PORE PERIOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CQNST.VT 
AT 250 M.SnC. 

FORE PERIOD HPT CONSTANT 
AT 2SO M.SEC. 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

N* MEAN 
(n.sec.) 

STD. DE1.'. 
(n.sec.) 

250 n.sec. 43 170.93 38.00 48 170.98 46.03 

500 m.sec. 47 178.96 40.76 48 173.17 43.58 

1 sec. 43 182.27 49.87 48 184.19 45.30 

2 sec. 43 190.27 47.38 48 179.53 40.6S 

3 sec. 48 196.65 61.15 48 181.13 37.33 

4 sec. 48 189.08 50.71 47 186.94 36.62 

5 sec. 43 189.75 44.68 48 180.58 38.56 

7 sec. 48 187.69 48.19 48 184.56 45.13 

TABLE III 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 300 M.SECS. 

* NUMBER OP SUBJECTS 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

PORE PERIOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 500 M.SEC. ! 

FL-UCIi :iiT CONSTANT 
AT 500 M.SEC. 

>;*    1       MEAN 
i    (m.sec.) 

STD. 13'. 
(n.sec.) 

1             V. 
I        -' 

(S.,' STD. DEV'. 
(n.sec.)   ! 

250 n.sec. 47 172.04 42.33 47 ; 178.96 40.76 

500 n.sec. 43 180.31 39.74 
I 

48 179.90 39.62 

1 sec. 47 190.32 491 IS 48 199.77 60.19 

2 sec. 47 187.36 47.45 47 197.13 57.35 

3 sec. 47 191.02 38148 48 179.58 44.94 

4 sec. 47 188.36 44.74 48 182.31 43.18 

5 sec. 47 193.19 46.99 48 194.35 50118 

7 sec. 48 210.96 49.6S 48 189.73 43.70 
.   .          .      .                  i 
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TABLE IV 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 1 SEC. 

WARNING SIGNA.. 
OR 

FORE PEFJOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 1 SEC. 

I 
FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT           | 

AT 1 SEC.                            | 

N* (n.scc.) 
SID.  DB' en.sec. 1 

M* MEAN    ,   1      STD.  DE-;.  : 
(h.sec.l   !      Tn.scc.i 

2S0 n.soc. 48 134.19 45.31 48 182.06      |       49.93       1 

500 ra.sec. 48 198.21 58.95 47 190.32 SO.43 

1 sec. 48 204.10 53.08 48 204.15 55.57 

2.sec. 48 195.15 50.77 4S 189.15 42:42 

3 sec. 43 194.13 50.73 48 187.31 51.20 
i 

4 sec. 48 194.88 44.22 48 18S.73 46.14 
1 

5 sec. 43 200.25 4;.52 48 193.52 49.51 

7 sec. 44 151.41 49.17 48 192.SO S3.01 

* NUMBER OF SUBJECTS 

TABLE V 

REACTION TIMES FOR US OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 2 SECS. 

1 
WARNING SIGNAL' 

OR 
W.NI 

" AT'2 SEC.                      i 
noE 

"AT 2 SEC 

FORE PERIOD 1 1 

N*    j MEAN 
(n.scc.) 

STD. DEY.       ! 
(n.scc.)       ! 

N* MEAN 
(n.scc.') 

STD.  OF?/. I 
(ra.sec.)   1 

■250 a.sec. 48 173.63 41.03 48 120. .0 43.57 

500 m.scc. 48 156.35 57.40 47 187.23 47.51 

1 sec. 48 1S9.15 42.42 48 195.13 50.77 

2 sec. 47 194.28 46.79 47 194.06 49.23 

3 sec. 43 203.31 58.75 48 187.96 49.18 

4 sec. 48 188.7S 11.59 48 1S9.77 48.90 

5 sec. 43 191.25 52.27 48 1S8.7C 45.SI 

7 sec. 47 190.38 43.09 48 186.33 ?6.21 

*MM3ER OF SUBJECTS 
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TABLE VI 

REACTION TINES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 3 SECS. 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 3 SEC. 

FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 3 SEC. 

PORE PERIOD 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
fm.scc.)       1 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

250 m.sec. 48 131.27 37.35 48 196.02 61.63 

500 m.sec. 48 179.60 44.95 48 192.71 38.76 

1 sec. 48 188.83 53.16 48 196.48 52.25 

2.sec. 48 188.02 46.86 43 203.31 61.12 

3 sec. 47 189181. 44.63 48 187.71 43.50 

4 sec. 48 192.04 -16.52 48 183.10 39.08 

5 sec. 48 205.04 49.33 48 204.71 50.47 

7 sec. 48 192.81 48.53 48 192.92 46.66 

* NUMBER OF SUBJECTS 

TABLE VII 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 4 SECS. 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

PORE PERIOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 4 SEC. 

FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 4 SEC. 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

N* MEAN 
(n.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

250 m.sec. 47 189.06 39.04 48 188.60 50.63 

500 m.sec. 48 182.81 42.81 47 188.40 44.71 

1 sec. 48 188.31 48.86 48 190.52 50.01 

2 sec. 48 189.81 48.55 48 187.50 43.30 

3 sec. 48 183:21 39.03 48 181.94 46.59 

4 sec. 48 185.58 J9.94 48 185.69 40.04 

5 sec. 48 192.23 41.58 48 192.25 50.23 

7 sec. 48 192.60 44.76 

1 
47 187.66 45.88 

* NUMBER OF SUBJECTS 
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TABLE VIII 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR FP KETT CONSTANT AT 5 SECS. 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

FORE PERIOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KEPT CONSTANT 
AT 5 SEC. 

FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT 
AT S SEC. 

N* MEAN 
{m.sec.') 

STD. DEV. 
(ra.scc.) 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.') 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

250 m.sec. 43 176.63 44.59 48 189.75 44.68 

500 m.sec. 48 193.83 48.33 48 192.63 51.18 

1 sec. 48 194.56 50.46 48 200.25 45.27 

2 ccc. 48 188.79 46.43 48 190.96 51.74 

3 sec. 48 204.71 46.11 48 205.04 49.33 

4 sect 48 192.38 4Srll 48 192.23 43.93 

5 sec. 48 192.46 49.92 48 192.88 53.13 

7 sec. 

 - 

47 196.15 56.17 

 '.  

48 190.92 50.30 

•» NIMUER O." SUSJECTS 

TABLE IX 

REACTION TIMES FOR WS OR FP KEPT CONSTANT AT 7 SECS. 

WARNING SIGNAL 
OR 

PORE PERIOD 

WARNING SIGNAL KE 
AT 7 SEC. 

PT CONSTANT FORE PERIOD KEPT CONSTAVr 
AT 7 SEC. 

» MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(ra.scc.)     1 

N* MEAN 
(m.sec.) 

STD. DEV. 
(m.sec.) 

250 m.sec. 48 182.48 41.SO 48 184.77 51.93 

500 m.sec. 47 190.47 51.15 48 210.96 49.68 

1 sec. 46 193.72 52.02 44 191.34 48.37 

2 sec. 46 187.83 46.27 48 190.19 42.66 

3 sec. 

4 sec. 

5 sec. 

7 sec. 

46 

47 

45 

47 

192.78 

183.59 

191.19 

186.26 

47.31 

51.64 

42.10 

39.58 

48 

48 

47 

47 

192.81 

193.02 

196.38 

186.26 

48.53 

44.72 

56.07 

44.85 

* MMUER OF SUBJECTS 
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TABLE X 

HBGKESSION VALUES OF REACTION TIMS FOR W-FP KEFT COMSTAR 

WARNING SIC1VS.     WARNING SIOJAL KEPT CONSTANT 

OR 
FOrUi PERIOD 

FORE-PERIOD KEPT CONSTANT 

Y-INTERCEPT 
(in.sec.) 

SLOPE 

1.S26 

0.672 

0.308 

-0.601 

-0.337 

-0.026 

-0.260 

-0.910 

RESULTS 

tesu!ts are preset first for the eiSht co»on values of PP and WS; 

theso are followoa by the region analysis for each PP and WS hept con- 

stant.   „.„ „ere eliminated fro» the ^alysis for trials which subje, -s 

£ailed to respond to st^us or evidenced usually lonB reaction tn^ 

The „can, standard deviation and the number of subjects for each W- 

PP ^nation are she™ in Tables .. t„rough «.    *r 12S cognations of 

«.„   the «m reaction tune values ranSed fro« 170.9S ».sees, to 210.96 

. sacs.   The variability of reaction ti- varied fro« 36.62 „.sees, to 

« 63 ».sees.   The linear recession values for WS-PP kept constant are 

pr scnted in Table X.   The negativo recession slope was found ..en * was 
1 , „    ,    .    r — J i -r,<—     In ill cases 
1 sec. and 7 sec. and for FP values 01 ., „ «, - — < — 
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FIGURE 2:    REGRESSION PLOT OF REACTION THE VS.  FP 

CVS KEPT CONSTANT) 

250 Lrc.  500 L..C.     1 ..c. 2 ..c. 3 •«■      * •«• » "<= » •««■ 
UAUUNC SICHA1   (US) 

FIGURE 3: REGRESSION PLOT OF REACTION TIME VS. WS 

(FP KEPT CONSTANT) 
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except for the 1 sec. WS, the WS regression intercept value was less than 

the corresponding FP value. 

SUMMARY 

To study the interactive effects of variable FP and WS on temporal ex- 

pectancy of foot simple reaction time, forty-eight college students re- 

sponded to a red visual stimulus by moving the right foot laterally left 

to a disc target. The WS and FP were paired for 64 combinations with the 

following common values: 250 m.secs., 500 m.secs., 1, 2, 3, 4, S and 7 

sees. 

Results of the present study suggest that when the FP value is larger 

than the WS value, the reaction time (temporal expectancy) is usually less 

than when the WS-FP values are reversed. Tins finding is indicated mainly 

for the WS-FP values of 250 m.secs., 500 m.secs., 1 and 2 sees., with the 

reverse found for the values of 3 through 7 sees. In addition, when a FP 

value was kept constant at 2 sees, or greater, the reaction time decreased 

as WS increased. The combination of WS-FP that produced the least variable 

effect on RT was shown to be a WS kept constant at 1 sec. or FP kept con- 

stant at 4 sees. 

While the results of this study are not conclusive with regard to the 

interactive effects of variable warning signals and fore-periods, they do 

indicate that the speed of human operator response (foot reaction time) can 

be enchanced by controlling the duration of WS-FP intervals. Further anal- 

ysis of this data and additional studies are in process. 
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A SIMULATOR FOR DRIVING RESEARCH1 

By Rudolph G. Mortimer and Russell L. Adkins 

Department of Health and Safety Education 
University of Illinois 

SUMMARY 

A fixed-base simulator is described which is to be used in research on 
driving ski?ls and Ihe effects of alcohol, as well as other stud.es of 
driver-vehicle performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

&3E&S225sS3£'j£r2£. 
°f "^objective of this report is to provide an overview of the general 
operating characteristics of the device. 

THE DRIVING SIMULATOR 

The driving simulator consists of a number of major components, 
,-.,..«! *i« *«n0.-i««- an automobile in which the driver is seated, a 
^adwaTdis^ay^generätion and projection system, a vehicle dynamics 
simulation! a control console and a data recording and acquisition 

capability.        

iThis research was supported by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism, U.S. Dept. of HEW. 

...... not w.MS> 
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The Automobile 

A 1969 Simca automobile   cut-off about 0 5 » --'^^«g 
is mounted on a supposing structure,    me d ^ thg $t g 
rack and pinion steering box and a spring nas ^ whee] 

column by a nylon cord which wind a™u™c™e ^°teering feel thus achieved 
is rotated, thereby creat ng a retur ™r«; power steering. A multi- 
was modeled after an Arne"cjn automoblie navi g v coUm tQ 

turn rotary ^"^5^1^^^ ^conventional accelerator and brake 
„easure steering wheel displacement.       accelerator actuates a linear 

pedals are lefV      „ ,;„,.t ?« fed to the analog computer.    Similarly, 
potentiometer whose output ^.™ "Vehicle's master cylinder which is 
'depressing the brake pedaactuate   J   J h;c

he
eJectric si*nal from which 

connected to a hydraulic bra*e ^ransaucB • hich is actuated by 
is also sent to the analog Wter     A pos peed drives the speedometer 
a sianai  proportional to simulated vehicle spee 
cable wnich.ls direc: ly coup ed t    thJ speedomete   P ^ ^ ^ a$ 

1„ thr
eradkro

efrtSheSesaeat1SbaacJk:Saasbis conventional with this vehicle. 

Roadway Display Generation and Projection System 

At present, a Raytheon 704 digital c=ut.r ^used generate a 

^Zl^^^^^1 ^ 1S P0Siti0ned " m 
in front of the driver horizon line, the dashed center line and the The display consists of a horizon iine ,n 1ateral 
edge lines of a two-lanj| road wh en respond    app    P j^ originating 
translation and yaw to st^^g inputs a ^       the display can 
from the accelerator and £*£ controls. hand 1ane (presently con- 

irg^rS^rrsfrafg^frurkr^ch-will Provide the stimulus in car- 
following studies. 

Longitudinal  Dynamics Simulation 

Ä!«Ä«U S.r21 "se$°fo* the lMfl1t»d,«l *n-1c. of 
the cx!.- *   ^, „MH- t*° rr+Jor. of the car-are compose* .of t.hrw» The forces rCois>.i..-j t.- 1"--_-' .   . , fact0r proportional 
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neaative and is used to simulate the effects of an automatic transmission. 
T* will accelerate the car from rest without any driver input. The other 
two factors are positive and may be adjusted to match the coastdown curve 
of the car to any other desired curve. By eliminating the speed-squared 
term a linear resistance force may be obtained and the stability deriva- 
tives of various cars utilized (see references 2 and 3). Figure 1 shows 
the coastdown curve for a typical configuration. Note the acceleration of 
the car from rest due to the negative resistance factor. 

The available acceleration force is equal to the rolling radius o; tne 
rear tires times the torque applied to them from the driveshaft with the 
enaine at full throttle. For a given car this acceleration *orce is assumed 
to be a function of car speed only. This functional relationship is simpli- 
fied to consist of two linear segments with one breakpoint. By eliminating 
the breakpoint a linear available acceleration force is obtained and the 
published stability derivatives may again be used. 

The accelerator pedal attenuates the available acceleration force in 
a linear fashion and thus gives the driver control over the speed of the 
car. Figure 2 shows the acceleration of the car for various throttle 

P0SltTheSdriver controls the deceleration of the car by applying a force to 
the brake pedal  A pressure transducer on the brake line provides an out- 
put to the analog computer proportional to the force applied to the brake. 
To provide the effect of the tires skidding on the road the output of the 
pressure transducer is diode-limited at a level which provides a decelera- 
tion corresponding to the maximum deceleration of a real car. Up to the 
cutoff level tiie :^ will decelerate at a rate proportional to brake pedal 

force. 

Lateral Steering Dynamics Simulation 

The lateral steering dynamics are speed dependent and consist of a 
two-deqree-of-freedon model, the roll axis being neglected, ,-or a develop- 
ment of these equations and a comparison to a three-degree-of-freedom 
model see reference 2. The tire characteristic curves are generated by 
two diode function generators (one for the front tires and one ror the 
rear tires) which have three positive and three negative breakpoints. 
The function generators permit a fairly accurate representation of the tire 
characteristics and also provide a limit on the lateral force provided by 
the tires  Figure 3 shows the steering response of the car at 30 mph for 
various step inputs, the input angle being measured at the front tires. 
Note that the curves are all exponentials. Figure 4 shows the steering 
response at an increased speed of 50 mph. In this case the response 
curves are damped oscillations, illustrating the speed dependence of the 
lateral steering dynamics. 
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10      20 
TIME lt«c) 

Fig. 1. Coastdown curve for a 
typical vehicle configuration. 

Fig. 2. Acceleration of the car for 
various throttle positions. 

15 

• 
io • 3 

^ ~~ '                 8 • 3.0  dt« 

< 
* 
25 

/              ^ ■                               S • 2.0 dtg 

//        ^__-.—■                                  S ■ 1.0 d«g 

r               i        .        i . 1 1 1 

TIME [lit) 

Fig. 3. Steering response of the car  Fig. 4. Steering response of the 
at 30 mph for various step inputs to   car at 50 mph for various step 
the front wheels. inputs to the front wheels. 
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Control Console 

a mntrnl console provides the experimenter with status displays, such 
as «J ÄÄj   position of the sect's ve ic e   as.ll^ 
juje,; of control ^JJ^^tlSwIll be provided in the . 
test trials.    Two types ° J   d curvature.    At all times a low ampli- 
lateral control studies, bes des roaacurva steering wheel 
tude pseudo-random sign Iw   1 ^^^^/eve! background tracking task, 
position output signai  w J« as a sources tQ require 
simulating minor inputs from the road, w s1gnals of higher 

COnf JTwil?1! so be useS   s forci     functions to create a more complex amplitude will a bo be usea as a The second type wl]] 

SsTof   IS St? U Ä*Sgn.l added to the subject's steering 
Teirpo ition to simulate a persistent   ;;ud ej,;jlyi ; ^ 

,„ caJ-'follS'^rtSe: and for^prSvtding'both «„«a! or automatic control 
of the lead-vehicle's speed-time history. 

Data Recording and Acquisition 

Tn nrder to provide continuous monitoring of system operation, in- 
In order to Proviue <-u eight-channel strip chart recorder 

ClmS Sal Si? ? n, T       ' corder Tu also be used to monitor will  be used at ail   -imes.     • k     Qn all 

physiological recording of J^J ^^^fSch can be used to describe 

Ä-vehilÄ vaw rate etc in steering and headway, relative velocity, etc. in car- 
f" " : !-?i be recorded on magnetic tape after digitization at 20 Hz by 
t I same'com ter used to generate the roadway display. Time series and 
other analyses will then be carried out on these data. 
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A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF 

PILOT BEHAVIOR IN MULTILOOP SYSTEMS 

By Norihiro Goto 

NASA Ames Research Center 

SUMMARY 

• •   ►h» fusibility of a statistical approach to 
This work aims at examining theteas     y      behavior in multiloop 

studying the correlation of ^ P^^^eriments were conducted at the 
control situations,  ^xng-base imulator  P    lateral_directional control 
Ames Research Center with e^a"^£ns in the landing approach phase, 
of an aircraft under gusty air ^itions    variation wich respect to three 
Analyses have been made °^ ^lo, >^  developed identification method 
experimental variables using threcen^        The effectg of one    „. 
that utilizes the so-called autoreg"*       L discussed in this report to 
mental variable, SAS ON or OFF ^e P^ic  feasible t0 obtain unknown pilot 
show that the method is «£"£a££ciated with multiloop control systems and 
2T£ ^rKS^c-n. «S understood by this analytical approach. 
that 

INTRODUCTION 

rh^r the pilot in control of an aircraft 
It would be superfluous to say that the pil      s  more ^ one feed_ 

is a multivariable processor and «
n^^"'his owtl visual and/or vestibular 

back cue through visual displays othrough h  ^      y ^ 
organs. Then he exerts controls o/er m       ^.^ ^^   th air 

gap, if any, between the current.vj"" feedback system. The evaluation of 
craft, thereby constructing a multiloop feedba   y^ ^  t ^ Q    ulator 
the aircraft handling ^lities made by t  P   particuiar flight phases 
tests is considered to be ^sed except t  Under^tanding pilot behavior m 
upon the results of *e««lcxloop control• co properly interpreting 
multiloop control «tuationsxs therefor ^ ^^ up the pll 
the pilot rating and comments, and also t ^ ^.^ assessments 0f 

model that might be -e^ ™f t Ts pointed out in reference 1, however, 
the handling qualities of «"»^J^J, and analytical difficulties ir.her- 
there have been instrumental, ^asuremen , unique pil<Jt 
ent in identifying the P11?'^™"^    is situation may be reflected in 
describing functions in ^»^^^tal series pertinent to aircraft 

Set -eio^; 0t
Sirentrfifaetirmlthods seems to be encouraging us to go 

^^^search Council Research Associate. ^ ^ ^  ,, ^ 
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a step ahead into the area of determining human pilot dynamics for some multi- 

loop situations. 

In this work, one of the identification methods, which makes use of the 
so-called autoregressive scheme, is applied to the analysis of the pilot's 
lateral-directional control of an airplane in the landing approach phase under 
gustv air conditions. The simulator experiments, conducted at the NASA Ames 
Research Center with the use of the FSAA (Flight Simulator for Advanced Air- 
craft) moving simulator, employed three experimental variables to investigate 
the variation of the pilot rating and behavior with respect to the variables. 
This report discusses particularly the correlation of one of the three 
variables, Roll/Yaw SAS ON or OFF, with the pilot behavior, emphasizing the 
influence'of the aircraft dynamics change. The general objective is directed 
toward examining the feasibility of the statistical identification approach to 
understanding and interpreting the pilot rating and behavior.  Results may 
help to define pilot models in realistic multiloop control situations. 

SYSTEM MODEL AND THE ANALYTICAL METHOD (AR-MODEL METHOD) 

Let us assume the svstem model to be a typical compensatory control sys- 
tem as shown in figure l'. Although we do not have a definite ground on which 
the svstem model like the one shown in the figure is set up by the pilot for 
aircraft control, we shall proceed with this model for the understanding of 
the analvtical procedure.  For the lateral-directional control in the landing 
approach'phase on IFR, however, it will be shown that the model in figure 1 is 

appropriate. 

In figure 1, the vectors n(n)  and 0(n) (n = 1, 2, 
for the lateral-directional control of the aircraft as 

n(n) = [«a(n)fir(n)]' 

and 

0(n) = [<Kn)iKn)ß(n)]' 

where 

<5a(n) = pilot's wheel movements (rad), 

5_(n) = pilot's pedal movements (cm (in.)), 

<{>(n) = roll angle output of the aircraft (rad), 

tjj(n) = yaw angle output of the aircraft (rad), 

g(n) = sideslip angle output of the aircraft (rid) , 

,, N) may be set 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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and ' denotes Che transpose. The matrices [Y (z)] and [Gc(z)] represent the 

pilot dynamics and the aircraft dynamics, respectively. They are defined, if 
we employ the definitions of equation (3), as 

and 

[Yp(z)l 

6a Sa 5a 
-(z)  -(z)  -(z) 

6_     6—     6 — 
— (z)  — (z)  — (z) 

[Gc(z)] = 

i> 

f" (z) T  (z) 6
a     5r 

f ™       f <z> 

x     (z)  x     W &a 5r 

(4) 

(5) 

where z is the backward shift operator, i.e., zky(n) = y(n - k). Expand the 
transfer function matrices [Yp(z)] and [Gc(z)] into the series in z as 

V [YpU)l   -   ^    t,p 
m=l 

[VoU)]*" (6)- 

[Gc(z)]   =  ^    [gcW]z' (7)1 

where [yp(m)] and [gc(m)] r.how ehe impulse response matrices. Then, using Che 
impulse response macrices, we may describe Che sysCem of figure 1 by Che fol- 
lowing equations: 

H(n) = ]T [yp(m)]G(n - m) + Ur(n) (8) 
m=l 

0(n) = £ [Mm)ln(n - ">) + Ug(n) (9) 
m=l 

^t is assumed here that [y„(G>] = 0 ar.d [gc(C)] - C.  Sec refci.cii._e J 

for the discussion on the inclusion of [yp(0)] and [gc(0)]. 
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u u (n)  is the 2 x I noise vector injected by the pilot, [u6a<n)u6r(n)l, 

was first studied by Akaike (refs. 5 and 6). 

We set assumptions as follow: 

1.  n(n). e(n), ür(n), and Ug(n) are all stationary and zero mean. 

•>      The feedback system is stable, i.e., .11 the root, o< the determinant 
of U-nJp(«)HGc<z>]} must lie outside the unxt cxrcle. 

IT (n-\  and U„(n)  are uncorrelated with each other, 

l....
3«S'.ÄZTW^t SÄi«- -» — —«°£ "«<■>• 

. ,.- T! fnl and Ua(n)  satisfy the following autoregres- 4  The noise vectors Ur(n; ana 
ug1-"''  a    - 

sive (AR) relationships for a properly selected L. 

Ur(n) = E Cr(i)Ur(n - 1) + Wr(n) U0> 
2.= 1 

L 

Ua(n) = Z   Cg(?')Ug(n " ° + W«(n) 
(11) 

(1=1 

where Wr(n) and Wg(n)  are white noise processes, and Cr<« (2 * 2) and 

C (i) (3 x 3) are coefficient matrices. 

Operating the AR filters of equation. (10) and (11) conceptually on 
equations (8) and (9), respectively, we get 

where 

n(n) - Z  cr(On(n - « + Z  V«e<» - l) + w'(n) 
8 = 1 i=1 

0(n) = Z   C-(De(n - O + £ Ac(OH(n - I) + Ug(n) 

A.— i 

APU) = [yp(«l- Z  cr(k)[ypU- Wl p      ^     k=l 

Ac(l> - [gc(«l " £ Cg(k)lgcCl- wi c k=l 
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By putting together equations (12) and (13) we arrive at the matrix form 

X(n) = £ AU)X(n - I)  + W(n) 
«.= 1 

(16) 

if we set 

X(n) - [n(n)  9(n)]' 

W(n) = [Wr(n) Wg(n)]' 

A(0 = 

Cr(l)'An(.D 

Ac(J.)|cg(ic) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

and CrU) = CgU) = 0 for I  >  L.  Equation (16) is the AR model of the vector 
X(n)  of infinite order, which cannot be fitted to the given data. 

Instead of having the AR model of infinite order, consider an AR model of 

finite order M, 

M 
X(n) - 22 AU)X(n - I) + W(n) 

1=1 

satisfying the relationships 

E[W(n)]  = 0   (zero vector) 

E[W(n) • X'(n -  i)]  =0   (zero matrix)   for  1 i 1 

E[W(n) • W'U)]   =  6n>Jl    £w 

(20) 

(21) 

.    2JW 
i£ where    5n % = 1   (n =  V,,  = 0   (n * i),    Z-rw is  the covariance matrix of    W(n), 

and    E    denotes   the expectation.     In equation  (20)   it is assumed that 

AU)  = 0   (zero matrix),   for I > M. (22) 

Suppose we have completed the fitting of the AR model in the form o* 
equation (20). We first partition the estimated AR coefficient matrix AU) 
as shown bv equation (19). Then, the impulse response matrices [ypU)] and 
[g (2.)] are calculated from equations (14) and (15) up to any desired I    under 
the assumption of equation (22).  The frequency response function matrix of 
the pilot is obtained by replacing z by exp(-jo)AT) in the following 

equation: 

[Yp(z)] = [I - Cr(z)]"
1Ap(z) (23) 
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where I is the unit matrix 

rad/sec, 

AT the sampling interval, u the frequency in 

M 
cr(z) - Z cra)zx 

Jc=l 

and 

Vz) = 22 AP 
^   1=1 

U)zJ 

The estimation of the AR coefficient matrix A(D  is made along the 

least squares method.  From equation (20) we have 

R^OO  =   £   AWR^Cn -  «,  n- 1,   2,   . 
1=1 

.,  M (24a) 

M 
22  AU)Rix0O 
1=1 

22„,  n = 0 (24b) 

B  fn  is the covariance matrix of the vector X(n).  Equation (24a) 
where R^U)  is the covarla Practically, we may use the efri- 

- ^r ^^'Sss^ Z'- r-eb:;^r0^e 
tion (24b)  is important m that it may be used to rt     ^ ^      £ 

the uncorrelatedness of Ur and Ug, ana tnus 

of the system model. 

The determination of the optimal order M in equation (20) is made by 
the Je of an otfective judgment criterion MFPE (Multiple Final Prediction 
Error) proposed fay Akaike (ref. 8).  This criterion is defined by 

MFPE -(i+*fiy(i-Är1)"k"*' («)■■ 

points, K - ord.r of the AR »del. d„  ^ *=»      _ toMt of d». 

using the least squares estimates of the AR coefficients. 

^~kl later generalized the judgment criterion to propose the informa- 

tion criterion called AIC (ref. 9).  The use of MFPE and AIC in this wo« 

shown that both give the same order. 
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The power spectral density matrix Px(jw)  of the time series vector 

X(n)  is given by 

where 

P„(ja) = ATtACjo))]"1 LwtA'Ü")]"1 (26) 

M 
A(jw) = 52 A(Z)exp(-;juJl) 

i-o 

and A(0) * -I (I: unit matrix), and A(juj  is the complex conjugate of 
A(ju). 

In order to see the effectiveness of our results, given by equation (23) 
for example, we have to look into the linear coherency, which can be esti- 
mated by the use of the spectral density matrix Px(jcj). When £w is 
diagonal, meaning that the components of the vector W(n)  are mutually inde- 
pendent, we reach a simple expression which gives the indication of the linear 
coherency characteristics as 

rij (jcu) = qij(ju)/pii(ju) (27) 

In equation (27), Pü(j^)  is the power spectrum of the i-th component of the 
vector X(n) (e.g., the power spectrum of ,6a if i = 1), and 
qii(ju;) = | [A(j-)]ij |2Ojj, where  [A(ju)]Tj indicates the (i, j)-th component 
of  [A(ju)]"1, and  Cjj  is the (j, j)-th component of 2W; r^j  shows the 
contribution in power of the j-th noise source to the power of the i-th com- 
ponent of X(n), and 

V 

£ r^Q) = 1 (28) 

This quantity is called the relative power contribution, and it is worth 
checking even when the off-diagonal elements of £w are not zero but prac- 
tically small. 

EXPERT >ENT 

Simulator experiments were conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center, 
using the FSAA 6-degrees-of-freedom moving-base simulator. The simulated 
flight phase was the final landing approach under gusty air conditions. Thus, 
the pilot's task was to track the glideslope and the localizer while also 
keeping the airspeed and the attitude of the aircraft at some desired values. 
The flight configuration is visualized in figure 2. The flight loading condi- 
tions of the STOL transport used are shown in table I, together with the 
lateral-directional stability dynamics data which were measured prior to the 
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TABLE I.- FLIGHT LOADING CONDITIONS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES DATA 

Initial conditions Aircraft dimensions 

V0 = 80 knots W = 68,040 kg 
(150,000 lb) 

H0 = 366.8 m (1203.5 ft) S = 154.9 m2 (1667 ft2) 

Y0 = -6.0° b = 34.0 m (111.6 ft) 

a0 = -0.33° deg Ix = 255,776 kg-m-sec
2 

(1,850,000 slug-ft2) 

I2 = 483,900 kg-m-sec
2 

(3,500,000 slug-ft2) 

I 2 -  37,385 kg-m-sec2 

(270,400 slug-ft2) 

Stability derivatives (body axis) Response characteristics 

Yv = -0.1431 1/sec Roll time constant 

Lg = -0.4894 1/sec
2 1/Tr - 0.7778 1/sec 

Ng = 0.4397 1/sec
2 Spiral time constant 

Y = 0.007266 m/sec (0.02384 ft/sec) 1/TS = -0.09317 1/sec 

Lp = -0.5518 1/sec Dutch-roll mode damping 

N? = -0.08578 1/sec CD - 0.08798 

Yr = 0.7919 m/sec (2.598 ft/sec) Dutch-roll mode undamped 

Lr = 0.6812 1/sec natural frequency 

Nr = -0.1618 1/sec uD = 0.7938 rad/sec 

Y-:
a = 0.0 

L5„ = 0.4428 1/rad-sec2 

N6a = -0.01632 1/rad-sec
2 

Y5r = 0.1276 m/sec
2/cm 

(1.063 ft/sec2/in.) 

L6r * 0.01486 l/sec
2/cm 

(0.03775 l/sec2/in.) 

N5r = -0.02341 l/sec
2/cm 

(-0.05945 l/sec2/in.) 

aTo obtain primed stability derivativ res,  refer to reference 10, p. 2. 57. 
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See reference 11, for example, for the details of the FSAA simu- 

Three experimental variables were selected for this work: 

experiment, 
lator system 

1. Flight rules (VFR or IFR) 

2. SAS (Roll/Yaw SAS ON or OFF) 

3. Gust intensity a * 1.2 or 1.8 m/sec (4 or 6 ft/sec) 

where a is the rms value of the vertical gust component. Experimental runs 
analyzed in this work consisted of six runs with four different configurations 
as listed in table II. An experienced NASA pilot participated in this experi- 
ment and his rating on each configuration by the Cooper-Harper scale ref. L) 
is also given in table II.  It should be mentioned here that seven preliminary 
runs preceded the six runs for data taking, and the pilot ratings and the 
greater part of the pilot comments were collected in the preliminary runs. 
The emphasis of the experiment and of the analysis was placed on the lateral- 
directLnal control of the aircraft. Therefore, Pitch-SAS was kept in the 
ON position so that the influence of the longitudinal control on the lateral- 
direcSonal control could be made as small as possible. Roll/Yaw SAS utilizes 

TABLE II.- SIMULATOR EXPERIMENT FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS AND PILOT 
RATING FOR EACH CONFIGURATION     

Configuration1 Base 
Flight   Roll/yaw 
rult 

A-l 

A-2 

B-l 

B-2 

C-l 

D-l 

Moving 

Moving 

Moving 

Moving 

Moving 

Moving 

VFR 

VFR 

IFR 

IFR 

IFR 

IFR 

SAS 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

ON 

Gust 
condition 

Turbulent 
a = 1.2 m/sec 

(4.0 ft/sec) 

Turbulent 
a = 1.2 m/sec 

(4.0 ft/sec) 

Turbulent 
a = 1.2 m/sec 

(4.0 ft/sec) 

Turbulent 
a = 1.2 m/sec 

(4.0 ft/sec) 

Turbulent 
a = 1.8 m/sec 

(6.0 ft/sec) 

Turbulent 
a = 1.2 m/sec 

(4.0 ft/sec) 

Pilot 

5.5 ~ 6.0 

5.5 - 6.0 " 

6.5 

6.5 

7.0 

2.0 

aEvery turbulent condition includes 20 knots headwind, 

every configuration. 

Pitch-SAS is ON for 
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roll anele and roll rate feedback to aileron and roll angle and roll rate m 
addition to washed-out yaw rate feedback to rudder. The Yaw SAS was also 
supplemented with an aileron-to-rudder crossfeed, in which the aileron move- 
ment signal filtered by a first-order lag was cross-fed to the rudder, prin- 
cipally to remove the effect of aileron yaw. A typical example of the air- 
craft response to a relay-type wheel input is shown in figure 3 for both 

SAS-OFF and SAS-ON configurations. 

The gust simulated i'  this experiment was based on the one-dimensional 
spectral density functions of the Dryden form. References 11 and 13 contain 
the details of the model and the method to generate it. One point to note is 
that the gust characteristics are a function of the altitude as the result of 
employing the assumption of the two-dimensional isotropy near the ground: 
Setting t = 0 at the I.C. (h = 366 m (1200 ft)), the time sector used tor 
the analysis was from t = 6.0 sec to t - 54.0 sec as shown in figure 2. 
However, the change in altitude may not be so large as to make it necessary to 
take into account the nonstationary characteristics of the gust (see ref. 14, 

for example). 

Six quantities, 6a, 5r, *, *, 0. Y£ (where ye is the deviation angle 
from the localizer beam and the others are defined by eq. (3)), m addition to 
some other quantities useful for the analysis, were recorded for each run on 
RUNDUM tape (ref. 11) and were processed by a TSS/360 computer system at the 
Ames Research Center. Note that 6a and 5r are wheel angle and pedal travel, 
respectively, instead of forces applied by the pilot to wheel and pedal  So, 
the pilot dynamics results showu later may contain the wheel and pedal dynam- 

ics.  The sampling time was 0.06 sec. 

Results' of the analysis by the AR-model nethod are shown in figures 4-10 
and in table III.  The power spectral densities of the pilot control outputs 
and the aircraft outputs for configuration B-l (SAS-OFF) and configuration D-l 
(SAS-ON) , respectively, together with their r=s values are shown in figures 4 
and 5.  Figure 6 is an example of the relative power contribution for config- 
uration B-l. Note that in figures 4, 5, and 6, the abscissa is in the linear 
scale of the frequency.  Figures 7, 8, and 9 are the pilot describing function 
data (i.e., fig. 7 'hows the wheel-related describing functions for configura- 
tion B-l; fig.°8 shows the pedal-related describing functions for configura- 
tion B-l; and fig. 9 shows the wheel-related describing functions for config- 
uration D-l). The pedal-related describing functions for configuration D-l 
are not shown here since the pedal movement of the pilot in this configura- 
tion is so small (as indicated by the rms value in fig. 5) that it is not con- 
sidered to be of any significance.  Figure 10 is an example of the comparison 
of a particular describing function, 5a/«Kju>), between configurations B-l 
and D-l. Table III gives the normalized dM's, i.e., the element is given by 
d- -//d-id-i if dM = Td-nl.  These data provide a basis for examining the 
propriety of the system model. Also, the order of the AR model determined by 

MFPE is shown in table III. 
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TABLE III. 
NORMALIZED COVARIANCE MATRIX dM AND THE ORDER OF THE AR MODEL 

°a 
5„ 

Configuration B-l (M = 7) 

0.1000000D 01 
0.1005529D 00 

0.4 
0.1793190D-01 
0.1280636D-01 

0.1005529D 00 
0.1000000D 01 

4019349D-02 -0.1968628D 00 
0.6887329D-02 
-0.1113333D 00 

0.4019349D-02 0.1793190D-01 
-0.1968628D 00 0.6887329D-02 
0.1000000D 01 -0.9248254D 00 
-0.9248254D 00 0.1000000D 01 
0.3880180D-01 0.2108075D-01 

0.1280636D-01 
-0.1113333D 00 
0.3880180D-01 
0.2108075D-01 
0.1000000D 01 

Configuration D-l (M = 4) 

0.1000000D 01 
0.5945739D-01 
0.6133936D-01 
-0.1641999D 00 
-0.4559047D-01 

0 5945739D-01 0.6133936D-01 -0.1641999D 00 -0.4559047D-01 
o'lOOOOOOD 01 0.1626071D 00 -0.1138606D 00 0.1799904D-01 
0*16260710 00 0.1000000D 01 -0.6793050D 00 -0.3196776D-01 
-o'll38606D 00 -0.6793050D 00 0.1000000D 01 0.2076136D 00 
0*1799904D-01 -0.3196776D-01 0.2076136D 00 0.1000000D 01 

Digital simulation study (M - 6) 

0.1000000D 01 
0.6229741D-01 
0.1938894D 00 
-0.1840873D 00 
0.1226025D 00 

0.6229741D-01 ("0.1938894D 00 -0.1840873D 00 

0.1000000D 01 
0.1642078D 00 
-0.1619289D 00 
0.9192547D-01 

0.1642078D 00 -0.1619289D 00 
0.1000000D 01 -0.9793968D 00 
0.9793968D 00 0.1000000D 01 
0.6785351D 00' -0.7119448D 00 

0.1226025D 00 
0.9192547D-0 
"0.6785351D 00 
-0.7119448D 00 
0.1000000D 01 

°J 

DIGITAL SIMULATION STIT)Y 

Before going into the discussion of the results of the simul cor experi- 
ment we now briefly refer to the results of the digital simulation that w., 
!Se'Jra credibility study of the AR-model method.  The digital simulation_ 
^ade use of the system model of figure 1 with the known pilot dynamics matrix 
It]   "nd tne aircraft lateral-directional dynamics of table I.  For the pilot 
[V   ,, 5„v  "o mutually independent white noises were used.  The rms values 

i -dV *:Fi4"jr.ar5oi ZZ?J?^ I^SJ? 
£ jr-i-SSl^iSt and was_based upon the method described i^refer- 

ZlAL lTZSlXT:ie^or Y weretduced JJcorresponding dif- 
ference equations (ref. 16).  From the records of the vectors  ..(n) and 3(n), 
the matrix [Yp(ju0] was identified as unknown. 

Results of this simulation study are shown in figures 11 and 12  The 
normalised estimate of the covariance matrix dM is seen in table III. by 
which ie may say that the noise correlation is even worse than those in the 
simulator Experiment, possibly because of the different gust generation sys- 
simulator eM'eri   , v _       appropriate (see the ofr-uiagonal ela- 
te»; however  the^del ^/^^/Ve Jtimated [Yp(jU>] appears to be in 

^onSir»»^.«-!* the theoretical one, at least qualitatively, up 
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to a certain frequencv.  Sepcifically, the roll-angle-related frequency 
response functions  5a/4> and V* are quite good due to the large magnitude 
of their static gains compared with the others. The discrepancy in 6a/'4>, 
especially in its phase, between the simulated dynamics and the estimated 
dynamics mav be due to its relatively small static gain and the computational 
difficulty to realize a pure differentiator.  Since many off-diagonal elements 
outside%he brackets in the normalized dM shown in table III take on large 
values compared with 1, it makes little sense to check the relative power 
contribution.  It should be noted that the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorated 
rapidlv from the frequency of 4.0 rad/sec because of the use of white noises 
as the'pilot remnants. Also it should be mentioned that the data are influ- 
enced by the computational method of the digital simulation and that the 
influence of the magnitude and the frequency characteristics of the pilot 
noises on the estimated results should be studied further in conjunction with 

the external noise characteristics. 

DISCUSSION 

With the digital simulation study in mind, we now proceed to the discus- 
sion of''the results of the simulator experiment, using configurations B-l 
and D-l to see the effects of the Roll/Yaw SAS on pilot behavior.  It can be 
seen that the effects of SAS-ON' are very conspicuous.  For configuration D-l, 
pedal movements are zero in actuality, wheel movements are small, and the 
variation of the aircraft outputs is also small. As seen in table III, most 
off-diagonal elements in the normalized dM are small compared with 1 for 
both configurations, and the correlation between Wr and Wg of equation (18) 
is smaii, tnerebv assuring the propriety of the system n.odel of figure 1.  In 
addition', it is worthwhile to examine the relative power contribution in these 
configurations for the purpose of looking into the linear coherency character- 
istics and the effectiveness of the pilot's control in the frequency domain. 
Figure 6 shows the wheel- and pedal-related relative power contributions only 
for configuration B-l, but these values are sufficient to find that the 
pilot's wheel and pedal movements are responding to the variation mainly in 
roll and vaw angle in the low-frequency region up to about twice the Dutch- 
roll frequencv, bevond which the pilot appears to be just a noise generator. 
Accordingly, the pilot describing functions are considered to be reliable only 

in the low-frequency region. 

Looking at figure 9 which shows the wheel-related pilot describing func- 
tions for configuration D-l, and comparing with figure 7, it can be noticed 
that the SAS-ON does not require much compensation effort from the pilot; 
static gains are much lower for configuration D-l than for B-l, and the tirst- 
order lead control is noticeable only for the wheel-to-roll-angle describing 
function.  On the other hand, for configuration B-l, the pilot seems to be 
employing the second-order lead control for 6a/$, 5a/i|«, and Sr/•■!».  This may 
bp su'ooesting that the pilot is utilizing motion cues for this particular run, 
cr that he is employing a special control technique to cancel out the air- 
craft's oscillatory Dutch-roll motion (ref. 17). 
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A comparison of the wheel-to-roll-angle describing function is made m 
figure 10 between configurations B-l and D-l. Solid and dotted curves in the 
figure show an attempt at the function fitting, although there is a great 
uncertainty in the high-frequency region because of the bad linear coherency. 
Physically' realizable pilot models may have to include the first- or second- 

order lag terms. 

Putting together all the results and the consideration described thus 
far details of pilot behavior that may contribute to determining the pilot 
rating can be understood fairly well. More systematic measurements are neces- 
sary in order to develop the multiloop pilot model that can be used as an 
analytical design tool in making assessments of the aircraft handling 

qualities. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The AR-model =ethod has been applied for the first time to the identifi- 
cation of pilot behavior in multiloop tasks.  Results show that this is a 
practical and promising technique for obtaining a general idea of the unknown 
pilot dvnanics in multiloop systems.  However, more work is needed to identify 
pilot describing functions that are reliable over a wide frequency range. 

In the experiment described here, three experimental variables were used, 
and their effects, particularly the effects of the Roll/Yaw SAS, have been 
made clear to some extent. Pilot behavior and its correlation with the 
handling qualitv variable may be further defined by this line or approach. 
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RIDE QUALITY SEIISITIVITY TO 

SAS CONTROL LAW AND TO HANDLING QUALITY VARIATIONS 

Philip A. Roberts, David K.  Schmidt, and Robert L. Swain 
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University 

SUMMARY 

State variable techniques are used to generate the vertical and laters 
fuselage ioadfactor distributions fcr the 3-52H and B-l bombers. A ccmpari 
son of loadfactors resulting from cruise turbulence exciraticn, reveals ths 
ride quality is not significantly improved by increasing the control law 
complexity.  Control law complexity is meant to imply rate feedback in com- 
parison to full state feedback.  Handling quality parameterizations show 
pronounced effects on the loadfactors. Finally variations under relaxed 
static stability implementation show -hat the ride quality is degraded by 
restoration of handling characteristics to original short period values. 

INTRODUCTION 

Control Configured Vehicle (CCV} technology is just beginning to affect 
zh^ iesi-'r. and :~a;~_ufaoturs ~f ^croscijs vemc^es.  current tecnr.c_ogy air- 
craft like the F-l6 fighter and B-l bomber are utilizing concepts such as 
ride control, Relaxed Static Stability (RSS), and fatigue reduction. Future 
vehicles will certainly incorporate active controls, maneuver load control, 
direct lift, flutter mode control, and gust load alleviation concepts. 
These future vehicles will be optimised 'under many manifolds to include Ride 
Quality (RQ). 

The objective of this paper is to discuss the RQ trends which large 
flexible aircraft exhibit -ander various paraneterizaticr.s of control laws 
and handling qualities.  The information was generated as a data base for 
research supported by NASA Dryden Flight Research Center under grant IISG 
U003. The ultimate aim of the project is delineation of handling qualities 
specifications fcr highly flexible CCV vehicles.  This paper contains a 
summary of the assumptions and solution technique, a control law parameter- 
ization review, a discussion of ride sensitivity to handling qualities, and 
finally the RQ effects generated by implementing relaxed static stability 
configuraticns. 

SYMBOLS 

Transpose of the A matrix 
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X 

Ö Mean aerodynamic chord length 

CT Center of gravity 

2{   } Expected value 

HQ Handling Qualities 

Distance from eg along fuselage centerline, positive forward 

^ Distance between tne tail and wing-body aerodynamic centers 

JJ Loadfactor at a particular body station; 
*2,y z denotes vertical 

y denotes  lateral 

rrns Root mean square 

HQ     Ride Qualities 

HSS     Relaxed static stability 

3      Wing planform area 

S       Tail planform area 

Averaged Steady State Flight Velocity 

Controls) vector; elevator, aileron, and/cr rudder 

"      Tail volume coefficient 

State vector; usually associated with physical outputs in this 

pacer 

o.      Perturbation angle of attack 

a      Perturbation side slip angle 

Q Damping value 

Scalar unit white noise 

9      Perturbation pitch angle 

c.      ith elastic mode generalized displacement 

^UJ  ith orthogonal elastic mode shape value at body station ^ 

Perturbation roll angle 

U 

1 

ri x 
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Perturbation yaw angle 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Equations of Motion for Flexible Vehicles 

Tine domain representations for the flexible vehicles were decoupled 
into longitudinal and lateral state variable formats. The Gaussian white 
noise representation of turbulence was modeled as a state vector system as 
suggested in reference 1. The gust state vector was appended to the vehicle 
state equations resulting in the familiar control form (l). 

x(t) = Ax(t) + 3u(t) + an(t) (1) 

where:  x  (n+p) X 1 

n  number of physical vehicle states 
m  number of controls 

number of gust states 
i   'n+p) X 1 
A   ;.-+?) X (n+p) 
2   (n+p) X m 

Loadfactor Expression 

The major contributions to vertical and lateral loadfactors at cruise 

conditions .-an be represented by equations (2a) and (2b). 

K 
N U. ,t) = tC'Joiä-*) * i..9 " I   M^ JSJ (2a) 

K 
n (i ,t)  = ^[g* - u0(s+y) - * * - I «iU^] (2b) 

where:  K is the number of elastic modes included in the model. 

Throughout this paper the standard right hand stability axis system is 
utilized with the x axis positive forward from the eg as shown in figure 1. 

The sign conventions for the vertical and side bending elements are 

shown in figures 2 and 3. 

The loadfactor expressions can be reformulated as functions of the 
physical state variables by simple substitution. 
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Figure 1: Stability Axis Sigr. Convention 

Figure 2:  Fuselage Vertical Bending Sign Convention 

H-—>*A 

Figure 3: Fuselage Side Bending Sign Convention 
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N  U  ,t) = P, x (t) (3a) 

Wt} = Py xy(t) (3t) 

The ix(n+p)  row vectors, P, ,   are deterministic for a given vehicle 
equation of motion set, specifii'control, and specified gain value.    Equa- 
tiois*(3)  can be manipulated into a mean square value expression for the 
loadfactor. 

2{II2    } = ?        E{xx*}        P'   , (*0 
z,y        2,y z,y   z,y 

Assuming a stationary, zero near, process for the state differential system 
"(i ^»ads to an algebraic matrix Riccati equation. This equation-can be 
s3lved for the symmetric covariance matrix, E{xx'}. Utilizing one^algorithm 
su^-ested by Selb in reference 2, convergence can be obtained within 35 
seconds on a ODC 6500 for a l6xl6 Riccati system. A simple matrix multipli- 
cation routine completes the solution utilizing equation (U). 

Study Vehicle Descriptions and Flight Conditions 

The 3-52H and 3-1 were chosen for this study because they exemplify the 
tre-i"toward more elastic structures for future large vehicles. The B-52, 
and"commercial derivatives thereof, was a member of the first generation of 
PCaI,-„ vehicles.  Since that era, improved structural design techniques and 
composite materials have made possible vehicles like the highly elastic B-l. 

-.-.- ------ conditions vere chosen because they represent cruise condi- 
tions "whichTre mis'sicn essential and because turbulence encounters at low 
altitudes must be included in future design considerations. 

~he 3-52H is used by the US Air Force as a long range bomber.  It is 
ir  c-~*~eters""long and has a wing span of 56.!+ meters,.  Originally iesigned 
aS'1'•-,"•! gh altitude bomber, it must now cope with penetration problems by 
combined high/low altitude profiles. Table 1 describes the flight condition 

for the 3-52H. 

Mass = 158,75" kilograms  (350,000 lbs.) 

Mach = -55 
Velocity = 185.56 meters/sec (608.8 fps) 
eg at 25$ mean aerodynamic chord 
Altitude = 609.6 meters  (2000 ft) 

TABLE 1: 3-52H Flight Condition 

^he 3-1 is currently being test flown in a major pre-producticn effort 
by Hockwell International and the USAF. It is designed as the replacement 
vehicle for the aging 3-52 fleet. The advanced structures and integrated 
technology make this vehicle an outstanding example for loadfactcr 
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co—ibutions due to elasticity. The overall length of the B-l is U6 
metersThe referer.ce wing span utilized at the flight condition in -aole 2 

is -1.3 meters. 

Mass = 103,215 kilograms  (227,770 Its) 

Mn.-h   = Qc 

Velocity = 289-h meters/sec    (9^9-^5 fps) 
cz is at fuselage station 1+0.67  (meters) 
Altitude = 30.U8 meters     (1Q0 feet) 

TA3L3 2:     3-1 Flight  Condition 

CONTROL LAW VARIATIONS 

a„h vev,icies vere modeled as  stable,  unaugnented systems  in the 
ve^i'al ardtaferai cases with the exception of .he 3-52K which required a 
I!;"  ron subsidence mode stabilization before proceeding.     Each yer.^-e 
S;tr "ftSn"-^ modified utilizing pitch rate, yaw rate,  pit,-:: rate/ 
:■ :!q :ü^    blSd oitch rate with acceleration,  and full state feed- 
F".-n *::^i   l'ws      "c  significant  differences  in RQ were generated cy tr.ese 
varia'cTfor'dentical   (or nearly equivalent) handling quality values. 

It  should be mentioned here that the  3-1 Structural Mode Control System 
:„„t  Eluded or utilized because this  study is  involved witn 

r^iS?c Srorl;!^ Para^t^izations  and not the specific RQ optimiza- 
tion^ the 3-1.    For both aircraft studies, onlythe^rimary^contrcl^ 

^rfaces ve_evator, i"i^s: i -— -    --• 

-o  esfbl-h a basis  for comparison,  the ur.augmer.ted vehicle load- 
~ "  .-—   -or    -~-3 meter/sec   (l  fcs)   ras   iroot mean square; factors were computed ior  . ^--o -»CkCi'0,;l-   x 

gust  velocities. 

^-,,-P U detrcts the Icaifactor corves  for the «augmented 3-52H.     The 
^S« factors  laceled "rigid body only"  include all terms except 
t- Nations  in eouaticns   (2a)   and  (2b).     Hence  any interactive rigid oody 
z'~.    fTjtLsiilps  from t"e Riccati  solution are  included in this od.put. 
-- Second ^e""h has  a mere oronounced curvature  includes  all _the aodes 
:"-te"e utmzedln the'model.     For the 3-52H at  this  flight conaition, 
JlTwi™ elastic contribution to vertical loadfactors  is about 15. oi 
triJe lateral fuselage modes used in this  data were primarily at .- 
boc:7modes.     Hence the  rise in elastic  effects near the tail.) 

figure  5  shows an impressive increase in the elastic  contribution to 
ve-ticafl adfactors on the «augmented 3-1      The discerning reader will 
Mediately note the  changes in vertical scale in figures U and 5-    The 
^fe^nt flight conditions  and elastic  contributions to ride on the 

separate vehicles  dictated these  scale  cnanges. 

he 
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VERTICAL 
3-S2H.  ^flCH   .55. 2300 FT 

(J      -  2.8 
sf 

C   «.514 

-WITH   FOtf»   Cu»snc   nqgt iOOt  0»LT-i 

15 ,20 .25 30 «0 16        IKETESSi 

6b0. ?00. UOO. 
3C0Y STATION 

1800.      [INCHES! 

LATERAL 

UJ,    s 1.05        T   = .121 
0 ->D 

Two  CL»fnc   ~00£S—*        / 

^ one ti'STIC  KOO* 

inio topi   ONLY 

(^m«s) 

600. 200. 1CX. 1200. 
SCDY STATION  (IN) 

Figure h.-.     B-52H Unaugmented Loadfactors 

RQ SENSITIVITY TO HA1IDLIHG CHARACTERISTICS 

Under each control law studied,  the gains were changed so that a range 
of handling characteristics and their resulting loadfactors could he cata- 
loged.     The values  used for the handling characteristics were restricted to 
the  acceptable ranges  given in MIL SPEC 87853.    Hence the following 
boundaries: 
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VERTICAL 
8-1   , MACH .8? , MO fT 

finn BOO. 
BODY  STRTICN  UN) 

(«TEKSl 

1600. (INCHES) 

LATERAL 

£   .C20Q- 

SOO 900. ,? 

BCOY STSTICN 

^^ 45        I METERS 1 

800.      (INCHES) 

Figure  5:     3-1 Unaugaented Loadfactors 
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Longitudinal Short Period 
• 3 < c sp 

2.0 
2.0  <  w p < 10.0 

~    n 

Lateral Dutch Roll 
.08 <  cD 

.2*0  < u 

It is i^ortant to reiterate at this juncture that the study goal was RQ 
sensiU^ty to feasible controls, not the design of an optxnal control for 

either vehicle. 

Pitch Rate Feedback  (B-52H) 

v* -u-e '6  shows  the 'uercshtage change  in' loadfactor for various handling 
cra-acte^s-.ics.     The baseline  in all these cases  is the unaugmented venicle 
loadSc-=^3  from figures  U  or 5, whichever is  appropriate.    As  snovn,  the 
incre^cr damping and frequency for higher stabilizing feeaoac, gams 

croduced better RQ. 

S 30.00 

52H.  yc,CH   .55.   410HETERS 
PITCH  RATE: 

J = .40 

v 

i .oo-i 

£-15.00 ^ 

600. 900. 1200. 
BODY  STSTI3N 

ISC0. 1800.     (INCHES1 

Figure 6: Pitch Rate SAS Changes 

Yaw Rate Feedback (B-l) 

Figure 7 shows the loadfactor curves for the B-l lateral dynamics. 
Notice the effect is similar; increased damping produces better .>Q. 
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METER« 

+~ ~atx "* *» lHCH" 
BODY   STATION 

B-l   LATERAL  WITH YAW RATE SAS 

Figure 1:     B-l Yaw Rate SAS Loadfactors 

31ended Pitch Rate and Acceleration (C*) (3-1) 

Jig-ore 3 shows the percentage changes in loadfactor under the C* 
control policy with variations in handling characteristics.  Again the sane 
general trends aimear. 

£-30.00- 

8-1  ,     MACH .65 , 30 f-IETEHS 
BLENDED   PITCH    RATE 

600. 300. 1CC0. 
BGOY £ifiT;::N 

w      IHFTERS) 

laoo.    iINCHES) 

Figure 8:     B-l C* SAS 
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ill State  Feedback  (B-52H) 

The trend expected by control experts would show that higher frequency 
ard higher damping beget better RQ.     This expectation was validated using 
fun "state   feedback pole placing capacility.     Figure 9 shows the results as 
-e-centase  changes  in loadfactor compared to the unaugmented vehicle.     The 
forward"fuselage percentage changes were distorted by relatively low baseline 
loadfactor values.     Hence the higher damping/frequency loadfactor curves 
represent better rides overall.     The  asterisk cases  in figure 9 deserve 

.ention.     In these two cases  the elastic node damping was  artifi- 
hrcugh the elevator feedback control policy.    Note that 

both "cases  generated appreciably worse RQ.    This occurred because of the 
-'ncreasei elevator excitation of the  rigid body parameters  in equations   (2). 
Breakdowns'-of 'the -elaa-tic  contributions to the loadf actors  shssred^öhe ihree 
elastic r.odes  chosen for increased damping actually did contribute less  to 

the  rrr.3  loadfactor. 

special 
cialiy increased 

-~cH.  ••'->   .55.  410 METERS 
FULL STATE: 

c  JO.CO-j 

-30.00 4 
Ö00. *"C. 1200. 

3CDY  STATION 

,8i?   3.oo 
«1 «      I METERS) 

1800.      'INCHES) 

#    Increase    </.~p.» j ,   eonsf«.f e/«,t,<; . f~jui«y 

Figure 9: B-52 Full State SAS 

This result prompted a theoretical attempt to parametrically plot load- 
factor'versus frequency and damping.  Using a transfer function approach and 
t'-.e^Drvien power spectral density for vertical gusts, the loadfactor mean 
säuare' value was computed as an integral over the frequency domain. The 
results support the numerical analysis shown in figure 9- 

As freauency increases, the RQ gets better. Likewise damping value 
excursions from the coupled elastic mode eigenvalue at constant frequency 
will adversely affect the loadfactors. A numerical example was ran for the 
B-52H and is shown in figure 10 for two increased short period frequency 
^ases. The elastic mode -in^r»«^ damping v" r.o* inriiir^d in these esses. 
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52H.   MHCh   .55. 610 METERS 
FREQUfNCr   EFFECT 

600. «30. 1200. 
3C0Y srsruN 

_js      istTERS) 

1800.      ( INCHES) 

Figure 10:    B-52H Increased Short Period Frequency Effect 

i-siH      VERTICAL 

oc 
o 

2    ; 

— • —     CO   rrwni «ft, IJ »tter 

IS  F«tU.j*   St.t,..    "(Mtt««) 

Figure 11: B-52H Rigid Body Relied Static Stability 
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RELAXED STATIC STABILITY (RSS) 

Two methods were used to simulate this effect on the study vehicles. 
First the tail volume coefficient, V, was reduced. 

i S. 
V = (?) 

c S 

This has the effect cf shifting the vehicle aerodynamic center toward the 
center c*" s-aVty. Static stability is thereby reduced. The second net nod 
involves"a?, artificial eg s,hift toward, the-tail. This is t&e.nore practical 
of the two"Methods', as" it has already been incorporated as a fuel transfer- 

or management activity on a test vehicle (CCV 3-52). 

n-Lire 11 snows the effect of RSS en vertical ride for the rigid body 
--52"" vehicle? Essentially pitching moment effects are reduced -until at 
"eu^ral s^ac-'l'ty the loadfactors are constant and due only to the vertical 
accelerations."''This --ould logically follow from the definition of the r.eu- 

7ne auestion now arises, what rides are induced by restoring 
"-andline characteristics of the unaugnented vehicle with an 

?igxce  12 shows these results in terms cf percent 
:neral the restoration resulted in degraded RQ. 

trsLi. point-. 
the original 
active control system? 
loadf actor change.  !r. 

- '05.0-1 

"-52H.  MRCri   .55.  <«10 M£TERS 

HSS    RESTORED   HQ 

10 15 20 2S - 
_i * ' 1 " T 

»ID 600. 900. 1200. iSOO- 300■ 3GDY STATION 

Figure 12:  B-52H RSS, Restored Handling Qualities 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Ride quality is particularly sensitive to the handling characteristics 
specifications. 

2. Except in optimizing a particular vehicle's control capabilities, ride 
quality is \ot dependent on the type of control law chosen. 

3. Relaxed Static Stability has a favorable effect on B-l ride quality in 
that less pitch acceleration and/or velocity contribute to the loadfactor. 

U.  Re.laxed Static Stability with restored handling qualities generates - 
hivh£-\^a*-Pa~+crs  on the 3-5'2H and'2-1 d£  the'fligh ■.j-igiii. CGüLii^iuna scuoiea. 
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A UNIFIED THEORY 

FOR 

PILOT OPINION RATING 

By Ralph H. Smith 
Vantage Engineering 

Frenchtown, NJ 

SUMMARY 

This paper presents theory for understanding and predicting pilot opin- 
ion rating (POR) in closed loop, precision control tasks.  The general im- 
plementation of the theory requires a unified model for pilot dynamics that 
is hypothesized to be muxriple loop in form with essential uonlineariti.es. 
A search for such a model was unsuccessful.  However, the apparent self- 
adaptive nature of the postulated model with respect to controlled element 
dynamics and svstem input suggests that, for single axis tracking tasks, a 
simple POR metric can be estimated using state-of-the-art pilot models. The 
POR theory was successfully deuonstrated using available single axis tracking 
data. The proposed metric was shown to be a consistent, sensitive meaiure 
of POR for these data.  Certain of these data were used to calibrate the 
variation of POR with the POR metric. This calibration, together with a 
suitable model for pilot-vehicle dynamics, can be used for the prediction of 
POR.  It is suggested, however, that stata-of-the-art models for pilot dy- 
namics are generally unsuit- i for the precision tstimation of the postulated 
POR metric in multiple loop or multiple axis tracking tasks; otherwise the 
POR theory has no obvious limitations of the sort that bound the validity of 
available'pilot models.  A generalized Paper Pilot method is proposed in a 
form consistent with this theory. 

SYMBOLS 

j 'Cost functional for the optimal pilot model. 

K Controlled element gain 
c 

v        Y Describing function approximations for display gains in 
o'  q 3 and q loops 

KF *j Equivalent Kaiman filter gains in 5 and q loops 
e'      q 

K Pilot  gain in  the Servo model representation 
' P 
K_  K ConLt'oilei gains in the optisaai -pilot model for the 6 and 
o,  q q loops 



N». 
1 

1            ;             ' 

L         •         i          :         -:         : 

POR Pilot Opinion Rating (Cooper-Harper) 

q Pitch attitude rate, deg/sec 

% Pitch attitude rate command, deg/sec 

S Pitch attitude rate perceived by the human pilot, deg/sec 

R Cost functional weighting on a2. 

r Cost functional weighting on a2 
sq 

•. s-. -. , Laplace transform variable-., s = CT+JUJ *. . -, 

TL 
Pilot lead time constant in the servo model representation, 
sees 

t Time, sees 

u Forward speed, m/sec 

We, W q 
Cost functional weightings on a2 and cr2 ö     q 

Y c (s) Controlled element transfer function 

Y 
P (ju) Pilot describing function (servo modal) 

öq 
Central nervous system signal from central processor 
functions to the neuromuscular system 

5 e 
Elevator deflection, deg 

• 
'e 

dwdt 

6 Pitch attitude, deg 

9 Pitch attitude tracking error, deg 
e 

9 Pitch attitude perceived by the human pilot, deg 
P 

a Standard deviation of q, degs/sec 

a Standard deviation of q , degs/sec 
S P 

aQ Standard deviation of ßq, degs 
esq 

a. Standard deviation of 9 , degs 
9P P 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present state-of-the-art of handling qualities is fundamentally 
empirical. Available theories for handling qualities are all based upon a 
network of empirical data, experiences with classical airframe dynamics, 
servomechanisms analogies, and conjectural hypotheses which attempt to estab- 
lish a connection between handling qualities and available models for human 
pilot dynamics. All these have some demonstrated value for the codification 
of experimental data or for the design of experiments; none has provided 
significant insight into the physics of handling qualities or has a demon- 
strated, general capability for a priori prediction of handling qualities. 
We have no better physical understanding now of the dynamics of human sub- 
jective response than we had prior to development of the seryomechanisms 
model >for human pilot dyaamics.       *...■.  ►, -.j. 

The elusive, intangible nature of handling qualities has presented a 
formidible obstacle to the development of a physical theory for the subject. 
We haven't even successfully defined what we mean by "handling qualities". 
Attempts to do so are inevitably either personalized and vehicle-centered or 
general, vague and practically useless. The entire concept of "quality" is 
involved. Reference 1 is recommended for a discourse on quality and what it 
can mean to our technology. 

The lack of a suitable definition for handling qualities does not pre- 
vent us from recognizing degrees of handling qualities in practice. We 
attempt to systematically code these in terms of airframe and control system 
parameters as a means for evaluating system design.  It is here that the 
lack of a physical and philosophical understanding of handling qualities has 
its real impact on research. We arbitrarily invent handling quality metrics 
and proceed to devote valuable resources to their study. This is all too 
often done without concern for whether our inventions are capable of bring- 
ing unity of understanding to a chaotic subject. This tangential approach 
has produced no real payoff to research or systems design. 

The sad fact is that handling qualities is not entirely credible as a 
nature design technology; it remains a handbook art. This field differs 
from other technology areas involved in aircraft design in one fundamental 
respect: it is without foundation on physical principles such as exist for 
other fields. ^Handling quali-ties has no counterpart to the equations of 
Navier-Stokes, Maxwell, or Euler-Lagrange. Accordingly, we are unable to 
quantify the benefits of handling qualities to systems design except on the 
most primitive level. 

The handling qualities discipline originated with the pilot's subjective 
opinion of ease of aircraft control. Opinion scales were invented to quan- 
tify the pilot's subjective response. Pilot opinion rating (POR) is a wide- 
ly used and poorly understood metric for handling qualities. It has almost 
become a de facto substitute for handling qualities through familiarity. 
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POR data often appear to be highly variable and to exhibit unpredict- 
able systematic biases among the pilot population and random variations 
for a given pilot.  A major tenet of the present work is that anomalies in 
POR data mav be illusory. Without a physical theory for handling qualities 
(and therefore, for POR) one should not assume that all the factors para- 
meterizine POR are known for a given experimental configuration. Given the 
typical handling quality experiment, it is a logical error to classify POR 
data as inconsistent or variable merely because the same numerical rating 
was not obtained for multiple runs with the same configurations of vehicle 
dvnamics and svstem input or because the variation of POR with vehicle re- 
sponse parameters does not obey the analyst's preconceived theory. 

As a practical matter we must expect that POR data obtained from a care- 
fully designed, realistic experiment will exhibit a certain amount of varia- 
bility.  What we need to*'do is develop methods f<5r ensuring^har the varia- 
bility'is not the systematic result of applying faulty theory or inadequate 
metrics fe- the correlation and assessment of POR data.  Unexplained varia- 
tions in ?CR would not, in fact, be random if the pilot subjectively responds 
to a particular svstem property; in that case POR data might be almost per- 
fectly consistent'with a suitable, but unknown, metric—in other words it is 
conceivable that it is the engineering analyst and not the pilot who estab- 
lishes the level of variability in POR data! 

Of course the pilot is not a machine; run-to-run variability of a gen- 
uinely random nature probably must be expected. The Cooper-Harper scale for 
POR is not oerfect and must be selectively interpreted by the evaluation 
pilot. The'present state-of-the-art requires that such effects be minimized 
bv averaging'sufficient POR data. We should insist, however, that such data 
be uncont-.r-.ir.ated by effects that are within our capabilities to understand 
and control. This is not easily accomplished. 

The research summarized in this paper is based on the hypothesis that: 
(1) a Pilot's subjective response originates from a particular point, 

or area, vithin his central nervous system, and 
(2) POR is directly and uniquely related to the strength of the neural 

3ignal~at"this location.  If the validity of this hypothesis can be estab- 
lished, then handling qualities can eventually be quantified by direct meas- 
urement; also, handling qualities can be predicted given a satisfactory mod- 

el for pilot dynamics. 

A UNIFIED MODEL FOR PILOT DYNAMICS 

There exist only two state-of-the-art models for pilot-vehicle system 
dynamics and performance that have received general acceptance for analysis 
of single loop, continuous tracking tasks. The servjmechanisms model (ref- 
erenced) was developed to parameterize pilot dvnamics for a wide range of 
controlled elements. The Kleinman optimal control model (reference 4) was 
devised as a formal tool for the prediction of pilot-vehicle system perform- 
ance.  Both models are fundamentally empirical. One must depend upon the 
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existence of baseline data for their parameterization; they are, in a sense, 
Inr^olative  Neither model offers real hope for understanding the fine- 
grainPcna alter of pilot dynamics (e.g. the variations of phase margin or 
crossover frequency with controlled element dynamics, the source of pilot 
ZrZlt    crossover frequency regression, control sLicH "pulsing1 , control 
a"'pumping"  the basis for pilot-generated dynamic equalization, etc.). 
I we are to develop a general theory for handling qualities, then a more 
refined and physically oriented model for pilot dynamics is a necessity. 

Reference 2 offers two hypotheses which define the scope and nature of 

the model sought: 

HYPOTHESIS 1: 

' " The fervo'and the opti*al control models for human pilot dynamics are 
linearizations of a more fundamental (and physically acceptable) nonlinear 

model. 

HYPOTHESIS 2: 

A model for human pilot dynamics that structurally matches the human 
physiology in the tracking process will lead to a natural and physical meas- 

ur'e for POR. 

The pilot model shown in figure 1 was investigated in reference 2 and 
is proposed to be such a model.  It is believed that-when properly param- 
etert°ed--it will exhibit most of the known response properties of the human 
Pilot.  The model of figure 1 is intended to subsume the servo and the op- 
rirll control models. Mote that figure 1 applies for a pitch attitude track- 
inetask  Tnis is the only case that will be considered in this paper. The 
model is applicable to any single axis task, however. 

The model of figure 1 is nonlinear and multiple loop in form.  It has, 
to this date, not been successfully parameterized in the fashion desired. 
It is demonstrated in reference 2, however, that the nonlinear model is a 
very plausible explanation for the parametric variations required by the 
servo'model as a function of controlled element dynamics. This is ^trac- 
ed in figure 2 for the three familiar controlled element forms. Yc(s)=k., 

K /, & K /s2.  A highly simplified, linear version of the proposed nonlinear 
J$£t »Sei is shoi on figure 2.  It may be directly compared with the servo 
model Y (ju) following closure of the q-loop; the resulting closed loop model 
connect?ng 9 with 5e is then formally the same as Y  (ju>) from the servo 
model representation. The approximate forms for Y (Ju)) predicted by the 
nonlinear model are shown in figure 2 for each of foe three elementary con- 
trolled elements. The model in figure 2 is assumed to result from combina- 
tions of model nonlinearities and closed loop dynamics which create the sit- 
uation shown where q<; is negligible with respect to q. 

The nonlinear model suggests that low frequency approximations to Yp(ju) 

should resemble 
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1. a pure gain for Yc(s) - K,/s 

7. a gain and a low frequency lag for Y^s) = ^ and 

3. a gain with a low frequency lead for Yc(s) = Kc/s . 

• ,  „,. ,,-irh measured human dynamics as embodied in the 
These results are '^»^^aS in the nonlinear model (figure 1) 
servo model.  The tact that * frequency lag in measurements of 

V'1    ' untie in comparison with those o£ q the nonlinear 

^!"iU preSeT^f^Hrst'oreer le.o .or Te(„ - ^  «her *- 

the gain with pure lead shown. 

•--   Aether* startUng^lic^ 
exhibit considerable rate eedbac: without «eating   =PP     ^ ^ 

lead in measurements o Yp(3.)   e f g ^ ^       ^ 

the nonlinear model indicates c^t the level ot p equaiization as 
need not be directly reflected in low frequency ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

measured in the des«ibing*""?f™ eP.ience with the Kleinman optimal control 

a. 2jsr«*fij ^^^--u«. rrrÄefn■ 
^£^£1? r^:.; lel o£ «.re, 

X  THEORY FOR PILOT OPINION RATING 

The qualitative nature of the^,nc.ling quality; ta„d by eac^of 

the three elementary c^™1^ *^ (as reflected in POR) can be associ- appear that increasing task ditficulty a re ^ ^ ^^ 

a£d with an increase In the P^ «^ Q - ™* Sdifflc3lty should be expected 
ly true.  A more appropriate mdca on o ultimately deter- 

in measures of closed ^P J«^8 J»^model an5 its components.  It is 
mine the linearized forms for th* P*

1^ m°  q_channel response of the non- 
therefore tempting t0.8P"^t££e POR regardless of system input or con- 

.iSn:dPei:mentddy;aScS SSTS'SIl depeJ on both Kq and the closed loop 

response 
f t-h* nossible connection between system rate and 

As an illustration £ <*e possib^ ?° controlled vehicles system rate 
handling qualities consider CJ" *« **S* " di£ficuit to control will demand 
is seldom large, whereas a vehicle that is difti n of rate errors. 

that the pilot devote ™»^£  ^ ^ read±ly controlled then neither 

It should be aPP^V .line will suffer.  Thus, good rate control is very 
can attitude and *e handling ^11 -»Jf«      ^ ^^ qualities. 
nearly a necessary and suffi««nt conax of & series of 

The closed 1°<?P »^^licA ^i^) within a certain region of the cen- 
neural potentials (or electrical pu   ' f   , ^„d in the .follcwH.ng 
tral nervous system. These conjs*-*— ar_ .„mu— 
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hypothesis. 

HYPOTHESIS: 

A physiological measure for POR is the rate of nerve impulses (or an 
equivalent measure) at the point within the central nervous system where all 
signals originating due to rate control are summed or operated upon by a 
decision process of some sort. The neuromuscular system is postulated to 
provide a component to this hypothesized signal junction; this component is 
dependent upon the feel system characteristics and will affect POR. The 
relation between POR and the nerve impulse rate is fixed for each pilot. 
It may depend upon his piloting experiences, training and his personal inter- 
pretation of the rating scale.  It is independent of controlled element dy- 

namics, input and task. * • ■ - i    <    •       »■■■»%-- 

The postulated output from the human pilot "central processor's" rate 
channel 3q (as depicted in figures 1 & 2) is not directly accessible for 
measurement.  It is internal to the central nervous system.  In its simplest 
form 3q probably consists of a series of nerve pulses with the pulse frequen- 
cy proportional to the neural excitation at the point of impulse generation. 
For present purposes it is probably sufficient to assume that, in continuous 
tracking tasks with random inputs, Sq can be parameterized by its standard 
deviation aa . Given a high fidelity pilot-vehicle system model, a  can be 
estimated; pirhaps ßq(t) can eventually be directly monitored given advances 

in medical technology. 

By the above hypothesis and the assumption that ßq can be represented 
by a. \  We may expect that POR will vary with a&    in the manner illustrated 
in flfure 3. 

Observe that, by hypothesis, POR is a function of only a      for a given 

pilot. However, a      is dependent upon anything that affects the signal 
' ßq 
strength of 3q(t).  This includes controlled element dynamics, input spectrum, 
display properties (since Uhese affect the signal transmission of rate error) 
the task and feel system.  It may include various vehicle motion cues avail- 
able to the pilot in a flight test or moving base simulation. 

At the present time no model for neuromuscular system dynamics is known 
to this author which will permit the estimation of feel system effect on 
a  . Many past experiments have confirmed the importance to POR of the feel 
syltem.  As a result, our present theory for the correlation or prediction of 
POR appears to be restricted to consideration of only those pilot-vehicle 
data for which the control system was optimized with respect to POR. 

VALIDATION OF THE RATING METRIC 
IN SINGLE AXIS TRACKING 

The hypothesized POR metric a„ can be correlated with ratine data from 
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any handling quality experiment provided sufficient data are available to 
permit the estimation of a.     (given a satisfactory model for pilot dynamics), 

provided that the control fiel system was optimized with respect to POR prior 
to each data run, and given sufficient POR data to permit the estimation of 
statistically valid POR averages for each tested configuration.  Few such 

data sources exist. 

Note that the servo and the optimal control models for pilot dynamics 
are suitable only for the estimation of average system properties. This 
will constitute a source for systematic error in any attempts to correlate 
POR with aa using these pilot models since it is likely that a3q will vary 
from run-Äun with the same configuration due to pilot nonlinearities.  It 
is reasonable to suspect that the run-to-run variance of a     will be great- 
est for those configurations that are the most difficult töWol. Until 
*„. can-be 4i«r«ly measured by experiment., there is no wav to eliminate this 
error component from correlations of POR with c  ; hopefully, its effects 

will be small relative to the basic trends.  If present theory is basically 
correct, then the run-to-run variation of a      is responsible tor much of the 
so-called pilot variability that pervades tnl handling qualities data base. 
It also explains why more data runs are required for the valid estimation 
of average POR when the vehicle dynamics are poor (rererence 5). 

It has already been noted that the servo model will not always correct- 
ly reflect the level of rate control predicted by the nonlinear or optimal 
control models for pilot dynamics. When Yc(s)=K./s the servo model requires 

no low frequency equalization (and therefore no rate control) whereas the 
nonlinear model indicates that considerable rate control may exist. As a 
rule-of-thumb, when the servo model would require either a lead time con- 
stant less than 0.5 seconds or a lag then it should not be used for the es- 

timation of aa . 
sq 

The nonlinear model of figure 1 has not yet been successfully parameter- 
ized and therefore cannot be used for the estimation of agq. However, there 

is no objection to use of the optimal control model. A version of this is 
shown in figure 4 for the pitch attitude control example. This model dif- 
fers significantly from the conventional Kleinman model. It incorporates 
describing function representations for the visual threshold nonlinearities 
in the rate and attitude channels (K^ & K^, respectively); the cost func- 

tional is stated in terms of the statS variables perceived by the human 
pilot. A discussion of this model can be found in reference 6 where it was 
introduced.  The cost functional weights shown in figure 4 were selected in 
reference 6 to optimize the fit between measured and predicted closed loop 
system performance for Arnold's tracking data (reference 7). Arnold s data 
are entirely satisfactory for testing the proposed POR metric. 

Note that for the Kleinman-Dillow model, 

°6q T)q ^q q q  q q p 
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The Kaiman filter gain K^ is describing function approximation to the actual 

filter operation. The model shown in figure 4 is strictly applicable only 
after convergence of the optimization routine. 

The Kleinman-Dillow model was applied to the Arnold tracking data to 
estimate a  for each of his dynamic configurations. The Arnold POR measure- 

2q 
ments were obtained using values of pitch control effectiveness that were 
approximately optimum with respect to POR, and sufficient data were collected 
to permit the reasonable determination of average POR for each configuration. 
Arnold also published measured a   ; thus the Kleinman-Dillow model was requir- 
ed only for the prediction of raSe loop gain K^ Kp Kq. The resulting cor- 

relation between Arnold's averaged POR data and the model-predicted a 

(shown on figure 5) is seen to be quite'good; the hash marks represent plus 
and minus one-half rating unit (Cooper-Harper scale) about the nean curve. 

The Arnold-derived correlation shown on figure 5 was obtained from POR 
data averaged over several pilot subjects. Thus, if present theory is cor- 
rect the variation of a, with the nominal fit to Arnold's POR data should 

constitute a model for the prediction of POR, averaged over many pilots, 
provided onlv that a satisfactory model for pilot dynamics is available to 
enable the estimation of a  .  In other words, the function POR (a,q) shown 

in figure 5 should be constant over a wide range of experimental conditions. 

The optimal control model of figure U  was applied without change to 
McDonnell's data (reference 5). Unfortunately reference 5 did not publish 
measured a ; thus it was necessary that the Kleinman-Dillow model be used 

q 
for the prediction of the rate loop gains and a   . Also, the McDonnell data 

were very sparse; in order to extend his data base it was necessary to aver- 
age his POR data for a given configuration without regard for control system 
gain.  The resulting correlation is shown on figure 5; the correlation is 
supportive of the present theory to a degree that is better than might be 
expected in view of the data's shortcomings. 

Two additional data points were obtained from Johnson (reference 8) who 
applied the Paper Pilot theory to moving base simulator data published by 
Onstott, et al (reference 9).  The servo model was used to represent pilot 
dynamics.  Of the 35 configurations examine by Johnson only two resulted in 
non-zero estimates for the pilot lead time constant; thus, these are the only 
two cases for which the servo model can be used to estimate c  .  (Time did 

not permit the application of the Kleinman-Dillow model to these 35 cases). 

For these two points a„ = K TT a where K T are the servo model gain and 
oq   p  L  q       p  L. 

lead time constant, respectively.  Onstott did not publish a    and his con- 

trol system was not optimized relative to POR.  Johnson's published values 
of a  estimated from the Paper Pilot analyses, were used here for the esti- 

q ■       . 
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nation of agq.     The two Onstott-based data points,   shown in figure 5,  com- 

pleted support the present theory. 

Do»ell?s data »era for a cor-and Input tracking task. 

SX.SS?tnatlo/irp.raSSrLad b, .„ is considered a, tentatively 

confirmed under the cited restrictions. 

•;• V      •   ""       I^_FflGHT VS.   FlaXED-BASE PoVDIFFEfeNCE^ 

,       ,A ™Ared his  fixed-base simulation measurements of POR with those 
Arnold compared his  rixea  ° fa aircraft dynamics 

of Neal and Smith ob ainefr ^^^ 6,  is generally good 
"terence 10).     This compa , ^ significantly down_rated « 

friät\owe:eerL attributed Jhis to task differences between the two 

experiments. 

eft^ed fromme nominal curve fit to Arnold's data shown in figure 5. 
Tnese revised predictions of in-flight POR are spotted on  figure 6. 

-ha  sood agreement between the predicted and measured in-flight POR for 
The  good agreement ,     displav threshold vas a major source rcr 

these cases  suggests that Arnold s dxsp threshold effects on 

Si*c5°iS:^.MSrS not a5 ear'to ee^i.inaUe „itk t,e «ein- 
man-Dillow model in the form shown in figure 4.  . 

RATING PREDICTION  IN MULTIPLE LOOP TRACKING 

Estimates of o.    were made  for the precision VTOL hover configurations 

of Miller and Vln3e   C^"-*^.^^'^^^ "h- were'made using 
Janes Dillow of  the Air Force Institute of ^°^'    ™e;*rforMnce data. 

£ KleasThe data^fuser v^rsont nTor^inafpaper Pilot study 
Sefer'cf 12)!    The Miller-Vinje data were obtained with optimized control 
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effectiveness. The POR were based on the Cooper scale; these were converted 
to the~Cooper-Harper scale using conversion equations suggested by McDonnell 

(reference 5). 

-he Miller-Vinje simulation task was to hover a VTOL aircraft over a 
ground'reference in turbulence. The longitudinal control problem was to 
create or arrest a forward velocity with pitch attitude control. The pilot 
was therefore required to control forward position, speed u, pitch attitude 

e, and pitch attitude rate q. 

The variation of predicted a   with measured POR is shown in figure 7. 
It appears that agq is not unreasonable as a correlating metric for POR, 

however, the data do not support the Arnold results except in the region 

where<?0R is l*ss> than, about_ 3._    _f _. . *.-. .   V V-"~" 

Part of the correlation problem is that it isn't clear what we should 
use a's a measure for system rate in a multiple loop system with the kleinman 
model. If both u and q are superimposed to form an augmented rate then a 
somewhat better fit can be obtained as shown in figure 7. 

\ conclusion of reference 2, however, was that no state-of-the-art pilot 
model' is entirely suited for the estimation of the handling quality metric. 
It was -'urther concluded that a switching model was a likely candidate ror 
explaining pilot dynamics in multiple loop/axis tracking. 

I* is interesting that both metrics shown in figure 7 yield POR correla- 
tions that are asvmptotic to the Arnold data in the region of good handling 
qualities.  This suggests that, in this region, outer loop control of speed 
or position has little effect on handling qua!-;- = :ies. 

A GENERALIZED PAPER PILOT METHOD 

mi LOW and Picha, in reference 6, propose a generalized Paper Pilot 
methoa'fcr formalizing the prediction or correlation of POR. They suggest 
using ^he Kleinman model for pilot dynamics-incorporating provisions for 
disolav or visual thresholds-and a cost functional based on pilot-perceived 
system states as illustrated in figure 4.  By replacing the servo nodel with 
the Kleinman model and its attendant cost functional they hoped to eliminate 
the troublesome Paper Pilot rating functional which has been a principal 
weakness in the theory. Their rationale for doing this was that it may be 
easie- to select appropriate weights for the Kleinman model cost functional 
than to find a general rating functional for the Paper Pilot theory. 

Their approach to the estimation of POR is empirical. They assume that 
POR=VT, provided that the weights of J (the cost functional) are selected 
to optimize the model-predicted and measured match of system performance and 
POR  This rating predictor was totally inaccurate for the McDonnell data 
when the cost functional was weighted using Arnold's data as a base. 
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It is suggested in reference 2 that the Dillow-Picha revisions to Paper 
Pilot have merit provided that J is augmented by a term representing POR 
(in keeping with the spirit of the original Paper Pilot theory); the POR 
estimate must then be determined using this component of J and not the total 
value.  For the pitch tracking cases discussed in this paper a suitable cost 

functional should be 

j = wea2 + [Wq + rKq] aq + Ra^ 

POR = fen (a ) 

Note that J is now a function of the optimal control gain K q 
#> 

This work was performed under sponsorship of the Af.r Force Flight Dynamics 
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio: Contract AF 33615-7-C- 

0035. 
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POR=  fcn(G^ ,  pi lot...experience,  background,  etc.) 
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Figure 5....Hypothetical Variation of 0g% with POR 
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LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES IN THE LANDING APPROACH 

By William W. Rickard 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Douglas Aircraft Company 
Long Beach, California 90846 

ABSTRACT 

An investigation of the longitudinal flying qualities of large transport 
aircraft in the landing approach was performed as a portion of a long-range 
flving qualities independent research and development program at the Douglas 
Aircraft Company. A literature study was performed to gptfier ail criteria    >   -.       ... 
which showed promise as estimators1 of flying qualities,  ."hen a piloted 
motion base simulator experiment was conducted to produce data which could be 
used to evaluate the selected criteria.  Each criterion was evaluated by 
corparing the estimated flying qualities it produced for each configuration 
with the Cooper-Harper ratings given by the pilots. An appraisal was then_ 
made of each criterion based on its performance in this study. The criteria 
evaluated included several from MIL-F-S7S5B (Reference 1) (fligr* path 
stability, short period frequency, short period damping ratio phugoid 
stability, and static stability), the short period criterion of SAE ARP 3^2B 
(Reference 2), the short period criterion of Reference 3, and a pitch 
tracking tasV criterion (References 4,5,6). The best results were obtained 
by combining the information contained in the flight path stability and pitch 

tracking task criteria. 

INTRODUCTION 

The abilitv to accurately estimate the flving qualities of an airplane 
which exists onlv on paper is essential to the aerodynamic, control system, 
and autopilot design processes. Many criteria exist for estimating flymg 
qualities, of which the best example is the MIL-F-8785B. Unfortunately, this 
is a military flying qualities specification, containing criteria developed 
primarily on the basis of research and design experience on military aircraft.             >. 
The criteria in the MIL-F-87S53 can be applied to all types of aircraft, from 
the smallest trainer to the largest transport. However, there is much less 
data to support the criteria for large transport (Class III) airplanes than 
there is for fighter/attack/interceptor (Class IV) airplanes. Designers of 
civil transport aircraft tend to doubt or even disbelieve the validity of 
some of the criteria (e.g., the lower limit on short period frequency). 
Further civil aircraft tend to have missions which are quite different from 
those of military aircraft, which suggests that different performance 
standards would apply. This is not to say that the military criteria are not 
used; however, they have certain shortcomings vnen applied to civil transport 

design. '      . 

^he term "estimators" is used because Che criteria produce HuantiCative esti- 
mate of flying qualities (i.e., pilot ratings or flying qualities levels). 
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A more serious criticism of most existing criteria is rooted in the fact 
that they are based on approximations to the response of an airplane. 
Examples of this are seen in the MIL-F-8785B criteria for the short period. 
These criteria are based on experimental data for which the short period is 
well damped and well separated from the phugoid. The current trend toward 
relaxed static stability airplanes with stability and control augmentation 
is gradually eroding the ability of such criteria to accurately predict 
flying qualities, especially for failure cases. There is a trend towards the 
use of pilot-nodel-in-the-loop criteria which place performance standards on 
the pilot plus airplane system, rather than on the airplane alone. At this 
time, however, no closed loop criteria have been accepted for inclusion in 

the MIL-F-8735B. 
For these reasons, the Douglas Aircraft Company has undertaken a program 

of research in the area of transport aircraft flying qualities. The goal of ., 
this research program "is the'"determination of flying qualities criteria for 
the design of conventional as well as relaxed static stability airplanes. 
This paper is a description of the work being done to develop longitudinal 
flying qualities criteria for large transport aircraft in the landing 
approach.  This description of the research program will be broken down into 
the following sections:  (1) discussion of criteria selected for investiga- 
tion, (2) design of the experiment, (3) performance of the experiment, and 
(4) analysis of the results.  Each phase will be discussed in detail below. 

DISCUSSION OF LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA 
SELECTED FOR INVESTIGATION 

—.  .-.■_-_ ^--..-^ o- "'-a  jroi-:s of research was a wide-ranging review of 
the literature for longitudinal flying qualities criteria. There are far too 
many criteria in existence to be tested in an experimental program or to be 
discussed in detail here. A relatively small number which showed promise or 
which are generally accepted, were selected for inclusion in this flying 
qualities experiment.  Th" criteria of the MIL-F-8785B were included because 
they are "accepted" criteria.  The short period criterion of the ARP 8A2B was 
included as an "accepted" criterion in civil aircraft design. The short 
period criterion of Reference 3 was included because it contains, in a single 
criterion, the information provided by several other criteria. Finally, a 
pilot-model-in-the-loop pitch tracking task criterion which had shown promise 
in earlier studies was included. These criteria will be discussed below for 
large airplanes (Classes II and III) in the landing approach (Category C 

phase of flight). 
The MIL-F-S785B criteria which were evaluated were:  flight path 

stability (dy/dV), short period frequency (umsp vs n/a), short period damping 

(?Sp), phugoid stability (Cph or T2)» and static stability. All of these 
criteria, except static stability, are stated in terms of levels of flying 
qualities.  Table 1 shows the relation of the flying qualities levels to 
pilot ratings and to a set of descriptors. The static stability criterion 
requires that an airplane exhibit positive static stability at all times. 
The advent of relaxed static stability airplanes has called this criterion 
into question, and the question was addressed. The flieht path stability 
criterion limits backside operation by placing limits on the parameter dy/dV. 
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Experience with the large transport; ;*««£<-£;'  C-5    DC 10    «   0^ 

short  term pitch -^^^/^«^^^^'f «iod &ch transfer function. 

Pfi0d fSSrS E£    eric    air      e    oscillations!    This criterion, like the 
PJSS iSSSiS crite?ion7is considered unrealistically restrictive 
Seciallvfor relied  static stability airplanes.    The phugoid stabilxty 

lini1haerLf a'B'short^eriod criterion is based on a presumption that for 
VxansSrt aircraft! the desired ranges of-values a„SP-and ;Sf«e invariant 
transport aircrart,  c slmilar t0 the CAL "thumbprint" which was well 
Wlth ll?\l Se Past    but has Ic-st popularity as  it  is not  in the MIL-F-8785B. accepted  xn the past,  but ^ i°s    P P .^ criterion 

of^f r^rs'S1 LiSr^SrSS-MTslB short period criterion,  combining 
°fre ;frc    ^'damping ratio limits  in a  single criteria; Jhei^«-«,»- 
W3S r^^^dSÄ£lo^ÄhVSÄ^r-c^ the pLt task of 

The pilot model  in tne i    P  P presence of random disturbances, 
compensatory tracking of^tch attitudJ « P (References 7f8)  and to 
It is  m some respects  similar to  the tr following per- 

che Paper Pilot   <ReferenC" 9'"sed ™*    system:     (1)  no more than 3db droop 
£^o^JS"hTl^^n1^^T(2) büidth of 1.2 radians per 

Äs s=s as ^.ä: ^AäM* 
ä1»^ thL^d^rthL-iow^^ Ä 
incluc S" or very slow controlled elements ^^ e g  Reference^) ^ £ 

££.?l^^^?X£!^  P- ^Spen^ion 

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 

A flvine qualities experiment was designed to provide data for evaluation 
of the selected "lying qualities criteria. The proper approach to designing 

such an experimen/is first to collect .11 '^ P-^^lity  y/ ^ 
criteria to be evaluated. They are as follows:  static stabilit>, dY/av, 
criteria compensation, and resonance. A set of 
Sigurltio^'snS tne^n L designed which-yary «acU ^«««r independent!/, 
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so that the effects of each parameter may be isolated. Assuming that four 
values of each parameter will cover the region of interest, and that static 
stability is not independent, there will be A8 or 65536 configurations. The 
pilots would probably get bored evaluating so many configurations, so a 
balanced fractional factorial design could be used to reduce the matrix by a 
factor of perhaps eight, leaving only 8192 configurations. 

Since this proper approach yields impractical results, two other 
approaches were used to design two groups of configurations. The twenty-six 
configurations of the first group are either typical wide-body airplanes with 
eg location varied from far forward to far aft of the neutral point, or such 
airplanes with a single stability derivative varied to change the flying 
qualities. The characteristics of these configurations are given In Table 5. 
The configurations of Group II, on the other hand, were obtained by specifying 
the characteristics given in Table 6; and solving- for the equations of jgotion 
coefficients.  The solution to^his transformation is not unique, as there 
are more than twice as many unknowns as there are conditions. A computer 
program was written to solve this transformation on the basis of minimizing 
a weighted sum of squared errors between the specified values of the 
parameters and the values calculated for a trial set of equations of motion 
constants. The algorithm exhibited poor convergence properties in general, 
and in particular for |Cph! K °-04. However, several hundred configurations 
were calculated for which the algorithm converged. The sixteen configurations 
of Group II were selected from these. 

PERFORMANCE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The configurations were rated by pilots flying the McDonnell Douglas 
six-axis motion base simulator located at Long Beach. The simulator, shown 
in Figure 4, is supported by six hydraulic jacks arranged in a configuration 
developed by the Franklin Institute. The limits of linear and rotary notion 
of this system are given in Table 7.  Interior and exterior views of the 
simulator cockpit are shown in Figures 4 and 5.  The airplane equations of 
motion are programmed on a hybrid computer system, of which the major elements 
are a Xerox Sigma Five digital computer and a Coracor Astrodata Ci-5000 analog 
computer.  Cockpit motion commands are generated in the hybrid system and 
transmitted to a DEC PDP 11/40 minicomputer. The minicomputer computes the 
geometric transformations and controls the hydraulic jacks in a closed loop 
fashion, using LVDT transducer feedback from the jacks. Figure 6 is a 
schematic of the elements of the motion base simulator facility. The visual 
display is generated by a Redifon II system, using a detailed terrain model 
for landing approaches.  Figure 7 is a layout of the System Simulation 
Laboratory, of which the motion base simulator is a part. 

Five Douglas Aircraft Company test pilots performed 154 evaluations of 
the forty-two configurations over a period of two weeks.  Each evaluation 
consisted of one to three ILS approaches, at the pilot's discretion, after 
which the pilot gave the configuration a pilot rating on the Cooper-Harper 
scale.  The ILS approach began at a range of 13.7 kilometers (7.4 n.mi.) 
from the threshold, at an altitude of 457 meters (1500 feet), and on the 
extended runway centerline. The three-degree-glide slope -~-zz  intercepted 
at a range of about 8.7 kilometers (4.7 n.mi.). The pilot then flew down the 
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glide slope in a turbulent atmosphere.  Lateral-directional dynamics typical 
of a wide-body transport were simulated but held constant throughout the 
experiment.  After breakout at an altitude of 213 meters (700 feet), the pilot 
transitioned to the visual display for flare and touchdown. The simulation 
permitted the pilot to stop, turn, and taxi the airplane on the ground, but 
this was not part of the evaluation task. The test engineer, who rode in the 
copilot seat, recorded the pilot rating and pilot comments.  Figure 8 is a 
typical evaluation record. Every variable of interest (and many of no 
interest) was recorded on half-inch-wide nine-track tape on 760 meter 
(2500 feet) reels at a rate of four hertz, while the simulation computer 
cycle rate was twenty hertz.  The configurations were presented to the pilots 
in random order, with a different random order for each pilot. 

RESULTS AND ANALi 

The evaluation of the flying qualities criteria was performed by com- 
paring the level of flying qualities predicted for a given configuration with 
the actual, or true, level of flying qualities for that configuration.  The 
true level of flying qualities for each configuration was assumed to be 
represented by the average of the ratings that the pilots gave that configu- 
ration. The Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale used in this experiment is 
repeated here as Figure 9.  The results of this experiment are given in 
Tables 8 and 9 for the Group I and Group II ccnfigurations, respectively. 
The first column in each of these tables lists the configurations by number. 
The next column gives the mean pilot rating for each configuration. The 
third column, labeled R0, is the actual, or true, level of flying qualities 
for each configuration, based on the mean pilot rating.  Every configuration 
in Group I was rated by at least three different pilots, some by four, and 
some by all five pilots.  In Group II, one configuration was rated by one 
pilot, one by two pilots, and the rest by three, four, or five pilots.  The 
average number of ratings per configuration was 3-2/3 for both groups. 

While the criteria generally do not have half levels, a configuration 
that falls near a level boundary probably is indistinguishable fron a con- 
figuration just across the boundary.  Therefore, half levels were created 
for most of the criteria by the rules given in Table 10.  Some of the 
criteria do not have a boundary for every level. The MIL-F-8785B short 
period frequency criterion, for example, has a common lower boundary for 
levels 2 and 3. A level 2 boundary was added nidway between the level 1 and 
level 3 boundaries, as shown in Figure 10, to facilitate evaluation of this 
criterion. The ARP 842B short period criterion is stated, not in terms of 
levels, but by the terms "acceptable augmented," "acceptable unaugmented," 
and "unacceptable." These terms bear a similarity to the definitions of the 
flying qualities levels, so were equated to levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively, 
as shown on Figure 11. 

The fourth column, labeled R]., is the level of flying qualities predicted 
for each configuration using the Bandwidth Model criterion. The name Band- 
width Model is used to refer to the pilot-codel-in-the-loop pitch tracking 
task criterion. The number at the bottom of the column (23 for Group I and 
23 for Group II) is the total error (in half levels) of these predictions. 
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Inspection of the totals for all criteria reveals that the Bandwidth Model 
criterion is the best performer for the Group I configurations and is second 

to dy/dV for Group II. 
The flight path stability criterion (R2) is the second best performer 

for the forty-two configurations. This is an indication that pilots are more 
sensitive to bad flight path response than they are to bad pitch response. 
The MIL-F-8785B short-period-frequency criterion (R3) was the poorest per- 
former overall and also for Group II, but was slightly better than the worst 
for Group I. The short-period-damping-ratio criterion (R4) performed better 
than RT though pilot opinion should be insensitive to it over a wide range. 
Even the phugoid stability criterion (R5) outperformed R3. The static 
stability criterion (R6) was evaluated, but not on the basis of levels. The 
positive answer was considered an estimate of level 1 to 2-1/2, and a negative 
answer as level ■!■to 4. -tin  this bas-is, R6 

w*s wrong for eight of -the tyejjty- 
six configurations of Group I. A more meaningful observation is that only 
half of the statically unstable configurations are level 3 or worse. This 
means that in half the cases, a requirement for positive static stability 
was not needed to achieve level 2 flying qualities. The performance of R6 
with Group II is not mentioned because it was not varied in Group II. 

There is not anv methodology in the MIL-F-8785B for combining the 
estimates for several criteria to get an overall airplane level of flying 
qualities. One can only guess that the overall flying qualities will be as 
bad as the worst rating or perhaps worse.  Criterion Rio is an overall 
predicted level of flying qualities based on the MIL-F-8785B criteria.  It 
is equal to the worst of R2 to R6, and turns out to be a poorer performer 
than any other criteria except R3 and R5. The prediction of Rio was better 
than actual in six cases, and worse than actual in twenty-eight cases. While 
it is better to err on the conservative side, this performance is too 

conservative. .   . 
The last two criteria evaluated, the short period criteria of ARP 842B 

(Rp) and of Reference 3 (R9) performed well, being third and fourth best out 
of'eight when both groups are considered.  They both performed better than 
the MIL-F-8785B short-period criteria. 

Inspection of the data for Ri and R2 shows that when Ri is better than 
Rn Ro is verse than Rlt and thus probably closer to R0, in 85% of the cases. 
When Ri ±a  worse than Ro, R2 is better than Ri in 78% of the cases.  But, 
when Ri is the same as R0, R2 is better than Rx in 77% of the cases. Thus, 
when RT is worse than Ri, R0 is generally worse than Rl. But when R2 is 
better"than Ri, the odds are even that R0 is the same as RL or better than 
Ri.  This suggests a combination criterion, R13, which is defined by the 

equations: 

R13 = Rx when   Rx > R2 

= i (Rx + R2)    when   ^ < R2 

The results show that this combination criterion is better than any of 
the other criteria evaluated. The sum of the errors is thirty half-levels 
for forty-two configurations. Further, when the characteristics covered by 
the various criteria arc taker, into account, such a criterion makes more ■ 
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rh*  Bandwidth Mcdel criterion is sensitive to all parameters varied 
iHhls 2 eriment'except d,/dV. Thus, a criterion which ta.es both ? 

BanLidth Model and dv/dV criteria into account, is sensitive to 

parameters varied in this experiment. 

all the 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

1   Since there was enough data collected in the simulator experiment to 
Lmit the evaluation of virtually any longitudinal criterion, it w recom- 
permit the evaluation o . b evaiuated. Obvious candidates are 

"Ä"«™*: f SSi:*.5TS- *.M«»paP«pa« «•'««•»^ 

""" tf be":  ^-1»St     C»" «pnt  t.SlogitndinaUy,  which th* Cro..- 
IT"LH cnno" '    Lco„d,P.»3„,i„g that a «.Ifbl. .ys«= =od. 1 can 
over .loaei camlu- r_miired „Hot model adjustments made,  one must  then 
naVe1erure

e ort t m^iSlI  infjualities.    The information .available in 
"eeiitl ature/ndicates  that  the  estimated^^^^^Sro^ 

amount °V^VS^Ä«-ti» include the following:     (a)  McPilot 
Srer;nceUri)(brc*    Reference 12),   (c)   e/8SS and nZ/»2sc   Reference 13). 
Sr^feiLe^iA).  and   (5)  maneuvering stability   (Fs/nz)   (Reference 1). 

.       u       i •„= „f  f„rfher work would be identification of  the parameters 
f a mod    'of' h    h mar  ilot::

r This was attempted briefly,  butabandoned 
when the algorithm failed  to  converge      The computer program used .as 
Program Newton,  a modified Newton-Raphson  tecar.ique .cc,...er..e.    e'"e 

15. 

3 
r>        „.,f„,—aA nuite well  for the present 3        While the combined criterion,  R13,  performed quite wen  xoz v 

S^SnceTan^Sht .LSatL .<'. Lge dslta wins transport in 
the landing approach. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

,ar nf 1f)neitudinal  flying qualities criteria were evaluated 
•  tntfe results of a mofion has! simulation of large transport aircraft 

against  the results or  a mori MIL-F-8785B performed poorly over- 
1» the landing ^pproacn      ^"^^ £jB and Re4ence 3,  performed 

I'*  atTlv      TneTe t perf rmance ITs exhibited by a criterion combining the 
resTlt    or'a ft ch      acKng task and  the flight-path-stability criterion. 
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Level 

1 

TABLE 1.  FLYING QUALITIES LEVELS 

Cooper-Harper . . 
Pilot Rating       Inscription of Flying Qualities 

±  _ 2.5 Clearly adequate for mission. 

3 5 - 6.5        Adequate to accomplish mission but 
2 "    '        with reduced performance or increased 

pilot workload. 

5 _ 9+        Safely controllable but excessive 
J ' workload or inadequate performance. 

g+ _ 10 Loss of control probable. 

TABLE 2.  FLIGHT PATH STABILITY CRITERION  (MIL-F-8785B) 

Level dv/dV Less Than 

1 0.06 deg/kt 

2 0.15 deg/kt 

3 0.24 deg/kt 

TABLE 3.  SHORT PERIOD DAMPING RATIO LIMITS  (MIL-F-57853) 

Level 

'SP 
Min ^ax 

1 0.35        X.J 

2 0.25        2.0 

3 0.15 

TABLE 4.  PHUGOID STABILITY LIMITS  (MIL-F-8785B) 

Level CPh °r T2 (sec) 

1 0.04 

2 0 

3 55 Csec) 
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TABLE 5.  GROUP I CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

V = 140 kts    Y = -3°    W = 350,000 lb 

unSp 

0.846 

fsp 
0.628 

u*Ph 

0.186 

fph 
0.072 

n/a 

3.80 

dy/dV 1/T9l 

-0.084 

I/T62 

1 -0.0399 -0.506 
2 0.732 0.7C8 0.169 0.063 3.94 -0.0432 -0.083 -0.528 
3 (-0.633) (-0.307)1 0.086 0.318 4.14 -0.0491 -0.082 -0.556 
4 (-0.811) (+0.090)2* 0.200+ 0.636+ 4.20 -0.0511 -0.082 -0.564 
5 (-0.909) (+0.158)3* 0.184+ 0.210+ 4.24 -0.0530 -0.082 -0.568 

.6 0.828 Q.645   . 0,190 0«057 •3.80- 0-J.48-V -0.013 -0.577 
7 0.819 0*.653 0.192 Ö.049 3.80 0.*236 +0.015 -0.605 
8 0.811 0.662 0.194 0.041 3.80 0.324 +0.041 -0.631 
9 0.804 0.565 0.188 0.084 2.75 0.C054 -0.102 -0.339 

10 0.795 0.502 0.191 0.099 1.78 0.095 [0.166] [0.917] 

11 0.723 0.431 0.194 0.117 0.82 0.400 [0.143] [0.587] 
12 0.853 0.888 0.184 0.080 3.80 -0.0399 -0.0S4 -0.531 
13 0.836 0.337 0.188 0.066 3.80 -0.0399 -0.084 -0.481 
14 0.829 0.149 0.189 0.064 3.80 -0.0399 -0.084 -0.466 
15 (-0.991) (+0.225)1** 0.211+ 0.388+ 4.29 -0.0551 -0.082 -0.575 

16 (-1.061) (+0.291)5* 0.210+ 0.331+ 4.35 -0.0572 -0.082 -0.583 
17 (-1.125) (+0.358)6* 0.209+ 0.295+ 4.43 -0.0593 -0.081 -0.595 
18 0.953 0.570 0.165 0.107 3.65 -0.0360 -0.087 -0.484 
19 0.596 0.841 0.141 0.073 4.06 -0.0465 -0.082 -0.544 
20 0.S43 0.395 0.187 0.106 0.71 0.498 [0.141] [0.545] 

21 0.441 0.665 0.170 0.043 1.05 0.285 [0.149] [0.676] 
22 (-0.577) (+0.152)7* 0.190+ 0.347+ 1.22 0.2'*'' [0.154] [0.731] 
23 (-0.767) (+0.341)8* 0.1%+ 0.240+ 1.37 0.173 [0.158] [0.776] 
24 (-0.904) (+0.499)9* 0.196+ 0.207+ 1.54 0.133 [0.163] [0.828] 
25 0.833 0.263 0.188 0.065 3.80 -0.0340 -0.084 -0.475 
26 0.831 0.197    - 0.189 0.064 3.80 -0.0340 -0.084 -0.470 

(  ) First-ord er factor [el 
^ = * 0.441,    ; = 1.07 "♦T2 = 3 .03 7T T2 - 4.56 

2*2 - 7.70 5T2 = 2 .38 8T2 = 2.03 

3*2 - 4.39 6T2 = 1 .94 9T2 
» 1.39 

*Tested against phugoid criterion 

+Tested against short period criterion 
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TABLE 6. GROUP II CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

V = 140 kts = -3° W = 350,000 lb 

Config 

27 
30 
39 
40 
43 

49 
61 
62 
66 
75 

76 
84 
35 
90 
91 
96 

_SP 

1.39 
1.05 

(-0.744)l 

1.05 
1.39 

1.05 
1.39 
1.05 
0.592 

(-0.318)2 

0.592 
0.447 
0.447 
0.592 
0.447 
1.05 

_SP 

0.50 
0.85 

(-2.585)1 

0.85 
0.5 

0.5 
0.85 
0.85 
0.85 

(-1.10): 

0.85 
0.85 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

n/a    d^/dV 
?h  CPh  (g/rad) (deg/kt) 

1/ la. 

0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.08 
* > 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.16 

0.08 
0.16 
0.16 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 

0.12 
0.12 
0.28 
0.12 
0.12 

0.12 
0.28 
0.12 
0.12 
0.28 

0.28 
0.12 
0.12 
0.12 
0.12 
0.12 

3.5 
2.0 
3.5 
2.0 
3.5 

2.0 
3.5 
2.0 
3.5 
3.5 

3.5 
2.0 
2.0 
3.5 
2.0 
2.0 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
-0.05 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

05 
05 

-0. 
-0. 
0.1 
-0.05 
-0.05 

-0.0607 
-0.334 
-0.0372 
-0.119 
-0.0534 

-0.0397 
-0.0428 
-0.0408 
-0.0681 
-0.0471 

-0.0767 
-0.171 
-0.0494 
-0.0761 
-0.0860 
-0.186 

1/TS2 

-0.325 
-0.179 
-0.484 
0.0435 
-0.293 v 

-0.221 
-0.555 
-0.218 
-0.380 
-0.608 

-0.430 
0.0595 

-0.272 
-0.4C0 
-0.453 
0.0667 

1.39,  ; = 1.2 -Equivalent "nop 

Equivalent un  = 0.592, ; 

TABLE 7.  MOTION LIMITS FOR THE MOTION BASE 

Excursion 

±116  en 
(±46  in.) 

Velocitv 

(±81  ca/sec 
(-32  in./sec) 

Acceleration 

Heave ±1.75 G 

Sway ±147 en 
(±58  in.) 

i98 en/sec 
(±38.5  in./sec) 

±1.45 G 

Surge ±152 en 
(±60  in.) 

±98 era/sec 
(±38.5 in./sec) 

±1.45 C 

Roll ±30° ±23°/sec 6.9 rad/sec2 

Pitch ±30° ±23°/sec 6.9 rad/sec2 

Yaw ±30° ±30°/sec 8.1 rad/sec^ 
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TABLE lü.  SOME NOTES ON THE APPLICATION OF THE FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA 

1-  PR Levels:  PR  1-3 3.01-3.99 4-6 6.01-6.99 7-9 9.01-9.49 9.50-10 

Level 1     1:2    2     2\ 3     31;      4 

Bandwidth Model: Half levels were created by saying that any configu- 
ration within 0.7 dB or 3.5° of a boundary would be rated as an average 

of the adjacent levels. 

Jy/dV: Level  1 2'3 3'2 

dy/dV +0.045 0.0451- 0.075- 0.1351- 0.165- 0.2251- 0.255 
0.0749 0.135  0.1649  0.225 0.2549  & Up 

n. vs n/n:  See Figure 10 — No half levels for lower boundaries. 

Half Levels for Other Criteria: When parameter falls on or very close 
to boundary, it is considered half way between levels. 

R10
: The standard way of applying MIL-F-8785B is to compute flying 
   qualities of an airplane for a number of criteria. The only way 
to estimate the overall flying qualities of the airplane is the let it 
be the same as the worst estimate. 

R-,^: This criterion is a combination of the Droop-Bandwidth criterion 
   and the dy/dV criterion.  If the level for dy/dV is worse than 
ehe level for bandwidth, the two are averaged.  If not, the bandwidth 
level is taken. 
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p i L Ü T  D E B R I L F I II G  FORM 

.■no:    F ..^-   ~ Nam  

Configuration No. 

Turbulence Level N^a rtj». ;' .i"rV_ 

• r-=r »-3 
— ~ « —■ -> Time of Day  (Start): a) 

Ability to control  flight path: 

J3 3Ö. 

Ability to control airspeed: 

Date:      12- 5""75 

Run No. 

Pitch  response: 

//«*- \ >\ A       O i *v >)?:k    s ci?. 

Other: 

-<--/■. -^ffZ '>,/* s'd '/.-t,!*,       -v.r~'*>'~    i^r^'J'A 

0"T"    -■•.'"^'^ r             .    i 
i 

Si Q" 
j 

T ' '' / i A     "2 I' *rl\„ 

Pilot Rating: 4 
Main reason for rating, if adverse: 

FIGURE 8. TYPICAL EVALUATION RECORD. 
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WORTH ASSESSMENTS OF APPROACH TO LANDING 

Renwick E. Curry 

Man Vehicle Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass.  02139 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of worth assessment is to determine the relative 
nnortance of attributes in the overall preference of objects, 

2 e" to determine the functional relationship between preference 
ind the known, physical attributes of a set ot objects.  This 
technique is described beiow and is applied to the as8e«menc 
of worth functions in approach to landing for general aviation 

and air carrier pilots. 

INTRODUCTION 

Th> obiective of the worth assessment technique is to determine a func 
tional relationship between preference in a set of objects and the» known 
T . IJ,   fsav) x  x  x ...  •  In other wo^ds, we wish to be able to attributes (.say; x^, x - A-... 

croate a lunction '.»'U 
2 .- J  •- ..hicii can be used to determine the relative 

1' 
«f rhP at-ributes as well as determining the preference between 

"Hir of ob ect wi h hose attributes.  As we will show, the technique 
identical to the regression point of view in the analysis variance and we 
it,  further show how one can obtain essentially interval scale data from or- 

WORTH MODELS 

Suppose we have a set of objects or stimuli (S.) with attributes limited 

to for illustrative purposes, three variables x^ *v *y     m this section 

we will discuss the techniques for obtaining^^[^^^ £* 
obiects under two conditions: m the first case magimuue ^^ ^ ^ 
are available rrom tne subject, i.e., n-«.< •*•»■ 
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second case, a rank ordering of all objects in a sec is used to obtain the 

worth function. 

Magnitude Estimation 

There are many situations where the only feasible way of measuring prefer- 
ences vs bv numerical estimate provided by the subject.  This is the well-known 
magnitude estimation technique, known to have many pitfalls (Poulton, 1968), 
but is a useful way to gather data when treated with caution.  If, in the ex- 
ample above, we have three attributes with various levels along each, we can 
assume various forms for the worth function.  Perhaps the most common form is 
the additive worth function given by 

w(x , x7, x3) = w1(x1) + w2(x2) + w3(x3) 

Denoting the numerical responses to the stimuli bv y  , we may express these 
ijk 

responses   in  the  traditional  main-effects  analysis  of  variance   format. 

v =  ;> + A.  + B.   + C,   + e. ., 
•   ij K 1- .1 K. IJK. 

There .ire manv .maivsis of variance programs, for example, BMD10Y (from the 
L'CLA 3i.umedi.eaL Package), wit ich treat analysis oi  variances as regression 
prob'cms.  £n this ease, the vector of   the responses can be expressed in terms 
of the design matrix and of unknown parameters in the form 

Treat i:*.g the numerical representations for preference in this way, one is able 
to reconstruct the additive partial worth functions W. , W.}, W from the coeffi- 
cients i. 

Assuming additive worth functions of the type described above allows for 
complete freudc;.'. i.i ti'.i. shape: of tile individual or partial worth Lunetions. 
For example, we may still have a non-monotonic worth function as would be true 
of someone who rrefers me teaspoon of sugar in coffee: cups with one teaspocn 
of sugar are preferred to cups with zero teaspoons or two teaspoons of sugar, 
leading to an inverted L'-shaped partial worth function for sugar. 

On tile other iiand, there are many worth functions where it is known a_ 
priori that the worth functions are monotonic with the attribute, e.g., money. 
For such worth functions, it is not unreasonable to assume a linear.'interaction 
(LINT) form for the worth functions as given by equation 

w(Xr X2, X3) = ^X, + ß2X: + ß3X3 + 34XlX2 + 65X^3 + 36X2X3 

whether the additive worth functions or the LINT worth function models are 
used, the number of objects to be evaluated, i.e., cases to be evaluated, will 
depend on the requirement for the regression to be non-singular.  Certainly 
the factorial presentation will suffice in both of the above cases. 

Rank Ordering of Preferences 

In many cases it is feasible, and, from a psychological scaling point of 
view, more desirable to obtain the rank order preferences of the objects with- 
in the set.  To obtain the worth functions from these rankings, we assumed that 
these rankings are related to the.(internal) worth by the toliowing 
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r    = M(A. + B. + C ) rijk     i   J   k 

,  ., fnnrrion of the apparent worth provided by the 
where M(-) is any -notomc J-™ «^ JP^^ ±n  the same form 
model, i.e., A. -f n.  ^ , ,, 

,       • u ^ LofMc-ients 3 adjusted to minimize some suitable as equation 3 with the «et.iuients . adj ^ rank.order cor. 

statistical ^""°n-wh£h°E ™£™Ient to minimizing the RMS rank error be- 
relation coefficient, which is equi provided by the subject, 
tween the ranks provided by the model and he r   ^     ^  ^ ^.^ 
A reasonable initial value or these  : ^ ^^ aU objects 
that the ranks are in fact the scale va u a3Sumpcion which is no 
are at equal distances along the inte val >ca ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
doubt untrue.  However, Chi, isa reasona s   ^ ^ ^^ ^ have 
further iterated to minimize the MS rank - .    e che 

tried to date, -^^^^edb.tne least square procedure.  Thus it 
RMS rank ««J^^Äitihould'always be checked, that the assumption ot 

rqri.
ri-reS;bli ilS =bl i»t.rv.l scale is In practice a good one. 

WORTH OF APPROACH TO LANDING 

We have applied the worth assessment techniques to evaluation of diffar- 
ent landing conditions by genera avia o     ;   « e& p^^ ^ ^ ^ 

first experiment, we placed all P°s*f£  conditions, and turbulence level on 
.tion. wind strength, runway sur ace ^d.t   ,   ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^.^ 

36 computer card.. ^^^r.'^he^w0 ,,ind directions 040° and 090°; 
tion pilot and a DC-9 first ottictr. additive "orth func- 
were symmetrical about the runway heading o^'Filure T ^  it can be 
tions obtained from these two pilots a%^° ™ndVirection and essentially 
seen that both P^XÄ^ Se major differences occur 
the same preference to ^ J^th surface conditions, where it can 
in the attributes or wind strength ^a r  ^  sensitive t0 wind strength, 

ati°"„, continued .hi. eWeri„ent by providing 36 computer «^„»«Tcarrier 

the factorial -»»»«^^"^f £ „ » In F&" 2. tt can be ae.n 

d0"lnSter"he
bTpilot« had ranked the approaches, the Instruction continued 

a" ""YcTnave just finished ranking the approaches in the order of 
„reference ö»hich you would like to »ake the.. So™ «re good, 
_    bad, so bad, in fact, that you »out« never accent *., 



approach under those conditions.  Assume the following situation 
holds.  You have had a good night's sleep and now you are about 
to make the first landing of the day.  Your alternate is 200 
miles away.  Place the colored card between those approaches 
you would attempt (the top group) and those approaches you would 
not attempt (the bottom group)." 

The results of this are shown in Figure 3 which displays the number of 
approaches that the pilots would attempt as a function of age and total flight 
time.  Besides showing correlation between age and total flight time, there is 
a surprising consistency across all pilots with one exception.  It cannot be 
inferred from this procedure that this one pilot really would attempt 24 of 
the approaches because of possible misinterpretation of instructions,nonethe- 
less it appears that this might be a reasonable way to assess risk taking 
tendencies. 

THE WORTH OF WORTH ASSESSMENT 

The approaches of worth assessment outlined here appear to be a convenient 
method to determine the relative importance of various attributes from object 
preferences, whether these preferences be expressed in numerical terms (magni- 
tude estimates) or in terms of rank ordering various objects in a set. These 
techniques have the advantage that standard ANOVA programs can be used to pro- 
cess the data if they provide regression coefficients as part of the output. 
We have found in our experience that ranks seem to be a good approximation to 
the actual scale value when processing the rank-order data.  This is particu- 
larly useful since it allows one to obtain essentially interval scales from 
ordinal responses.  We suggest using models incorporating both additive worth 
functions and those ■•."1th interact ion?, ; ir.ce the latter -ay V- important under 
some conditions.  (For six out of the seven air carrier pilots in the evalua- 
tion of landing approaches, additive worth functions gave better agreement to 
the actual responses than any of the LINT models.) 

We have also found that the card sorting procedure may yield artifacts, 
since subjects seem to sort the cards based on the one or two most important 
attributes, and then sort cards within the major attributes according to some 
algorithm which does not truly reflect preference.  It also may be an indica- 
tion that the attributes beyond the first two are ignored (Shepard, 1964) and 
perhaps may not be important relative to other attributes. 

All in all, the worth assessment techniques outlined here should prove to 
be a verv useful analytical tool in man-machine system studies. 

REFERENCES 

1. Green, P.; Wind, Y.:  Mulriattribute Decisions in Marketing, Hinsdale, 
111.: The Dryden Press, 1973. 

2. Poulton, C:  The New Psychophysics: Six Models for Magnitude Estimation, 
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A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MACHINING AND MANIPULATING DEVICE 

By Tony C. Woo and John M. Paul 

Coordinated Science Laboratory 

University of Illinois 

Urbana, Illinois 

SUMMARY 

time-sharing DEC-10 system 

INTRODUCTION 

paper describes the hardware and control aspects of a device 
for fabrication. 

Three-dimensional parts are designed_ with volumetric 

other volumes via a REMOVE command. The logic involved i 
ADD and REMOVE of solids is quite different than tn 
conventional Boolean logic 

m 
e 
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Rpfore a design can be realized by cutting a piece of 
stock certain procedural information must be obtained from 

d« n. Among the information to be derived are the 
hnrools required, the cutter paths, stock size, ana 

ra atYo°n1Sanrd 'clamping information. The difficulty in 
arriving at these information lies in the fact that tne 
geometry of the volumetric designs are locally simple yet 
f?n£allv complex. To combat this difficulty, the concept of 
fcavity is employed as an intermediate description between 
design and fabrication. The automatic interpretation 
process is reported elsewhere[7]. 

One wav of creating three-dimensional objects from 
derived data is via cutting. Though paper tape driven 
runerical controlled machines have long been available one 
idea of treating a milling machine as a computer Peripheral 
device in conjunction with computer grapmes nas only oeen 
explored recently [31- One of the advantages of having a 
t:oree-dimensional model made from grapmcal data is -ne 
enhancement of visualization. A user, for example, does not 
~eed to integrate multiple views in order to appreciate tne 
subtleties often not detectable in graphical term. 

The device reported in this paper has a HOC ast 
-ninulat'ne capability as well as cutting capability, uur 
S l'S the manipulation aspect relates strongly to 
-oductivity in manufacturing and programmable automation. 
Accoraine to one recent study LH], over » percent o, .r.= 

prt spends in a factory is in transfer, positioning 
fading   etc    This  motivates  our  implementation  of 
Programmable  transfer  and  fixture  capabilities  as  an 
integral part of the reported aevice. 

The combined machining and manipulating capabilities 
enable us to automate tne fabrication process witnout human 
pssistanc».  A typical scenario involving our device is a 

After initialization, a piece of stock is picked 
uo and olaced on a worktable. Pneumatic clanps are 
positioned around the stock and are tightened to -e 
workable. A cutter is then selected and the cutting 
proceeds. The entire process is reversed after cutting is 
finished. 

The computer controlled machining and manipulating 
device is interfaced to a DEC-10 KI processor via a 7 
megabaud I/O bus . The device was originally designer as a 
robot for hand-eye coordination studies [2]. It na- a 
gantry configuration, capable of reaching anywhere in * fwe 
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foot volume.  The arm can be moved in the 
contains a shaft with an 

the theta direction by 

by   five   by   live 
x,y   and    z    directions. 
11/16   chuck   which   can 
means  of   either a  high  or  low  speed motor. 

The   arm 
be   rotated   in 

DEC-10 

Processor 

<L. 
1/0 

Bus 
-? 

Computer 

Interface 

'   \ 

\" 

Machinin 2 
and 

-laripulati ng 
Device 

A work t 
work space i 
moment of the 
an aluminum c 
spaced two ir. 
Small chips : 
cleaner under 
to the workta 
rack rests or. 
cutters" for 
tightening tr- 

eble ir the form of a raise: platform in , 
~ constructed so as to minimize tr.e oenai 
z-axis under cutting force. The tacie toH_ 
^ate witn an array of half inch threaoea ho^ 
•"ches aoart. The holes serve a dua. purpos 
^n be vacuumed through the noles 
"the werk table.  Blocks c 

3 a vac. 
ilso be faster 

-le for automatic clamping and set up. A   _ci 
one sica of the worktable.  The tcc^s mc.-ce 
irillins, milling,  facing, and a 
e bolts on the programmable blocks. 

socket 

r.e 
ng 

es 
e. 
urn 
ed 
ci 
ce 
cr 

Ma chining and Manipulating Device 
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FEATURES 

X,Y and Z Movement 

Movement of the arm in the three translatior.al 
directions is accomplished with computer controlled stepping 
motors. The X and Y axis have 120 steps per inch and the Z 
direction has 96.4 steps per inch. Scaling can be done with 
software and will be discussed later. The control of the 
stepping motors is open loop, therefore if a stepping motor 
stalls for any reason the arm will have to be reset. The 
speed of movement in any direction is under computer control 
with a maximum rate of 1 inch per second. 

Quick Change 

For computer controlled changing of tools on tho wrist 
shaft a solenoid actuated quick change mechanism with a 
11/16 inch chuck is used. All the tools, including cutters, 
sockets and the hand can be placed en the rocary shaft of 
the arm under computer control. Then <ither the low speed 
stepping motor or the high speed cutting motor can be used 
to rotate the arms shaft. 

Pneumatic Clamp 

Automatic clamping of materials to be machined is 
accomplished witn an air vise. Two blocks are positioned 
with "the hand and bolted down with the socket tool. Then 
through computer control one of the blocks slides under air 
pressure to clamp the work piece in place. The pressure 
created by the vise is also under computer control. 

Hand with fingers 

As mentioned earlier a hand may be placed on the rotary 
shaft of the arm. Then by means of the low speed stepping 
motor the hand may be rotated in the + and - theta 
direction. The hand has two fingers which can be used to 
grasp objects and can also apply varying amounts of pressure 
through the fingers. The hand can be attached and detached 
from the arm completely under computer control. 
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High Speed Shaft Rotation 

The sha't may be rotated at high speeds (7G-25,0-->G 3PM) 
r„r„;   The-e are 2^6 increments in tne speec with an AC motor.  mere are ^u  '. ,f *__ i 0,, i0e*n 

control and this motor can only engaged if „ne —i -p«-- 
stepping motor is disengaged. 

Low speed shaft rotation 

The low speed stepping motor can be used tc 
shaft in increments of 4 degrees.  The maximum r... 
velocity with this motor is approximately .20 Rr,..  - 
torque is greater at a low speec. 

HARDWARE CONTROLLER 

in: 
otationr j 

cweve: 

i The DEC-10 has a 36 bit wora :orma.   ^ =4-.«. - ~ 
interfaced to the I/O bus throu.n a >6   cxt par      ^ 
Three different I/O instructions ozr..  D.e J^ea tc ,„    
with the device: 

DATAO <address>, <aecumul^or> 

.~vn M :"  / - ■* H f o c; ^ v     \ 3 C OUr"1 V* - -i>--' 

CCNI <addtcss>, <accumulator> 

where <address> is the devices address on .ne y,- ;;-; 
and <aocumulator> contain* the appropriate <t, b.t -/or  - -» 
thp case of CONI will contair tne 50   bit ,icrd .-«..  *..-= 
DATAO instruction writes the contents cf tne acoumula or   .0 
the     deviceas  data.   The  CONO  instruction  writes  . 
contents"^ the accumulator to the devices co „  ; 1. 
information.  The CCNI reads a 3o b % -°r. .r^n -ne - 
of the device.  Appendix A centals tn, bu ass. = ^e ;o 
each  of the 3 different instructions   . or  ;*---£- 

r-C1U";?.a aD"A-in '^"Sne^ateV^in5 tie"« lotion. 
Ixecutin ei0a™onrecutive DATAO'S will step the arm ,0 s eps 

con^l 7, ^^don^with Sf^e.^^CoSrins^ction 
hatrretirnl a »V'in bit 35 will indicate that tne «U 
switch has been depressed.  Ic can oe ,een tn=t t. . m.^r. . 
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of the actual hardware is just 36 bit data latches, along 
with a high speed motor controller, AC solenoid drivers, an 
air pressure controller, stepping motor drivers, and 
interrupt handling hardware. Software is responsible for 
the majority of control. 

SOFTWARE CONTROL 

The control program for the device is called 
Robhnd.exe[5,736] and can be run interactively with the 
DEC-10 monitor command: 

ru robhnd[5 ,736J 

After typing the above monitor command the program will 
respond with: 

ROBOT READY, GIVE RESET FIRST 
OR DETACH 

If DETACH is typed, the robot-handler program is ready to 
accept calls from programs written in higher level 
languages.  If RESET is typed, the device is ready to accept 
commands.  The following commands are valid: 

RESET 

SENSE 

XREL N 

Used to initialize the device or to recover from 
"HARD" errors. A reset leaves the arm at the 
absolute position, X=-3240 Y=-3240 Z=1400 and W=0, 
where tl represents the wrist. All pressure 
registers are cleared. 

Returns current status of the arm which includes X 
position, Y position, Z position, and W position. 

Move N steps in the x direction relative to its 
current location.  -3241 < N < 3241. 

XABS N 

Moves to location N on the X axis, 
N < 3241 . 

Again, -3241 < 
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YREL N 

YA3S N 

ZREL N 

ZA3S N 

SETVEL N 

SETVC N 

SETPR N 

HAND N 

Moves N steps in the y direction 

Moves to the y coordinate position N, 

Moves  N steps  in the 
negative) . 

z direction {'1    may  be 

Moves to the z coordinate position M. 

where N is a nunber between 0 and 1 , and is used 
as a scale factor for velocity (feed) wnen moving 
in the X.Y.Z, or W direction. 

this set the hand pressure control power source. 

0 for current 

1 for voltage 

It should be set to 0 with the hand attached. 

where N is between 0 and 1777. A number greater 
than 1777 is loaded as 1777 and any number leso 
than 0 is loaded as 0. This controls the D/A 
controlled power supply to either current 
magnUude of 0-5 amps, or voltage magnitude oi 
0-15 volts. 

if N equals 1 the hand opens 

N equals -1 the hand closes 

N equals 0 no power will be delivered to the 

hand. 
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SETHS N 

SETAP N 

where N is between 0 and 255. This sets the speed 
for the high speed motor controller between 0 and 
25,000 RPM with 100 RPM increments. 

where N is between 0 and 255- This set the air 
pressure for the air vise to between 0 and 60 PSI. 

HIGHS N 
a 0 turns off the high speed motor, a 1 turns on 
the motor. This is interlocked with engaging the 
low speed motor by hardware. 

L0WSP N 
a 0 disengages the low speed motor, a 1 engages 
the low speed motor. This is interlocked with the 
high speed motor in hardware. 

AIR N 
a 0 turns off the pneumatic clamp, and a 1 turns 
it on. 

QUICK N 
a 0 disengages the quick change, and a 1 engages 
the quick change. 
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APPENDIX A 

bit meaning notes 

DATO bits 

0-2 
3-6 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
21-29 

bit field for Priority Interrupt Channel 
bit field for AC solenoid control 
0000 not used 

quick change on 
quick change off 
not used 
not used 
high speed motor on 
high speed motor off 

0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 low speed motor engaged 
1000 low speed motor disengaged 
1001 air pressure off 
1010 air pressure on 
1011 not usea 
1 100 not used 
1101 not used 
I 110 not used 
1111 set all functions off 

2 bit field to determine which register 
is loaded with bits 21-29 

00 not used 
01 set air pressure 
10 set high speed motor register 
II clear all above register 

load hand pressure register flag 
set slow wrist if wrist busy 
start timer 
move -z 
move -y 
turn off 
open jaw 
move -w if 
move -x 
8 bit data field for 

hand solenoid 

not slow wrist 

J 
j 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

air pressure register 
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high speed motor register 
hand pressure register 

depending on bits 7,8 or 9 
30 move + z 
31 move +y 
32 turn on hand solenoid 
33 close  jaw 
34 move  +w if  not  slow wrist 
35 move +x 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

CONO control bits 

18-26 

27 
28 
29 
30 

31 
32 

33-35 

load "page register" 
(these bits specify the upper 9 bits 
of the address to which interrupts will 
vector) 
clear "change interrupt" 
clear "slow wrist and wrist busy 
clear "time interrupt" 
clear "time enable" 
(enable timer interrupts) 
set "time enable" 
set "time interrupt" if "time enable 
and timer not running 
load PI channel 

s 
s 
s 
c 

CONO bits 

0 slow wrist flip flop 
1 jaw open 
2 finger 1 touching 
3 finger 2 touching 
4 not used 
5 jaw closed 
6 hand down (soft) 
7 hand down (hard) 
8 extra switch 
9 hand code 
10 -z limit switch 
11 -y limit switch 
12 hand locked 
15 hand energized 
16 wrist home 
17 -x limit switch 

a 
b 
b 
b 

b 
c 
d 
d 
e 
d 
d 
e 
e 
e 
d 
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27 change interrupt 
28 wrist busy 
29 time interrupt 
30 +z limit switch 
31 +y limit switch 
35 +x limit switch 

notes: 
a: set by DATAO bit 10, if wrist busy 

"change interrupt" is also set 
b: the first jaw switch "on" sets interrupt 
c: this switch sets "interrupt" when it changes state 
d: this group of seven switches sets "interrupt" 

when the first switch turns "on" 
e: no interrupt 
i: occurs during interrupt sequence 
j: occurs during C0N0 CLR or DATAO CLR time 
s: occurs during C0N0 SET or DATAO SET time 
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MECHANICAL DESIGN AND COMPUTER CONFIGURATION. IN THE 

COMPUTER-AIDED MANIPULATOR CONTROL PROBLEM 

By Philippe Coiffet1, Jean Vertut2, and Etienne Dombre3 

SUMMARY 

Use of a computer-aided manipulator for performing a given task implies 
that the computer keeps in memory a mathematical model of the manipulator in 
order to periodically generate control signals.  Interesting dynamical per- 
formances may be obtained if the computer works very rapidly or the model is 

simple enough. 

The algorithms necessary for control of an articulated system depend on 
the complexity of its dynamic equations. A study of the French AEC-MA23 
manipulator considers the effects of changes in the mechanical design on this 

relationship. 

For a given control algorithm, methods which allow one to propose com- 
puter configurations able to generate this algorithm are also presented. 
Time minimisation, memory size and eventual cost are taken into account. 

These previous elements are of most interest in the design of new 
manipulators since they would lead to a suboptimal control system from the 
standpoint of performance-cost relationship. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the design of robots which are not provided with refined algorithms 
of an artificial intelligence type, manual control is necessary since man 
has to interact with them at different levels. However, the purpose is to 
decrease the psychological and muscular cost to the human operator who is 
required until the robot can be driven without the help of man. 

Since the end of World War II, the evolution of manipulators corrobo- 
rates this previous trend: since Goertz' sophisticated mechanical grasping 
device, manipulators are now provided with electrical servo-systems and are 
coupled with computers. The physical duty of the operator has then been 
removed and now becomes more psychological. 

lLaboratoire d'Automatique de Montpellier, USTL, Place E. Bataillon, 
34060 Montpellier, Cedex, France. 

2Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, France. 
3Labcratoire d'Auto^i^.e de Montpellier, France. Currently at Rancho 
Los Ämigos Hospital, Downey, California. 
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However, these improvements have been done in an empirical manner  and 
it appears that a general theory of robot synthesis, manipulators especially, 
is still lacking. 

Our purpose in what follows is to make propositions regarding some 
aspects of the synthesis of manipulators, mainly to point out the linkages 
between the mechanical structures and different methods of control, as well 
as a means to define these controls according to a cost-performance 
criterion. A French manipulator, the MA-23, designed by the CEA-Saclay, will 
be put forward as an example when required. 

DIFFICULTIES OF THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM 

A manipulator is no more than a kind of sophisticated tool. Therefore, 
it is an interface between man and tasks to be performed.  In order to sup- 
port man, this interface has to be provided with helpful characteristics 
such as: 

- versatility; i.e., the ability to perform various tasks 

- adaptability; i.e., the ability to execute a given task despite 
environmental modifications 

The major problem encountered in the synthesis of a manipulator is the 
definition of an interface when the two systems to be coupled are not fully 
defined (systems which are evolutionary and interactive with the interface). 

Fcr this reason the synthesis is generally done taking into account 
specifications required by the customer (or by the builder who has made a 
survey of some specific application). There are three steps: 

a) Generation of a mechanical structure which will execute the 
specified tasks 

b) Setting up of control algorithms. There are two classes: 

(1) Elementary task type algorithms; i.e., those which 
link the control variables to the variations of the 
manipulator variables (degrees of freedom, applied 
forces, etc.) 

(2) Algorithms of strategy; i.e., the arrangement of the 
elementary task sequence according to a goal and/or 
to a determined criterion. 
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c) Implementation of the control methods which makes the execution 
of those algorithms possible. 

The result, that is to say, the final realization is intended to satisfy 
several requirements such as: 

- the actual execution of the desired tasks under the desired condi- 

tions. 

- the minimization of the cost of realization in order that the 
manipulator can be actually used. 

This cost-performance criterion is present in all the steps of the synthesis 
as well as in all their interconnections. 

INFLUENCE OF THE MECHANICAL STRUCTURE ON THE 
CONTROL COST IN ELEMENTARY TASK TYPE ALGORITHMS 

The specifications give the necessary conditions but usually, they are 
not sufficient to provide a unique mechanical structure.  Indeed, the pre- 
dicted tasks have to be executed, but they must be executed under certain 
constraints and the simplification of the control algorithms must be facili- 
tated.  (As a matter of fact, the simplification is connected with the cost 
of the implementation and, therefore, with the cost of the manipulator.) 

The MA-23 will help us to show the connection between structure and 
complexity of the algorithms. The MA-23 (references 1 and 2) is the most 
rece-* of a series of telemanipulators which have been designed by the 
"Cent/s d'Etudes Nucleaires" in Saclay (France). Manipulation of radio- 
active elements and operations in hot environments were the first goal. The 
MA-23 possesses 6 degrees of freedom (6.) shown in figure 1, plus the closing 
up of the terminal device.  It is activated by electrical torque-motors 
secured on the fixed frame of the manipulator (fig. 2). The transmissions 
and reductions are performed by cable systems and metallic tape systems. 
Gears are used only for the wrist. The benefit of metallic tapes with 
respect to gear transmission systems is to reduce markedly static friction 
and backlash. Moving counterweights enables one to obtain a neutral 
equilibrium whatever the configuration of the unloaded manipulator. Three 
patterns of load are available, 60, 100 and 250 Newtons respectively. 
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Kinematic Model and Position Control Coupling 

The kinematic modeling consists in relating the generalized variables 
0-  (or degrees of freedom of the manipulator) to the coordinates of the 
different lever extremities, especially the coordinates of the terminal 
device X-.  These coordinates are located in a fixed tridimensional refer- 
ence system, related to the manipulator holding frame. Therefore, the motor 
control voltage is related to the previous coordinates. This can be des- 

cribed as below: 

Motor 
Voltages 

A fe Motor 
Rotations 

B » 
Values of 

0i 
"IT* Values of the terminal 

device coordinates  F 

r-i 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

The system can be position-controlled if the terminal device coordi- 
nates can be predicted from the command  6^ and vice versa (since generally, 
the displacements are fixed and the corresponding command is generated). 

Therefore, the complexity of the control depends on: 

a) The complexity of A, B and C 

b) The fact that it may happen that A, B and C are 
not reversible. 

The connections A and B concern the means of control to implement in 
order to enable the transformation C and C"1. Those are nothing more than 
the kinematic model of the manipulator, which by the way, has to be simpli- 

fied in an important manner. 

The complexity of the kinematic control is due to many characteristics 

such as: 

a) The number of degrees of freedom (however, the minimal number 
depends on the type of tasks to be performed.) 

b) The geometrical complexity of the manipulator which affects 
the nature of the transformation formulas between the fixed 
reference system and the generalized variables. 

c) The minimal number of variables which have to be known about 
the terminal device in order to elicit clearly the actual 
values of the generalized variables. This is the problem of 
the manipulator realizability. 
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17;\^VIZT^T,^J:^\M. a «-»1 device coordinate 

svstem. 

£\„o«n, or'iYtne'cooroinates ofVand the ter.inal device orientation are 

known. 

,„ other ^. <:->—ä^C^S" 5'srs.ss 

Kinematic Model and Rate Control Coupling 

A^   for rate control consists of relating the generalised 
.„^."^»SSl.S'ÄTx.. the terminal device rather than to 

its coordinates (X) 

The ne\ 
•■ connection is established from C by appropriate derivation, 

betöre. the^sten« of £,^Ä -^"SAl" 

*\UZJ^Z$%* «^ os.tiTcontrol bat L prob.et, beco.es 
^«"„3 coSerWthe existence of sjngularmes. 

X singular point corresponds ^-jr'cSS.^KTSSrf^S/" 
impossible to get a ,» « ^"ese s „gilarities occur in configurations 

25 tbfSioiirrt'b/c.'s^nÜrLdr^d.8 before, the cost 

increases. 

For 
the MA-23, the »ai„ singularities tapper■ »hen a lever axij* (for 

instance, the axis Z, of the terf.na dev CO n frs^l) J» ^^ .„ 

remain significant. 
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Dynamic Model and Dynamic Control Coupling 

The equations describing the manipulator dynamics have to account for 
•  J an3 »Seleration of each generalized variable. They are then 
generally very "opiated. For the MA-23, the set of equations can be 

written as follows: 

(11 £, U(i.jre, + c(i,j) e2+S 
= l j 

j+1B(i.j.k)e. } = G(i) + r. 

TTAM n  Bfi i k) and C(i,j) coefficients are, for the most part, The A(i,;>), BLi.j.Kj diiu K  >J> f h inertias and the masses 
functions of the gene»li*ed variables ^^^  explicitly dependent 

°f thHriPThaeTerms Q(i represen7the torques due to gravity and are upon time. ™e terms_ JJiJ  P of the s    . The  terTllS 

rfenCta°rrthef motor^r^; which act about the different degrees of freedom. 

Looking for a command consists in searching the TQ  to be applied in 
A      rllrlhe  manipulator be driven with the required characteristics and 

fonwfg equations^! .   Any control algorithm refers to equations (1) 
which are then to be simplified to a great extent. 

Tn the case of the MA-23, provided with 4 levers and 6 degrees of 
In the case or i closing of the terminal device) there are 

162 terms. Most of them need several lines of writing. 

To decrease the cost of the control, the expression of \  has to be 
simplified  Se solution is to void or make negligible as many terms or 
A, B or C as possible. 

Three possibilities are available: 

a) The general theorems of the theory of mechanics with which it 
mav be written for instance: 

A(i,j) = ACJ.i) 

CCi.i) ■ 0 etc 

as for instance the cutting out 
b) 3" ^Si"=sp£C"Xr a„gles, the paraUeHs. be»ee„ 

certain axis of rotation, etc. . . 
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^ The maximal rates admissible, which leads one to neglect some 
3 centTfigal force terms or Corriolis' force terms. This point can 

only be verified by simulation. 

Table ■>  gives the number of coefficients which can be neglected by 
^„unifications specific to the MA-23 (reference 1). Those simplifications 

Pi.n^ if the maximal rate of the terminal device and the maximal ioad 
Snnoet dg°onbeyondh; m!/s and SON respectively. Equations (1) are written as: 

f 6 
Z . A(i,j) 9 = Q(i) + i9 
j=l      J i 

= 1.6 

(The A(i,j) coefficients represent a symmetrical matrix with 6 zeros. There 

are only 15 different terms left.) 

Therefore the connection between control cost and mechanical structure 
w hlen established. However, it must be noticed that in order to define a 

through without any mistake. 

This is the reason why a computer program has been prepared (reference 
-l Jin, ihePLl language.  From heuristic data on a tree-like network, 
äch as number of levers! nu,ber of degrees of freedom, relation order, et.., 

the program yields literally: 

* the different coordinate transformation matrices 

* the coordinates of each lever end point in a fixed 
reference system 

* the gravity torques 

* the dynamic coefficients A(i,j), B(i,j,k) and C(i,j) 

To date this program is restricted to systems with only rotational 
A        T° S f' «to« fthe extension to cranslational motions is in progress). degrees of freedom the ««ens ^^ corresponding 

11  theedN1A 23^ t „C™UuSr rofram, making use of the standarc1 Runge- 
Kutta method, simulates the manipulator behavior from the results of the 

first program. 

These results form an interesting and efficient tool for the determi- 
nation of a structure which decreases tue control cost. 
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INFLUr'CE OF THE MECHANICAL STRUCTURE ON THE 
CONTROL COST IN THE STRATEGY TYPE ALGORITHMS 

Since the stratecv tvpe aleorithms use a sequence of elementary task 
tvpe aleorithms according to a eiven criterion of execution (reference 4). 
it can be said that the connection between mechanical structure and strategy 
tvpe aleorithms is relatively flexible. The connection operates onlv if the 
transducers which are necessary to the criterion elaboration introduce a 
modification of the structure bv means of tfnir physical presence. For 
instance, if visual information is desired, the TV camera which could be put 
on a lieht lever of the manipulator would modify the masses and inertias in 
an important manner.  Likewise, chances in the shape of the terminal device 
would be necessary if a sonar was supposed to be set UP. 

Usually, mechanical structure and algorithm are supposed to be 
completely unrelated. With this hypothesis, researchers have been able to 
propose complex artificial intelligence tvpe aleorithms but they are not 
concerned with the mechanical structure to be controlled. Likewise, the 
computer which is supposed to eenerate the aleorithms is seldom specified. 
This, then, is another problem from the standpoint of cost-performance 

criterion. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A CONTROL ALGORITHM 

So far. we have discussed the specifications required for a mechanical 
structure to minimize the complexity of the elementary task tvpe algorithm 
in order to decrease the svstem cost (references 5 and 6). Those algorithms 
being established, as well as the strategy type algorithms, we are now con- 
cerned with the implementation in order that their efficiency and their cost 

be oj.' mized. 

Practically this means that the motions of the manipulators must be fast 
enough (usually with a rate near that the man uses to carry over a load) but 
that the "computer" and the manipulator must cost about the same. 

The hypotheses of references 7, 8 and 9 are recalled below: 

a) The algorithm is assumed to be given with a fixed 
mathematical formulation 

b) The mathematical methods used in the processing (for instance, 
to get the inverse matrix) are given 
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c) The computer structure is given as well. It is, at the present 
time, a multiprocessor structure with unique memory (figure 3) 

Slrhls "SHs SSSd'S «S expected performs of the „„ip.Iator,. 

SKirSof Se So Äert'lo.putatio« ti»es an. ,»ory sizes a« 
associated with nodes (figure 4). 

The application of the "critical path method" (references 10, 11, 12 
< ,-wo   state transition graph gives the minimal time of execution and lj>) to ^e state "ansiti  g ^ Q£    essors and mern0ry 

f°-ef are allo ateJ tolt   n this way, it is possible to determine an 
u per UmU forIhese resources. The purpose is to minimize the resources 

accounting for the time constraint. 

Two algorithms have been studied, with which it is possible to minimize 
the memory size when the number of processors is given. 

- The first one is of an heuristic type and the distance between 
its solution and the optimum is unknown. 

The second one gives the optimum but all the possible configu- 
rations of the task have to be specified. 

-   • « ^f^ne'Sa^r^lfderÄa^e^nction 

;P
rrg«sC,irev°aLaüofeanPd°i:pareatL„ procedure (PSrP)   (reference 14). 

«.», i« nirrentlv in progress in order to extend the hypothesis. 

iSÄ S.*S: access'So^s. s»ch as dis.s, is rmM. 

Current., in progress „ -II    i. ^.^«'S I^TT-IO^ 

by a disk unit.) 
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CONCLUSION 

The present robots or manipulators used in industry are all controlled 
in a kinematic mode and without adaptive characteristics (in other words, 
without closed loop strategy type of algorithms). It might be thought that 
the implementation of control algorithms in the dynamic mode and of adaptive 
algorithms costs too much if the efficiency of open loop controlled robots 
is considered. However, the robots are supposed to perform tasks which are 
mainly those bringing out the versatility and the adaptability of the human 
operator (assembly tasks, transfers of load, etc. . .). 

The research presented in this paper is a contribution to the synthesis 
of modern manipulators. The criteria of realistic cost and of performance 

of the system are emphasized. 
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Ranges of motion and lengths of the different 
levers for the MA-23 (see Figure 1) 

OA = 320 mm 

AB = 400 mm 

BD = 650 mm 

60° < Q   < + 60° 

70° < e2<-;-57° 

135°< 93<- 30° 

179°<  9   <   179° 4 

81°< 95< •:■ 57° 

180°< 96 <    180° 

BCD = 128° 

Table 1 
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Table of simplifications to calculate the dynamic 
coefficients of the MA-23 type of manipulator 

Dynamic 

Decrease in the number to be 
evaluated 

Number of 
Coefficients 
Remaining hp evaluated nue to                     Number Coeincients 

General Theorems 
nf t-hf» Theorv of    n(n- I)    = 15 
Mechanics                      2 

21 

n2= 36 
Mechanical 
Design                                             ° 15 

Maximal Rates 
Admissible                                    ° 15 

B... 
tJk 

n2(n-U 
2 

General Theorems 
of the Theory of    n(n- 1) _ 15 
Mechanics                    2 

75 

Mechanical              Disjunction 
Design                        of 6^ = 35 

Parallel 
Axis =11 

40 

29 

Minimal Rates 
Admissible               29 0 

C n2 = 36 

General Theorems 
of the Theory of    n = 6 
Mechanics 

30 

Mechanical 
Design                         15 15 

Maximal Rates 
Admissible                15 0 

Total n3
+ 3n2 

147 

  — 

15 

__  

2 

= 162 

Table 2 
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Captions 

Figure I:   Skeletal of the MA-23 

6   and 6   are aero when O.A. B.C and Dare in the OYZ plane 

9   is zero when the terminal device is in an orthogonal plane 
6 with respect to OYZ 

Figure 2:  A view of the MA-23 

(1) Motors 
(2) Servo - Systems 
(3) Cable Reducers 
(4^ Counterweights 

Figure 3:   General architecture of the computer 

MC = central memory 
p.    = processors 

Figure 4:   Example of graph associated to the calculation of .wo 
commands Vj and V2 

V =ysinSJ + sinS2 

V =    cosS.+ycosS^ 

A computation time and a memory size are associated to 
each mode 
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Figure 1 
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A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF MANUAL CONTROL TASKS 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPACE SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM* 

Lloyd D. Reid 

University of Toronto 
Institute for Aerospace Studies 

SUMMARY 

A major hardware component in the Space Shuttle cargo handling system 
is a large (50' long) remote manipulator arm. This arm is employed in the 
zerc-g space environment to load and 'onload cargo while in orbit. Due to 
weight restrictions this arm must be of light construction and consequently 
care must be taken to ensure that flexibility induced problems do not arise 
while it is under the control of human operators. 

The puipose of the present project was to perform a preliminary inves- 
tigation of the ability of human operators to control the arm. In particular 
attention was focused on the human's ability to damp out structural oscilla- 
tions of the system. This was achieved by implementing the system equations 
of motion on an analog computer and employing a pictorial display on a CRT 
driven by a digital computer. The simulation was based on a single-degree- 
of-freedom model. 

3oth arm stiffness and display update were varied in order to assess 
their impact on system performance. Phase plane plots and tracking preci- 
sicn measures were obtained as part of the study. It was found that the 
system was best controlled by a form of open loop response and that the 
structural oscillations could be successfully damped out. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the present time a group of Canadian firms is developing a Remote 
Manipulator System (RMS) for the space shuttle. This arm will be used to 
move payloads into and out of the cargo hold. It is approximately 15.2m 
(50 ft.) in length with a should-■■ joint, elbow joint, wrist joint, and 
end effector. One mode of operation involves three axes rate control by 
a human operator while viewing the arm either directly out a window or on s 
closed-circuit TV monitor. 

In order to minimize the system weight design trade-offs must be made 
against arm rigidity. This in turn can lead to significant structural 

*Work awarded to SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd. by the National Research Cour 
cil of Canada, contract file 31053-5-385- 
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.„   ■ • „vw 4.vP qVst^n is operated.    The present study was intended to 

tions_ir ;.e a..   ...en a ^ influence cf computer induced tire 
seconaary acai -as ^ ~ — tQ a3sess   :heir inpcrtan=e in future 
delays ana display upaabä —0ö 

Rl-S simulations, 

OVERALL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

reeaom The task to be simulated was a simplified single-iegree-of-^ 
, +-„a v0--   Mqk (<==><» Fig- 1).    Cur laooratcry .--as prodded .-...t.. -..- 

Te^^;uW ^tlon It the start of the project.    These described 
appropriate eutn.o                              operator's  task was to damp out ver- 

ticaÄci?i«i -  (re^velo the space shuttle bciya.es)  =f a 29,020 kg 
(32 ton) payload at the end of a i?.2m (50 it.)   lle.^e «,  

Working in fron the payload,  the simulated system consists of: 

T^e   o 2n (50 ft.)  arm, described by its first mode of oscillation (the 
cartll-v- -cde).    Arm stiffness values employe! rangea r.rom 0.57 to 
if 7 ~ detection ter liewton force applied at the tip.    structural 
damping ratios employed ranged from l-.S to 2.U-,.-. 

The shoulder joint servo generates a relative angle 7 between the root 
ofVe £n ard the space shuttle horizontal body axis.    This servo 
°JJ^ ?f^ limited and toraue limited such that the nominal maximum 
^Ti- vertical  speed is  less than 7.o cm/s  (neglecting structural 
oscVStLns)  and the nominal maximum tip force tha* car. he applied to 
a rayload by the shoulder joint servo system is  ic9 -• 

m    Th- ^rac» settle was free to roll and translate in the transverse _bcdy 
axeY^ane.    An automatic  roll    ttitude control system was  emplovea   .. 
rtle^Z to maintain 9  = 0  referenced to an inertial frame,    ims 
involved a rather limited pulsing rocket thruster. 

VISUAL DISPLAY 

(1) 

(2) 

The visual iispla- employed was a mini-computer generated g^ion 

of a closed circuit ^aSTt«^*" g?C£   h      ^le^ask^tuÄ 

Se°f c°os^upeScär: S'«cld    aTeiloyed.    The inverted V is a 
screen flxea reference mark (see Fig.  3).    The display is genera ea by a 
hSspeed digital-to-analog converter and is oasea on a «o x 25c dot matrix 
presentation on a 20 x 28 cm screen. 
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HARDWARE 

The sv^tem equations of motion «ere progressed on a TR-U8 analog 
I tie syctem a^<=. crpnp^ated bv ar KP 2100 nini-comruter.    The 

TASK DETAILS 

Tn the -resent study the payload was assumed to be alreaay a tacnea t. 
the ena S tS arm with the arm flexed and at rest     The task oegms wxtn 
Se release of the system from these initial conditions. 

The TKiaary recording device employed was an X-Y plotter.    This was 
, iTl^TZtl **»s» plane plots of payload vertical speea vs.  cayloaa used to generate rr._s>- *-—»- ±-^ *- " , . ,_. ie-cicts tve 

vertical position (positive upwards)  (see Fig. 4).    itis t-6u-     ie.ic.s  «..e 
;,W e r>a"s= Plane riots when no human control is pi     -n".    Iu is nature of ^e p^   pi        - ke & second orde,. systea aespite 

Stheenrre; nS o? n*oS n ariSes.    In this plot the time in seconds following 
system rele^e is indicated by the flagged numbers located at tne horizontal 

axis crossings. 

The ov-rall system period and damping ratio as measured from phase 
.lane rIoStave Sen used to identify the various cases in Fig.  5.    --our 
££*4rt *45^s have been studied and two different display upaate rates 
emrloyea    "The subjects were selected from a group of C volunteers on tne 
Sis of good performance on the present task.    A total of 2,2 final - o..s 

were analyzed. 

As car be seen in Fig. 5,  the system's period of oscillation was quite 
lone 4^ damoin* modest.    As a result it was founc. tnat ,n oraer ^r_,..e 
sublets to"daV out the oscillation an intermittent form of control activi., 
was roquirei™ttemDts at continuous closed-loop control on the part of  ...e 
subjects almost always led to an instability. 

Figure 6 can be used to illustrate the problem.    Here all the_ elastic 
I-       „-r +V,P »mare concentrated in a srring at its root,    wne num^ 

SSSS'IalaSLo^TcnSS the angle y through the integrated effects of 
his rate command inputs.    Structural damping is absent. 

In order to damp out the structural oscillation of this system the 
or^SSxied inthe elastic deflection of the spring and the motion of 

?he SvloiT^st £ SSsSated.    When the system is released from position 
m 5r£ Sergy is contained in the spring.    By the time the payloaa 
iaLettScuSZ = 0 (provided that y still is zero) all the energy resio.es 
£ Se S°Sc energy of the payload.    Attempting to oppose this motion is 
not verf^ective Scause this tends to simply shift; the energy of the 
oscillation from Kinetic energy to strain energy ox   u:e s^ar«.    --e ^1-a. 
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'.•7ay to dissipate the energy is to rapidly release the spring by appropriate 
control over 7 at some point where 2=0. 

In addition, since we wish -co bring the payload to rest at Z = 0 the 
net change in 7 during these operations rrust also be zero. A possible 
seauence to achieve this is to release half the strain energy at (l) by 
commanding down 7 and half at (2) by commanding up 7. Ilote that in order to 
release strain energy from the spring up control is applied when the deflec- 

tion is upwardj etc. 

This approach can be applied to the present system. Typical results 
are shown in the plot of the elastic deflection of the arm tip in Fig. 7. 
The upper trace shows the response following the release from an initial 
downward deflection when no control is applied. The middle trace shows the 
effect of up command when the deflection is still downward. The bottom 
trace shews"the influence of applying up command at the upward deflection 
peak in the cycle. 

KLÜ-1AII OPERATOR CCITTROI 

The actual control technique adopted by the subjects was similar to 
that outlined above. They were instructed to damp o1.."-. the structural 
oscillation which resulted when the arm plus payload was released from an 
initial deflection and to bring the payload to rest at the centre of the 
display (marked by the inverted V symbol). The latter corresponds to 7 = 0. 
The'task was allowed to run for 2 min. 

Figure 3 illustrates the control activity of our best subject. He 
employed strain energy relieving commands at the peak deflections and 
generally followed an up command by a down in order to maintain 7 near zero. 
The latter technique was necessary because the simulated system gives the 
operator no indication of the arm root angle 7. Thus with z.  rate command 
system he must keep track of the integrated effect of his inputs to the 
system in order to bring the payload to rest at 7  = 0. 

Figure 9 illustrates an actual phase plane plot for the system under 
human control. It was found that quite effective control could be exercised 
over the system after a reasonable period of training (8 hrs). The rectan- 
gle drawn around the origin represents an artificial target zone used to 
assess the time taken to achieve effective control over the system. Its 
dimensions are Z = ± lb  cm and Z = ± 1 cm per sec. The time taken to enter 
this zone of the phase plane was termed "time to capture".  (iTote that the 
display resolution represents 6 cm full scale with the present configuration) 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASURSEinS 

Performance was judged by the residuax energy in tr.e structural oscilla- 
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Hm at the end of 2 min. of human control and by the final value of 7 (see 
Sg    10)      TS residual energy «as indicated by the peak-to-peak ampli ude 
of the structural oscillation and the final value of 7 *y  M  steady state. 
Se time to capture .as also recorded.    Only the detailed results for the 
runs performed by the group of k subjects are presented here. 

An analvsis of variance performed on the data indicated that subject 
and sSfSSs effects were significant at the % level while update interval 
effects were not.    This applied to all three sets of data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based on the results for the systems with 
periods of oscillation of 27 and 51 sec. 

m Flexibility is more important than display update rate in determining 
K        system performance. Stiffer arms result in better performance. 

(2) Update rates (along with system time delays) of up to 2 sec. have n, 
significant influence on the performance measures employed in this 

study. 

(3) Performance in some cases approached the resolution limit of the display. 

(k)    The tasks performed were quite complex in nature and the individual 
subjects showed significant interaction effects with flexibility. 

(5) An indication to the human operator of shoulder joint position would 
probably have simplified the tasks considerably. 

The results for the systems with periods of oscillation c£  11 and 22 
sec wer- too limited to all™ the formation zt  firm conclusions. However, 
it app-a^ed that the stiffer arm was marginally better and that increased 
display update intervals tended to cause poorer performance. 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 9 
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MODELING A MANIPULATION TASK OF VARIABLE DIFFICULTY 

John W.  Hill 
Stephen J. Matthews 

Stanford Research Institute 

SUMMARY 

In this paper we describe a manipulation experiment of variable diffi- 

cult* catoied out with an Ames .manipulator, Rancho manipulator, and ^.un- 

encumbered human hand. The difficulty of the task is changed not by varying 

the precision in the usual manner but by varying the number of degrees of 

freedom (or constraints) of a fitting operation. The goal of this work .. 

to model human performance with real-world tasks. 

The preliminary model developed to describe the experimental results re- 

tires that the tasks be broken down into consecutive phases or therbligs 

similar to the units used in industrial time and motion analyses. This model 

has several advantages over the information-theory model (Fitts law) pro- 

posed in reference 1. For example, the index of difficulty for nonprec^se 

tasks is zero.  In Fitts1 approach, the index of difficulty for such tasks 

remains large, and his original model cannot be easily extended to predict 

the manipulator results from the hand results as can the consecutive-pnases 

model  We also develop an explanation for the failure of Fitts law m high- 

precision tasks where the task ti« increases abruptly as the precision ex- 

ceeds a certain limit. 

' INTRODUCTION 

Previous experiments have examined manipulation tasks such as placing a 

neR in a hole where the difficulty was controlled by the precision of fit 

(references 1 through 6).  In this study, we describe a manipulation task 

where the difficulty is controlled by varying the degrees of freedom; the 

translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the task are constrained 

one by one, and the real-time trajectories are recorded and analyzed. The 

constraints will be measured as degrees of constraint (DOC) after the system 

introduced in reference 7. As the number of degrees of freedom are reduced 

the DOCs increase from 0 to 6. This approach allows us to extend the results 

of the previous laboratory studies to real-world tasks which seldom fit the 
oositioning and peg-in-hole tasks often used. 
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Fitts has shown that the completion time for a number of different tasks 

is proportional to the task difficulty expressed in bits, 

movement time = a + b (index of difficulty). (!"> 

Th1- relation is cormnonly referred to as litt.' law. Neither intercept anor 

slope b are the same, however, for a complex task, such as placing a peg in a 

hole, or for a simple task, such as touching the inside of a rectangular bar 

with a pencil point. These constants also change by a large amount (10 to 1) 

with different manipulators. 
**-.. -"*       *.-'■■' '   " 

The usefulness of Fitts' law in describing actual manipulation data is 

limited to a moderate range of difficulties, between 5 and 10 bits. When 

difficulties are less than 5 bits, time is r-quired for the trajectory and 

does not go to 0 with zero difficulty. An offset, proposed in reference 3, 

as Ls that the subject is aiming for the far side of the target rather than 

at the center  Another failure is with very precise tasks having difficul- 

ties greater than 10 bit*; here, time increases disproportionately as the 

difficulty is increased. After a point, such tasks take so long that they 

effectively cannot be dene. 

•notlier problem with Fitts' law is in calculating the index of difficulty 

(L,) of the task. For example, consider Task A in figure 1. The difficulty 

in touching the inside of a rectangle of height H and width W, from distance 

d, with a pointed tool is (reference 1) 

2d\ (2) 

Id = l0S2 ^ 

The question is to determine how the difficulty changes as the height of the 
rectangle is decreased (Task B in figure 1). If movements on the two axes 
are independent, the difficulties could be summed on the two axes.  In Task B, 

this leads to the solution, 

Id -10.2 1? —*m - 

The 0   in the  numerator of  the  second  term is the distance on the vertical 
 „Bon-ni* ^o d  on the horison^l   »»<.« of t-h*  rank.    The  second, term axis ccrre3pon^-uö  —- ^ 
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H --+- 
TASK A 

%. •».- 

TASK B 

SA-4055-17 

FIGURE 1  TWO SIMPLIFIED TASKS 

evaluates to minus infinity, and it is impossible to assign a physical mean- 

ing to this result. 

This example is just a simple case showing the diffLculties that arise 

„hen we try to apply Fitts' approach to fitting real objects together  If 

the tool in the above'example were not a point but a rectangular bar (rigure 

2^  the task would be even more difficult to quantize. To enter the hole, 

not only must the tolerances on the x- and y-axes be within the tolerances 

(W-w^ arid" (H-h), but the rotational orientation around the *-axis must be 

within certain limits. These limits are described by the three-dimensional 

volume illustrated in figure 3. Outside these limits, the block will not 

enter. 

Furthermore, 

two additional angles (9X and 9y 

if the block is to descend into the hole, tolerances on the 
defined in figure 2) must also be within 

certain limits.  If"he receptacle or the manipulator have adequate compli- 

ance the object need only be inserted into the hole; the full insertion 

will be no more difficult than the entry. If, however, the receptacle and 

manipulator are rigid, the 9V 
of the insertion task. 

and Sv tolerances will increase the difficulty 
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SA-4055-19 

FIGURE 3      ENTRANCE VOLUME 

The parallelopiped describes  the coordinates of  the .base of a 
rectangular block  permitting entrance into a rectangular hole. 
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'  We know intuitively that, even when the tolerances are the same, insert- 

ing a bar into a hole will be more difficult than inserting a pencil point, 

but it is not easy to extend the formulation used in reference 1 to such a 

realistic case. In figure 2, only motion along the x-axis contributes a fin- 

ite difficulty; alignments on the other four axes require no motion and all 

evaluate to minus infinity. We could begin immediately to speculate about 

different means for measuring the difficulty of such real-life tasks; however, 

we have decided to conduct a practical experiment to obtain a data base to 

test such hypotheses. The experiment requires the fitting of a tool into a 

receptacle where the DOCs of the task are increased one by one. 

MULTIPLE DEGREES OF CONSTRAINT EXPERIMENT 

<  *■   • •   rv -v ^ • 

Our experiment was performed with a multiple-DOC task board.  The task 

consisted of moving a previously grasped tool to a given receptacle and in- 

serting it into the receptacle. Tool trajectories were recorded on magnetic 
Capes as a function of time, using the minicomputer-based data-acquisition 

system described in reference 8. The variables of interest were generated by 

off-line computer analysis of these data tapes. 

Apparatus 

The multiple-DOC task board is shown in figure 4.  Initially, a tool was 

held over the liftoff switch so that the switch was depressed until the ex- 

perir2nter signaled "go." The tool was then moved to the specified recepta- 
cle on the left portion of the task board and was inserted. The matching of 

receptacles and tools for the six tasks is illustrated in figure 5.  In the 

0-DOC and 1-DOC tasks, a microswitch signaled the completion of the task by 

lighting a lamp.  In the other tasks, a linear potentiometer measured prog- 

ress into the hole and triggered the lamp after a certain distance (38.1 mm) 

was reached. 

Based on the dimensions of the tools and receptacles, the tolerances for 

each of the six placement tasks (0-DOC to 5-DOC) are listed in table 1. Tol- 

erances are the total translational or rotational motion on each axis, as 

indicated by the dimension (W-w) in figure 2 or twice the critical distances 

in figure 3.  In table 1,   the total distances moved are those traversed by 
the end point of the manipulator, not the end point of the tool. When the 

Rancho arm was used, the initial angles ©xi and Qzi  in figure 4) were -20° and 
0% respectively; for the Ames arm, they were 10° and -30°. These angles 

we're chosen for convenience in holding the tools over the liftoff switch. 
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SA-4055-23 

FIGURE 5      FITTING TOOLS INTO SPECIAL HOLE 

Arrows indicate free angular alignments. 
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Table 1 

TOLERANCES OF THE MULTIPLE 

DEGREES OF CONSTRAINT TASK BOARD 

Task 

0-DOC 

1-DOC 

2-DOC 

3-DOC 

4-DlC 
5-DOC 

(mm) 

71.4 
76.2 

3.2 

2.4 

2.4 

3.2 

AY 

(mm) 

76.2 

3.2 

3.2 

3.2 

3.2 

3.2 

(deg"ees) 

180 

76 

42 

42 

41' 

18 

A9y 
(degrees) 

180 

150 

47 

47 

18 

20 

(degrees) 

360 

360 

360 
3.0 

3.0 

Table 2 

BASIC DISTANCES AND ANGLES MOVED IN THE DOC TASKS 

(distances in mm; angles in degrees) 

 [ I Straisht-Line e. 
Task V Y -7 

Distance 'X - y ^z 

0-DOC 

1-DOC 

2-DOC 

322 

319 

319 

48 
-10 

-59 

-373 

-373 

-373 

495 
490 

494 

0 

0 

0 

90 

90 
90 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

3-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 9.Q 
90 

90 
- 

4-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 

5-DOC 319 -59 -373 494 0 

J — 

P rocedure 

„toH 4n this experiment were the Rancho arm, 

three parts of the experiment. 

•  ,al run consisted of one trial vith each of the DOC tasks 

Runs ::« -"ten SLX each sub.ee. The order of presentation of 
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1 

the different DOC tasks was randomized for each run. Several practice trials 
were performed prior to data collection. The subject and experimenter ex- 

changed roles to provide rest periods. Continuous operation was limited to 

less than 30 minutes without rest. 

1 

Contour pads fitted to the manipulator jaws (on both the Rancho and 

Ames arms) ensured proper tool location in the jaws. The pads also served 

to eliminate any possible slipping of the tools in the jaws during final 

positioning. 

Results 

•  Thfrmean times for the two subjects' during ten ' repetitions of the tasks* 

are plotted in figure 6.  The results obtained from the two manipulators and 
the hand indicate a general increase in the task time as the constraints of 

the task are increased.  The task times with the human hand and Ames manip- 

ulator were particularly linear with the number of DOCs; the linear trend 

accounted for at least 95 percent of the variance, and the nonlinear compo- 

nents were not statistically significant. The task times with the Rancho 

manipulator was not linear, and the cubü: or S-shaped component was statis- 

tically significant [F(l,90) = 5.25, p < 0.05j.  Completion times for the 

tasks varied greatly among the manipulators; the Ames was approximately four 

times slower and the Rancho was approximately 20 times slower than the hand. 

The normalized task times plotted in figure 7 were obtained by dividing 

each time by the time for the Ö-D0C task.  The resulting spread between the 

three manipulators indicates that this simple scaling does not account for 

the differences observed; in particular, as the rotational constraints of the 

3-D0C and 4-DOC tasks are added, a disproportionately longer time is required 

compared to the simpler tasks.  In other words, the DOC measure does not 

produce an index of difficulty that satisfactorily unifies the human and 

manipulation results. 

BREAKDOWN INTO SUBTASKS 

We wish to determine whether there is a natural breakdown of the manip- 

ulation tasks into the therbligs traditionally used in time and motion 

studies (reference 8). The therbligs for this task are transport loaded and 

position. The first therblig describes the motion between the liftoff switch 
and a close proximity to the hold, and the second indicates the alignment or 

orientation of tne tool to the receptacle. 
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FIGURE 6      COMPARISON OF THE THREE MANIPULATORS 
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RANCHO 

2 3 

DEGREES OF CONSTRAINT 
TA-760522-1<»6 

"FIGURE 7 NORMALIZED RESULTS OF THE 

THREE MANIPULATORS 

Using the digitized trajectories recorded on magnetic tape, the x, y, 

and z  coordinates of the tool at the first contact with the hole were ob- 
tained. By comparing x, y, and z  coordinates measured at previous points on 
the trajectory, the times to a given distance from the contact position were 

obtained. Times from two intermediate distances from the receptacle to the 

end of the trajectory are plotted in figure 8 for the three manipulators of 

the experiment. 

Time for the first part of the trajectories from liftoff to a distance 

of 25 or 50 mm from the hole (corresponding to the transport therblig) is 

relatively independent of the DOCs. This is evidenced by the nearly 
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horizontal lines in the lower part of the figure. For the human hand, these 

results are horizontal; however, for the two manipulators, there is a slight 

upward slope '..-hich indicates a more conservative strategy as the DOCs in- 

crease. These results are similar to those described in references 2 and 5 

xtfhere the transport times were found to be independent of task difficulty. 

The second phase jf the trajectories, between 25 to 50 mm of the receptacle 

to full insertion (corresponding to the position therblig), depends greatly 

on the DOCs. 

There are several major differences between the unencumbered-hand and 

manipulator therbligs. For both manipulators, the transport time (time to 

25 mm of first contact) increases approximately 10 percent per DOC instead 

of remaining constant as it does for the human hand. The position therblig 

for-the manipulators is^more'time-consuming, thaa that for the hand.  •    * 

MODELING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The DOC treasure does not take into account the tolerance of the task. 

In a task with a fixed number of DOCs, time is proportional to an index of 

difficulty.  In many tasks, this takes the logarithmic form previously given 

in equation 2. The problem here is to extend the approach originated in 

reference 1 and subsequently used by others to realistic tasks with con- 

straints on several axes. 

Using an information-theory approach, Fttts proposed that the decrease 

in uncertainty of the task be calculated by subtracting the uncertainty of 

the final position from the uncertainty of the initial position. For these 

uncertainties, he used 

H - . = log Ax (4) 
final     2 

H.      = log 2x, • (5) 
initial     2 

and the resulting difficulty index is 

I, = H  . . , - Hc.   = log, (T* ) . (6) 
d   initial   final     2 \ Ax / 
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In this case, the initial uncertainty of the object is twice the reach dis- 

tance, and Fitts' formulation inherently assumes that the initial position of 

the object is uniformly distributed between +x and -x from the final position. 
This approach is incorrect because, in most cases, the initial position is 

well known.  For example, if the object is held in a fixture, all its coor- 

dinates and angles are known exactly and its initial uncertainty is zero. 

A new approach to the analysis of the task combines the results of the 

time and motion studies and the information-theory approach. We assume that 
the motion is composed of two parts, an initial but uncertain open-loop tra- 
jectory between the initial and final positions, followed by a corrective- 

positioning motion.  This approach is supported by references 2 and 6 in 

which it was observed that, in the first .part of the manipulation, tasks, the 
trajectory time from initial to final position is independent of task dif- 

ficulty. All variability in the task time with difficulty must occur in the 
final positioning phase. 

To determine the feasibility of this two-phase model, we conducted a 
simple experiment, using the same unencumbered hand and the Ames and Rancho 

manipulators. The standard deviation of the open-loop positioning error was 

measured by having two subjects -ake 20 moves each from a fixed initial poinr 

toward a final point separated by 500 mm. They were instructed to shut their 

eyes as the move began and not to open them until after the move was finished. 

For the translation measurements, a string tensioner was attached to the tip 

of a pencil-like tool to measure the position after each move.  Angular mo- 
tions were measured by having the subjects turn a potentiometer fitted with a 
pointer and graduated scale between two fixed angles.  The results of these 
experiments are listed in table 3. 

Table 3 

STANDARD DEVIATION'S FOR SINGLE-AXIS MOVES 

Manipulator 
(mm) (degrees) 

Human hand 

Ames 

Rancho 

7.5 

28 

29 

5.4 

3.7 

4.7 
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In this two-phase approach, the initial uncertainty is zero because the 

position of the tool is known. The intermediate uncertainty of the normal 

distribution of errors after the open-loop move is 

H = log„ N2-e a = 2.05 - log, a, (7) 
intermediate     2 

where c is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. We assume that 

the shape of the distribution after final positioning is the clipped dis- 

tribution shown in figure 9.  Its uncertainty is approximately that of a 

rectangular distribution if Ax is small, 

H     = log, A     \  < 2r, (3) 
final  •    - x     * 

and is approximately that of the original distribution if ex is large, 

H      = H        ,  Ax > 5-. '9) 
final  '   initial 

The reduction in uncertainty (*i„itisi   '  Hfinal> 
for intermediate values 

of Ax obtained "jy numerical integration are plotted in figure 10. 

If the translational and rotational errors given in table 3. which 

are measured on only one axis, are assumed valid for all axes, then the 

uncertainty after the open-loop move can be calculated.  Using the dimen- 

sional tolerances for the task board, in-.table 1, the standard deviations 

in table 3, and the formulation in figure 10, we obtained the indices of 

difficulty for each manipulator, as plotted in figure 11. 

One of the surprising results of this analysis is that there is very 

little difference in difficulty between the 2-, 3-, and 4-DOC tasks.  The 

orientational constraints introduced by these tasks are much less than the 
open-loop positioning ability of the subjects.  The round-bottomed tools 
employed in the first four tasks may also have less than the calculated 
difficulty because of their self-guiding behavior when inserted into the 

hole. 

—5*. 
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f rhP task model is that the 0-DOC task has practically One advantage of the task model ^ ^^ to fee 

2ero difficulty because the ««ptacle i^e ^  formulation [equation 
inserted with the eyes closed.  In «£«"'.£ ^ ^  measure for the 0-DOC 

<»"- yi6ldS 3 rSkti'effoCr the °t a s o t therhli, which is assumed constant cask is then the time for the tr  P ^ ^ ^ difference 
for all the tasks.  A second ad anta different ^ ^^ 

between manipulators «a be £*£ ^ ^^  by dividing by the 

IX°3 rS^uP-^elf^^ultiplLs the first-a constant for 

each manipulator. 

c    u  „Joi i« that"the results are not linear at 
The disadvantage of the mod   . t£' £ che difficulCies 

high difficulties.  This may be cause  y ^^ have 
on the 3-, 4-. and 5-DOC task. For ex» 1., t ^ ^ ^ A ^ 

the same difficulty bu the5 DOC ta ^ ^ f u ^ ^ ^ ^ 
sible explanation for the upward curvx g Q ^ Rancho 
lted accuracy of even th.J sma es move. ^ ^^ Q£ 3 ^ ^ 
manipulator approach a limit c £.xed     biUty of entering 

1>2..  in this 
l^t

n
C^7o;^

e
t
repo.Itlon. and angles for each move. With 

the receptacle with»the correc P Qf being in the correct pos,- 
each added bit of difficulty the p le consider the probability 
ti0ns and angles reduces y one-hal   For « ^; ^ uncertainty of the 
of being inside the.para    P xp.djn  8 ^ ^ ^  ^ rf difficuUy 

^o^"^ rP: babilityof entering the ^^l^» 

C-^^rSi" S^^™ - Kancho results. The mathemat- b 

f-=- 
leal form of the curve is 

,(V10-0) (10) 
T = 0.20 Id + 2        > 

A      r«c a "alone (the portion where Fitts' law applies), 

and the second term represent 

nf  this behavior is plotted in figure 13. The 
A real-time explanation of th  behavi     P^  ^        ^ ^^ 

first phase of motion is the *« l. ^ughly that required by the 0-DOC task. 
at the termination of this phase is roughly      q        ^ ^^ 
This is followed by an exponen a dec re... n P  ^ ^ ^ 2 every ^ 

alignment phase in which the accu"^ The L. and 2.D0C tasks fall 
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INDEX  OF  DIFFICULTY  — bits 
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FIGURE  12      NORMALIZED  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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START 

TIME 
SA-4055-39 

FIGURE  13      PHASES OF MANIPULATION ACTIVITY 

10 0 bits  (again  for  the Rancho arm),   the  random-movement phase  begins,   cor- 
responding  to  the 4- and  5-D0C  tasks.     During this  last phase,   there   is 
only a  fixed probability of completing  the  task per unit  time. 
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A COMPARISON OF MASTER-SLAVE AND RATE CONTROL IN THE 

PRESENCE OF A TRANSMISSION TIME DELAY 

By Gregory P. Starr 

Stanford University 

SUMMARY 

When a  time delay  is   inserted   into  the  feedback  loop of a manual control 
system,   in  this  case  a  remote manipulator system,   certain characteristics  of 
the  control  system may change   in  importance.    We conducted a  one-dimensional 
discrete   tracking  experiment   to  simulate manipulation and  compared   three 
controllers.     Performance  using a  joystick rate controller degraded   less with 
increasing  time  delay   than  that  using   the same  joystick as  a  position con- 
troller.     The  results   indicate   the  need   for a  comparison using  a manipulator 
svstem. 

INTRODUCTION 

When a  time  delay  is   inserted   into  the  feedback   loop of a man-manipula- 
tor  system as  occurs  when  the  manipulator  is very distant,   the  normal  tem- 
poral organization of  stimulus and  response   is disrupted.    This disruption 
has   been shown  (references   1,   2,   3)   to  be very detrimental  to   performance. 

Ferrell   (reference   1)   found   that  his  subjects  used  one  of   two strategies 
to deal with  the   time  delay.     The  first  strategy    that  of moving  slowly,   re- 
quires   the  operator  to keep  track of his movements  for one full delay  period 
in  the   past   to  predict   the   position of  the manipulator.     This   is  very diffi- 
cult   to do with delays  of  several  seconds  and  operator  frustration often 
occurs. 

The  second  strategy,  which xjas  called  "move-and-wait" by Ferrell,  was 
spontaneously adopted  by  seven of his  eight  subjects.     In the  move-and-wait 
strategy,  moves  are made  open-loop,   i.e.  without visual feedback,   then the 
control  is held  stationary until  the  manipulator "catches up."    Ferrell's 
results were  obtained  using a  simple   two degree-of-freedom manipulator.    In 
subsequent experiments  Blackmer  (reference 2)  and Black  (reference  3)  both 
observed  the  move-and-wait  strategy being followed using a six degree-of- 
freedom manipulator.    Although all of  these  studies were carried  out using 
master-slave   position control,   Ferrell believed  that  the move-and-wait  stra- 
tegy would  be  used with rate  control as well. 

Both  Bl-Tckmer  »«d  Black noted  a  problem in ucing  the move  and wait 
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tegy:  the subjects often had trouble holding the master control motion- 
while waiting for the manipulator to respond. Undesired "drifting" of 
:ontrol made it more difficult for them to use the move-and-wait strategj 

A master controller with an operator-actuated brake which would provide 
positive locking of the master, a completely counterbalanced master, or a 
spring-centered rate controller are controllers which would make it easier for 
Che operator to hold the manipulator motionless while waiting for feedback. 

Tracking and Manipulation 

Some aspects of manipulation resemble pursuit or compensatory tracking. 
Many of the motions involved in manipulation have as their goal the minimi- 
zation of a visually perceived error, which is the de"f initicn'of tracking. 

The manipulation cask differs from continuous tracking tasks in chat 
all of its elements except the manipulator are usually motionless, and chere- 
fore the manipulation task is a self-paced task. In contrast, a continuous 
cracking task requires Che operacor to follow a conscancly moving cargeC. 
Discrete tracking provides a situation similar to manipulation, since the 
CargeC is not moving during the positioning task. 

Perhaps the main difference between tracking and manipulation is the 
number of degrees of freedom of the controlled element. Tracking usually 
involves one or occasionally two degrees of freedom, while manipulation 

ordinarily requires control of six. 

Taking into account the differences between tracking and manipulation, 
we feel that a sufficient degree of commonality exists between them to justify 
Che use of a discrete cracking Cask as a preliminary experimenc in an inves- 
tigation of position versus rate control of a manipulator. 

EXPERIMEOT 

We performed a discrete tracking experiment with controller, target 
distance, and Cime delay as Che variables. The task was to bring a dot, 
the controlled element, into the target as .;uickly as possible. The target 
was represented by two vertical lines. The dot and target were both dis- 
played on a closed circuic TV monicor. The target lines were three c-. in 
length and were 0.88 cm. apart. The dot was one mm. .in diameter. The task 
was completed when the subject kept the dot continuously inside the target 
for two seconds. After the completion of the task, the target then appeared 
at a new location on the TV monitor, signifying the beginning of another task. 

Generation of the target lines and dot as well as data acquisition was 
done by an IBM 1800 digital computer. The computer program which generated 
the display used a sampling rate of 120 samples per second to insure a 
flicker-free image. The positions of the doc and target were recorded on 
magnetic tape during each sample frame. This provided an accurate recording 
of the subjects' performance. These tapes were the data base from which all 
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of Che results were extracted. 

The dynamics of the dot were either zeroth order, corresponding to 
position control, or first order, corresponding to rate control. In neither 
case were effects such as inertia, damping, or static friction simulated. 

Controllers 

Three controllers were used in the experiment; two for position control 
and one for rate control. The controllers were a joystick for position con- 
trol, the same joystick for rate control, and a linear displacement position 
control.  These controllers were respectively analogous to the following 
manipulator controllers:  master-slave control, spring-centered rate control, 
and counterbalanced or lockable master-slave control. 

The joystick position controller was originally a three-axis joystick. 
We physicallv locked out the yaw axis and used the roll axis as the command 
axis.  Position of the dot was proportional to stick deflection about this 
axis. The joystick was spring centered but there was no detent at the center 
position.  The torque/deflection ratio of the joystick was 1.16 newton-meter/ 

radian.. 

The second position controller is termed a linear displacement control. 
The position of the do'- was proportional to the position of the controller 
handle along its axis. The primary reason this controller was included for 
study is that no force need be applied to the controller to hold it station- 
ary at an arbitrary position. This was true of the joystick. A subject 
could remove his hand from the linear position control and the control would 
remain in position,  We felt that this would prove advantageous when visir.g 

the move-and-wait strategy. 

The third controller was the same joystick previously described, but 
this time used as a rate controller.  The characteristics of the joystick 
were the same as before, with one important difference, which was the use of 
a centering detent.  This provided a positive indication of the center posi- 
tion.  The velocity of the dot was proportional to the deflection from center 
of the joystick.  When the operator removed his hand from the joystick, the 
center detent insured that the velocity of the dot would be zero. 

Controller Gains 

One characteristic of the tracking system which has not been mentioned 
is the controller gain, i.e. the amount of dot motion produced by a unit dis- 
placement of each controller. The gain for both position controllers was 
dictated partially by hardware considerations. The optimal rate gain was 
determined experimentally. 

Gi.bbs (reference 4) investigated the choice of gain in a position con- 
trol tracking system using thumb, hand, and forearm controlled joysticks. 
He found that best results were obtained with the lowest controller gains. 
We decided on the basis of Gibbs' findings to set the position controller 
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gains as low as possible. Considering the range of motion of the joystick 
position controller and the nece-sary range of motion of the dot, the resul- 
ting gain for this controller was 33.8 cm. of dot motion per radian of stick 
rotation. In terms of stick tip translation the gain of the joystick --as 
2.65 cm. of dot notion per one cm. of joystick tip translation. We wished 
to set the gain of both position controllers at the same value, so dissimilar 
gains would not be the cause of differences between them. The gain for the 
linear position control was therefore also set at 2.65 cm. of dot motion per 

one cm. of handle motion. 

We conducted an experiment to determine the optimum gain for our rate 
controller. Two subjects, both right-handed and with good vision, partici- 
pated in the experiment. We investigated six rate gains. The gains, ex- 
pressed as ratios of dot velocity in radians/second at the subject's eye 
divided by joystick deflection in radians, were 0.20, 0.30, O.'iO,' 0.5C, 0.60, 
and 0.70 seconds" .  The corresponding maximum dot velocities were 9.8c, 
14.72, 19.73, 24.66, 29.89, and 34.01 cm/second measured at the display. 
Data were taken at no delay and with a 1.5 second time delay. 

Each subject made one run at each of the twelve conditions of rate gain 
and time delay.  One run consisted of a sequence of 100 tasks.  When the 
subject completed one task, the target jumped to a new position, and the next 
task was begun. The distance from one target to the next was randomize: by 
using a computer subroutine to generate random numbers. The "seed" numier 
for the subroutine was the same on each run, so the resulting random se- 
quences «ere identical for all of the runs. 

We obtained two performance measures:  the sum of completion times for 
the 100 tasks and the sum of the distances moved by the dot for the 100 tasks. 
The completion time was defined as the time interval fron the beeir.nir.r of 
the subject's first move to the time when the dot entered the target for the 
last time, plus one delay time.  This last delay time was added because the 
cask cannot be considered as completed until the operator knows it is com- 

pleted . 

With no time delay, increasing the gain beyond 0.30 seconds  die not 
improve performance in terms of completion time or distance moved. With the 
1.5 second time delay, the 0.30 seconds  gain was the best in terms of both 
measures.  Therefore the 0.30 seconds  gain was selected as the optimum gain 
for the rate controller. 

Method 

We  used  a  factorial experimental design.     The   factors were  controller 
(C),   time  delay  (T),   target  distance   (D),  and  subjects   (S).    The  controllers 
were  the  joystick position control,   linear position control,  and  joystick 
rate  control.     The   time  delays were  0,   0.33,   1.0,   and  3.0 seconds.     Five 
target distances  were  used,   1.766  cm.,   5.297  cm.,   8.828 cm.,   12.359 cm.,   and 
15.890  cm.,   all distances  measured  on  the  screen of  the display.     Four  sub- 
jects   participated   in the  experiment,   all were  right-handed with good  vision. 

Each  subject  performed   in  two sessions,  held on separate  days.    A 
session consisted  of   12  runs,   one  at  every condition of controller and   time 
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• ^A  of rhP seauertial presentation of 50 targets,  .he delay. One run consisted of the sequential p disCances. 
course of 50 targets was pseudo-randomi^ed over the 
Constraints on the course were: 

1) 10 tasks at each of the 5 distances must be presented 

o)  Of these 10 tasks, 5 must require dot motion from right to 
left and 5 from left to right. 

These constraints, ,hen combinedwitl; the ^^^ ££< £'££ 
and the width of the d»pl.y, - led out . -e^ran^^ ^ ^ 
of the display, about 25 cm., preven      e_ample, a left-to-right task of 
the tasks from following one another  For example ^ ^  .^ 
15 890 cm. could not rollow a left-to-right tas* 
individual positioning tasks «ere completer 

RESULTS 

Analysis of Variance 

i ,ci=  nf variance  on  the coraoletion times  and  found 
-:e  perfomed  an »^"Y T "^M be  significant at  the   .01  level,  as 

all  cf  the mam etrects   (C,   D,  T,  SO oe      b interaction was  sig- 
,ere  ail but  one of  ^   Interactions inc    £ ^»^  conCaining  the 

ff^l^^^^  t will  therefore examine  the re- 

suits at each condition of C,  D,   and T. 

F13U«   1  she« »a» completion tl« vs     target distance  for earn c,»-^ 

condition of C,  D,   and  1,   ana   u« controller degraded   less   than 
increased,   performance with  the  joystick ^controller de 
,ith  the   joystick  position con rol the  ,    97  «.   ^  ^  ^^ 
distances.     At  the   12.35^  cm.   ana    a     _ _/..ocord  became  a   limitation, 
systems  maximum »"aiaable vc,o.xt>   -.   -.   -    - - ag  favorably ,ith 

and  at  these d»"~"   *"^r      S   linear position controller,  however, 
the  joystick position controller      ™eiin        ? ine del       increased. 
became  the  most  efrective  controller of  the  three  as > move-and- 
These  results  indicate  that  the   ;ult»^J"; "„^^^uy  increases, 
wait  strategy becomes  increasingly  important .*.s  the   t_e ce    y 

Move Analysis 

To examine   the  accuracy of   individual moves     as ^^^f ^f^wn 
the move-and-wait  strategy was being employed by .^subjects br 
the  Position vs.   time record   intc,  perio s  of mov ^an^aiting.  J^ ^ 

step -.as  development of move  criteria,   l-ev , distinguish between 
subject would be  considered   to be moving      U   w.nte^g ^ ^ 

n0ves which were  separa y,        £^ ™lt„ J«,   since  the  subject had 

Zl;  Zr       1       o      hT  ^ous  move before eking  the current move,  while 

f-b: 
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P denotes joystick position control 
L denotes linear position control 
R denotes joystick rate control 

Time 
Delay 

Distance F 
sig. Means Least 

Significant 
Difference 

level 
% P L R 

1.766 3.96 2.5 0.297 0.283 0.405 L    P    R 

5.297 4.61 1 0.558 0.497 0.654 L_l    R 

0.0 3.828 17.15 1 0.775 0.591 0.941 L    P    R 

12.359 125.9 1 0.576 0.594 1.178 P    L    R 

15.890 139.3 1 0.730 0.635 1.548 L     P     R 

1.766 .491 - 0.955 1.056 1.023 P    R    L 

5.297 .786 - 1.683 1.580 1.759 L     P    R 

0.33 
8.828 2.40 - 2.203 1.883 2.113 L     R     P 

12.359 19.42 1 1.768 1.737 2.531 L P    R 

15.890 30.75 1 1.601 1.840 2.746 P    L    R 

1.766 .043 - 2.386 2.439 2.377 R    P    L 

5.297 

8.828 

5.34 1 3.769 2.912 3.34o L     R     ? 

1.0 
6.84 1 4.436 3.255 4.137 L    II P 

12.359 15.83 1 3.590 3.115 4.570 L    P    R 

15.8^0 20.43 1 3.688 3.352 5.282 L     P    R 

1.7DO 2.234 - 5.657 5.603 6.533 L    P    R 

5.297 5.431 1 9.123 7.132 3.004 L    R    ? 

3.0 8.828 6.218 1 10.019 7.798 9.464 L    R     ? 

12.359 5.042 1 9.829 3.032 9.831 L    P    R 

15.890 6.596 
1 

8.489 7.972 10.198 L     P    R 

Table 1. Results of breakdown analyses of variance 
at each condition of distance and time delay. 
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the latter were designated "non move-and-wait" moves, since the results of 
the last move had not yet been seen when the current move was initiated. 
The move criteria in their final form consist of two velocity-time thresholds 
plus a time criterion and a distance criterion. They were the following (all 

distances were measured on the display): 

(1) Beginning of move: velocity greater than 1.24 cm/second 
continuously for 0.042 seconds. 

(2) End of move: velocity less than 0.52 cm/second continuously 
for 0.042 seconds. 

(3) Moves shorter than 0.172 cm. were disregarded. 

(4) If the elapsed time between the end of the previous move and 
the beginning of the current move were equal to or greater than 
the delay time, the current move was classified as a "move-and- 
wait" move; if not, then it was classified as a "non move-and-wait" 

no v"fc. 

The normalized task completion time, broken down into periods of tine 
spend executing "move-and-wait" moves, "non move-and-wait" moves, and tine 
spend waiting, is shown in Figure 2. The percentage of time spent waiting 
increases with time delay, as expected from the move-and wait strategy. The 
most interesting aspect of Figure 2 is the comparatively large percentage^or 
time spent in the execution of "non move-and-wait" moves with the joystick 
position control. At the 3.0 second time delay, the time spent executing 
"non move-and-wait" moves is one-fourth the time spent executing "move-and- 
wait" moves. This indicates a substantial departure from the pure mov<»-and- 
wait strategy with the joystick position control. The linear position control 
exhibits less time spent in "non move-and-wait" moving and the joystick rate 
controller shows the least time spent executing "non move-and-wait" moves. 

It apcears that the move-and-wait strategy was adhered to most rigidly 
by subjects when thevwere using the joystick rate control, and least when 
they were using the joystick position control. Greater adherence to the move- 
and-wait strategy doe's not necessarily correspond to better performance, but 

in this experiment they were correlated. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

The next step is comparison of position control and rate control in con- 
trolling a multi-degree-of-freedom manipulator. The manipulator control sit- 
uation is obviously" much more complex than the one-dimensional task we have 
considered here. The difficulty of coordinating manipulator joint motions 
using a rate control system may more than compensate for the ease in holding 
the manipulator stationary during waiting periods. We are currently comparing 
master-slave position control and resolved motion rate control (reference 5) 
using the seven degree-of-treedom Ames manipulator (reference 6). 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this one-dimensional discrete tracking experiment with a transmission 
time delay we have shown that the level of performance was correlated with 
the subjects' adherence to the move-and-wait strategy. Since manipulation 
bears substantial similarity to discrete tracking, controllers for manipu- 
lator systems in which there is a time delay should be chosen with this in 
mind. The particular characteristic of the controller which determines its 
suitability is the extent to which human operator input is required to main- 
tain a stationary position of the controlled element, or manipulator. By 
this criterion, center-off rate controllers and fully counterbalanced (or 
equivalent system) position controller- are the best choice. 
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DYNAMICS UTILIZING TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
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Keiji Tanaka», Norihiro Goto**, Kyuichiro Washizu*** 

»I^-rumentation and Control Division, National Aerospace 
La'-c-atory Tokvc, »»Decartment of Aeronautical Engineering, 
Kyushu University, Fukucka, »»»Department of Aeronautics, 
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ABSTRACT 

Several -uman oPe«:cr models were identified utilising the current 
-iV-   lZ.\v~'-  techr--rae and -.he time domain analysis tecnmques based on 

Sr Wk 'fii^Z  S=al Prediction Error (MFPE) method. Evaluation of the 
time^main tecnr.iaues is aimed at in this report. Analyses were m.de .. .:.*. 
data opined from "compensatory .racking tasks involving a human operator an, 

from digital simulations using a human moael. a/,,™ 
^e result= of the time domain techniques are generally m good accora- 

an^P ---ith each -ther.  Moreover one of the techniques can c::er -..■-■ i--..~i... 
Saving filter/äe controlled element dynamics and the impulse response o: 

the " Preliminary consideration of the correlation between the human lead 
o.era^on and the human function to forecast the_system output has oeen »aae 
througn the analysis of the nuxan operator uynamics in con„:ol .. an  

second order systems. 

ym) 

B 

SYMBOLS 

n-th autoregressive coefficient matrix when the order is M 

tackward shift operator 

c(t),c(n)   human operator output 

dB decibel 

estimated variance matrix of noise source when the c: 
~y*^- 

*M 
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e(t), e(r.)  displayed error 

F{x(t)}     Fourier-transform of x(t) 

..ffPE(M) Multiple Final Prediction Error when the order is M 

m(t), a(n) controlled element output 

JJ data length 

n sampling time ( = nA ) 

r(t), r(n) remnant 

s Laplace operator 

t time, seconds 

Y ( -üj)      controlled element 
c 

Y (ju)      describing function of a human operator 

.r (3\ ... (T) impulse respcn?e of a human operator 

a sampling interval, seconds 

T time shift, seconds 

$  (<u)     cross power spectrum between x(t) and y(t) 
xy ° 

u frequency, rad/sec 

IHTRODUCTION 

,--,,,..,•?+ ci'iii variety, and automation of flight 
Recent ™;:-:™"\;e;r""- Pilot i» aircraft control, 

^"^ca"« »orf=£al« ^„-»acbiae syste, problems than ^ and to 

I: S3S-1^;f c£ef ZTÄ SLS5"Ä= Sated 

/S" vaSv .Wording to the objects or ciroaast.aces of the experts. 
^rfs ISl/because of bis inberent adaptive dpra.acs   « ac»= ^ 
2ÄÄ - iS^ife"bf rra^^r^or d^ics ba». beer 
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required. 
Confining ourselves to the approaches to identify the: human operator 

dynamics, we may say that there are several techniques vhich have been f'illy 
discussed and put in order in literatures.  In this paper, existing techniques 
are briefly summerized in the next section, followed by the introduction of 
several new techniques utilizing Akaike's MrPZ method, vhich takes advantage 
of the recent development of the time series analysis and the statistical 
system identification.  Results of the new techniques are compared with those 
obtained by the existing well-developed closed-loop spectral method. They 
indicate that the structure of the human operator dynamics can be distinctly 
expressed by employing the techniques of the MFn? method, and elucidate the 
superiority of the new techniques to the existing ones. 

REVIEW OF EXISTING IDEI!TIFICATIC:i TECRTriCUES 

The man-machine system treated in this paper is confined tc tne simple 
compensatory tracking system as Fig.l, where the human operator output, --t), 
is the sum of the linear response to the displayed error, e(t), and the rem- 
nant, r(t).  The objective of the identification is to determine the linear 
portion of the operator model, Yr>; namely the describing function of the human 
operator.  Also, the t ,-rm "identification" is sometimes used to mean th_ deter- 
mination of the model structure and the parameters in that linear model. 

The existing techniques for identifying the human operator dynamics may 
be calssified roughly into the following five kinds; the first three •:."■-; in 
the frequency domain, while the last two are in the time domain: 

(A) Closed-loop Spectral Method [Refs.l ^ hj 
Let trie portion irrelevant to the input in the human operator out;ut c(t) 

a(t) = cvt; - j g(T)i(t-T)dt , (l) 
o 

where g(x) is the closed-loop impulse response function from i(t) to c(t!'. 
The impulse response function g(t) may be determined in such a way that it 
minimises the variance of p(t).  By using a few other relationships and the 
Fourier-transform, we obtain the well known result as to the estimate of the 
unknown human operator dynamics, as; 

Y  (Jco! 
oa 

*ie(» 

It is generally admitted that this method can offer less fluctuant ertima- 
than the following two methods. 
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(B) Open-Loop Spectral Method [Ref.3] 
If we minimize the variance of 

r(t) = c(t) - fV (x)e(t-T)dT , 
0 r 

we 
obtain the second estimate of the describing function as follows; 

V*0 = 
$  (>) ec (3) 

It is generally admitted that cares should be taken of the fact that if 

$. . (u>) « *rr(w) 

then 

\b(jw) Yc(>. 
CO 

!r\  nirpct Fourier-Transform Method [Ref.3] 
(  Sirect Fourier-transform of the signals, e(t) and c(t), can offer the 

estimate; 
Hc(t)} 

Kc{^] = "H7ÜTT 
(5) 

The describing functions obtained from the three methods mentioned above 
have Inevitable fluctuations in the frequency domain; therefore it is a common 
nave meviT.au ^ ^ ^ _ de-cribing functions a human operator mca=- ..^ 

arlmanenumb;;" of"parameters by the use of additional criteria. 

(T))  Tmr>ulse "esnonse Function Method [Refs.2,5,6] _ 
( } Tne San impulse response function can* estimated oy applying the 

™, ,.^,.,-4.v.„ ->^e criterion cf which is the same as that of ^he 
aethodT^In thf sampledlata form the estimate £pd is given by 

^pd 
[ E E j  E c_ (6) 

where 

c_ = [c(M),c(M+l),-",c(M)]- 

'e(M) e(M-l)-" e(2) e(l) 

(M)]J 

SJ   - 

:(N) e(N-M+l) 
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and hereafter any x(n) (n-1,2,— ) denotes the_time series »nien is assumed to 

be sampled fron -.he corresponding continuous signal xU  — -*;^n6 
interval A  M "'s the length of the human operator impulse —_r_n-<-, —a^.J is 
the data length.  A describing function can easily be estimate cy ^rrying 
out the Fourier-transform of £cd. This methoa nas an aavanta,., ... ^^nys- 
ical reali-abiiitv of the estimate, but it snou_a be r.oteu -r.a. ...= ^=..- 
caution as in Y,.„ must be paid to this method. ^ha:a::: teen ^oint.i ou, 
that in the case of estimating an element m a :eedbac.< -co,, ._. -* n-. ,o,si 
ble to obtain an unbiased estimate unless the remnan. is vr.i.c L..= _. f j. A-»o 
note that the orthogonal filter method uses the casicany same criterion as 

this method [ReföJ. 

(E) Improved Impulse Response Function^Method 
rhe ...-- ~ 

t.ie remnant   _-e.._j 
econd named author has  succeeded in obviating tr.e  ii::icuity 

ist in» in  tre  preceding method by pre-wr.itenmg 
assumes  the  remnant  to be a shaped output of a white noise  am  to   =e  g-ven  in 
a discrete  auteregressive  form by 

T 

r{n)   =    I h(l)r{r.-D  + e(n)       , -7) 

where E(n) (n=l ,2,-• • ,11) is a vnite noi,e prcc^, a    ;, , -  ,-, __ ,-W 
autoregressive -efficients of r(n). Tnen, n(*.. ^-l,c" .--.*;- J^-J 

(m=l, 2, •••,:') are estimated by applying the -ast _ squares ^r.ri .i-. 
criterion of which is the minimisation o: tne variance c. «.u.. ^ --^.-V?. 
cedure gives a --cd estimate regardless of tne exi~  

A.Vrt.i.'Va b .'if rt .■ir._r.wi,' 

_./ are 

lo LS;:I;: 

The method E in the preceding section is essentially 11:': erer/t :rcm tne 
others, A to Z,   in that, it estimates tne remnant taram-.t .-;•- -.- •-- ■--;—; 
( human ore-rater ) carameters.  It, however, has a difficulty m letermming 
the number of parameters to be estimated.  Namely, thcugn tr.= r.cael may 
improve the fidelity to reproduce the experimental data vitn an mcrea.r o ^ 
the number of parameters, the value of each estimated param--,r ;,.___.._... -o-~. 
its accuracy.  Recently a very practical -criterion to determine ^ or... ~. 
the model has teen proposed by Akaike L?.ef.7J, and a trie: acceun. 0. -.- 

method is introduced here.      _,.,-.-■• > ^ 
We consid-r the case of model identification wnen tne si., ---- -- — -- 

mensions.  According to a properly selected_regression crier -,^tne :::icvmg 
k-dimensicnal autoregressive model can ce .ittec. to tne -ia^ .--•*-,..- xv../, 

which is assumed stationary and zero-mean: 

x(n) = I  A.(m)x(n-m) + e{n) 

1 iere 
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tin)  = rx.(n),x,(n),--,xjn)] 

and e(n) is a k-dimensional white noise vector given by 

e(n) = [£1(n),e2(n),---,£k(n)]
1  , 

the elements of which are assumed to be mutually independent. Also, in Eq. 

AT(m) - Kll(m) aL12U) "• aLlk(m) 

aL21U) aL22(a) 

aLkl(m) aLkk(m); 
, (n=l,2,---,L) 

where 
d. = 

/  o      2 
ail 012 
2  2 

°21 22 

kl 

a.. 

akk< 

and 
CU)  = fc^U) c:2(£) ••• ciy(l) 

c21(0 c22(0 

Lc, AD < kl 
,. U)  , (4-1,2,"-.L) 
kx  > 

also 
N-St 

ij 

_U) «-i-I x,(n+£)x (n) , (4=1,2,'».D .  (9) 

Unon multiplying the i-th equation of Sq.(8) by x^a-D, ve obtain 

L  k 
.(n)x.(n-4) = I      I  aL.,(=i)x,(11-3)^(0-*) + e.UJx^a-.l) (10) 

m=l j _T  "■'■o       <J 

On taking the expectation of the both sides of Eq.(lO), we obtain the follow- 
ing k-dimensional Yule-Walker equations; 

Y U) = I  ia,..WTji-'») » (h=l,2,---,k;4=l,2,'--,L) , Ui) 
in m=l j=l 
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where '{--.. (£ ) denotes the covariance between x£ and x>,. note that the expecta- 
tion ZfeiO) ,xv(n-£)] vanishes when £ > 0. By substituting the estiva 
cij(£) foryijU), ve can solve Eq.(ll) for AL (n) (m=l,2,> • • ,L). At t 
time, from Eq.(3), dr, is obtained by using Ax/m) as; 

".e cane 

d. = C(3) - I   A-(m)C^(m)  . (12) 
m=l ^ 

The calculation can be performed by an iterative procedure, where it : 
noted that the lower order coefficients A^.^dn) (m=l,2,*" ,L-l), AT,_?-  
(ci=l,2,'" ,L-2; ,•• * , Aj_(m) (21=1) are also obtained during the iterative pro- 
cess of determining Ajjn) (m=l,2,'•• ,L). Then, the Akaike's method proposes 
to determine the order M as the value of L which minimizes the following 

-) 

enter: 

FPE(L) »(1 + Lk:1 )kO - . (13) 

This is called the multiple final prediction error, which 
square error of the one-step-ahead prediction obtained by 

of d- , and '.]  is the number of data tcints. 

The present methca, which will be called Akaike's '.-1'. 
has been applied by th; first .larr.ed author to identifying 
dynamics in the control system shown in Fig.l. 3y the us 
the following techniques have been developed: 

^' c •«• c~ a • 

(l) The :TF?E Method Utilizing Data of e't) and cfO 
i.  v.v'c iimensional autoregressive model by the use of 

determined first.  Then, after checking the model appropr: 
valuer ;f t )ff-diagcnal elements of dy, (namely, 

^ness cv 
iaTed c-**' 

.7.2c of the white noises be very small compared with 
»laments, ) we obtain, from Eq.(3) the autoregressive equat 
:(n) in a matrix form as 

^1(2) A12(3) 

A?,(3) A?c(3) 

c (n) 
+ 

e \ n; ■^~\~l   J 

. \ '1 i ...(1)3 + a..(2)3- + ••• - 

3x(n) = x(n-l)  [Refs.9 and 10] . 

-■', fi,J-l, 

'A  is the order of the model determined by MFFS, and t^'n) (i=l,2) der 
noise process of unit variance, which are independent of each other. 

nite 

should be noted that £-, (n) L= ^llCl(n)] jin, L= ■-'22^2'■■"'- are -'■ 
ited noise sources of the remnant r(n) and the external forcing fur.c 

i(n), respectively, as shown in Fig.2. 
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Then, we obtain from the  first equation of Eq.(lM, 

{1 - A11(3)}c(n)  = A12(3)e(n)  + S^Cn) 

and consequently 

c(n)=-r^|3ye(n)+-r^yC1(n).       (15) 

rnerefore an estimate of the human impulse response function is given by 

A^2(B) 
y A3)  «T-4-TT • <l6> Jpl      1 - "jj^s) 

The operator B can be replaced by exp(-jd)Am) to get the frequency response 

function as; 

A,„(.H 
Ypl(JU) = 1 -\±(^ 

(IT) 

wr.ere M . A 
A. .(ju)) = I  &■ ;\n)  e 
XJ      a=l ^ 

"a.(IT) will be called the first estimate of the describing function. 
Moreover, an estimated shaping filter of the remnant is given by 

?rW - JY (•,- • (18) 
r      -  --n^   ' 

^rom the second ecuation in Eq. (lM, an estimate of th-. controlled 
element frequency response and the shaping filter of the forcing function are 

also given by 

A
PI

(
^

} n^ 

-V^ - l - 4<J"> ' 
and 

(20) 
Fi(Ju) = 1 - A^Ju.) 

respectively. 

(2) The MFPE Method Utilising i(t) and c(t) 
An estimate of the closed-loop frequency response, Y^Uco) is calculated 

as before. Making use of Yic(ju) and the known Yc(ju) gives the second 
estimate of the describing function as; 

Y. (,») 

V(Ja>) = 1 - Y^Jo»)v.c(JU)   * (21) 
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(~)  ~~e MFPE I'ethod Utilizing e(t)  and m(t) 
"     In estimate of the open-loop frequency response from e(n)  to m'rj , 

S)   is  calculated,     ay 
estimate is given by 

(ju) 

making use cf Yen(J
u; ^Q T-'ne kncwn V--:^> *r-e 

,  N    em 
Y~nu) 

DIGITAL SIMULATIONS 

Sefore trcceedin- to the identification cf a human_operator lywunic^ 
d_-r,--^ simulations were carried out to check tnej/alidity of the .-?n "j;^ 
-"l"-'-i"c> di=-~ram of the simulations is show in rig.l, where the centre—eo. 
-lemer.t dynamics and the known filter ccrresponimg to tr.e numan rperator 

ivr.amics were 

o= + Q 

1 + 0.2s 
-0.2;s I-..- 

e »- • 

—-rvely. The simulated system was driven by two random number se.-ies: 
''"11  .-^ 4-v= _-•-..- ■z-^A   iiru* and the other for the simulated remnant. 

:ata^analyses"vere^carried out to obtain -^    Ypi, Yp2_ and Yr3: These 
•e compared with the theoretical results.  Examples are snewn i~ rigs... . 

:ouna tr.3 
"nr»^'. t. vm_e -•--: ic oe near. Y*-- ="d '■'-?  rrove to De ^srr:.., 

t ~\  -,,e order of the extent of independency fr:m tne ir.tj.uer.ee 
is7from small to large, Y?i, Yp2 and Y-a- 

HUV-AII TRACKING TATA A-S THEIR T^lUCTIOnS 

"<=x-*-  si-^e-'oct compensatory tracking ---xperiments involving a numan 
../-'^"as ="';wn *-. "-ig.7* were carried out. Three male subjects participat 

ir."f.e experiments, ar.d the following twelve kinds of controlled elements we 
--"'"ized bv an analogue computer: 

V1-'  "'  s  '  s ± 2 
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Y (s) = 

2 
n    — (26) 

o 2 
r + 2£w s + a) 

n    n 

The 

hu s 3, 5 Trad/secI, and £ «0.167, 0, -0.16T, -0.333. 
forcing function vas generated by shaping a white noise by -te .ix-rf, 

,(s, =__^^_+__100_^ . {2.) 
1' '   (s + 1.5)     (a + 10) 

Data reductions vere implemented on NAL magnetic-tape-data reduction system 

and FAC0M 230-7; computer. 

RESULTS OF HUMA3 TRACKIX DATA ANALYSIS 

.s chosen 
ten min- 

■^ techniques investigated vere t=a, Ypi, YT.2 
a™ Y?3; '• 

-ha*- \ = ^.1 [sec]- rr--  number CI" the 5ata Polnts> H» vas -2CC     .  , 
,^e^ "{ ~a~d tne number :f variance functions used vas 100 ( ten seconds ). 
Ai-o -""^r ^   "amming-vir.dow was used. A ^ 
' " -v-r-^ls "-- "'-e human operator describing functions of Y?i, Yp2 and Y?3 
or- s-vn"in Fis.S*'^ II for Yc = 1, 1/s, 9/(s2-s+9) and 9/(s--2s^;, respec- 
:,.;p,:r -heY 3qow »ocä accordance with each other.  In order to compare tne 
identified models with tr.e describing function based on the spectral _analysis, 
v , and Y.a are dotted tne over the other. Examples are snovn ir. rigs. 12 
~PL " ■._._•.        .„,.j,>..ran   -'.lot.   v„n    anti    {^a   ST6   in   iCGil   ii^r ;=.tcr. - . in Lc observed that Ypi and Ypa are in £ccc agreimon-. 

It is not 
ana i:, ~n<=re ^  ^^^^hat the off-diagonal element of d\; of the auto- 

,-..= „Jl^'--- 'v- --i"=s a relatively high value; therefore the modeling 
v Y - i- -ot olvav. successful. Also caution has to be paid to the values 
~f -J» reiätive"noise contribution to confirm the effectiveness sf the iden- 
tified models: the relative noise contribution R^to) is ^i-nei mo,--r ...c 
assertion of the mutual independence of ei(n)'s m Eq.(c) as 

■3..(U)) ,_., 

where c---(u)) is the rover spectrum of xi(n), and <\^\W)  = |[A(u).ij| Cjj, 
-he c-ntribution from each noise source to the total power of x;.n). 
[A(o))]-i is the (i,j)-element of LA(u))rx, 

A(üJ) = l  A^(m)ex?(-jü)Am) 
m=0 

where PM(0) = -I, and c?J is the variance of Ej(n). The relative noise 
Sntritiion of^he noise source of i(n) to c(n) is often in lov level;«« 
Yc is unstable; this may suggest that in this case the numan operator .* in 
~ilot-lnduced-3scillation. . ,     . . 

An example of the c-mparison between the model output c*U;, vhic. .s 
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commuted through the convolution of yzli3j  and e(n of the data, ar.c._tr.e 
hutln operator actual output data, c .,;, is shown m Fig.lU   t is ^dicat.d 
that the linear model of ypl account, for a considerate portisn o: the hum.n 

outtut. 

::;s 03TAI:.F.D F?.:M :IE::T:FISD KUV-äII O^EH. 

Several observations obtained fron the identified human operator models 
may be  summarized as  follows: 

(1^   -z  is  fairlv clear  that the describing functions of the human operators 
in  controlling the  elements; 

,   . 1 2 

car.   -ö .pressed by the  crossover model,  whereas those  in controlling an 
unustabie'^oecond-order  system can be approximated by 

1  + TTs  + r.'s" 
— e"Lea       . --9) 

(?) -xam-1- c- v -'T), shown for 1\ = 1 and 9/(s2-s+?) in Figs.i^ and lb 

rpc-4-iv'»lv' 
;-i^äte that the net time delay, which is the dead time in tn 

impulse resrcr.se of the human operat:r, TQ, seems to be about ..1 ^ C.2 Lsec 
and is relatively smaller than the effective time delay, Te in L\.{d?.-. 

i-)\   -¥   ,• . -^.-~ ^   -b^-ved that when the controlled element is unstable, ther 
exTits\^hiLrirlead"operation which is expressed by the lead terms in the _ 
hii-an operator describing function.  _t is suite natural to presume that vr.<= 

a hvman operator sercme 
controlled element and predict the output of the con- 

4. „- - -ri   -^i.-.^^rj- '?--•  -5".  phis leads us oo consider that th.e :irst- ana 
=^"^,ra-7;eaü"'terms"in*hunan mcd.-ls may indicate the human operator1 

function to forecast the output of one contr-led element. 

r„) -ua j,^c„-z--~z -"unctions -Y„ and 7- have proved to be nearly correct ir 
-he'-"r-ruencv rar.~e between 0 and i: >ad/secj. Also, the describing funct: 
Ä1 ?^m3 tc -ce ^-rrect.  However, it has no tendency of depending on Yc. 

^h- linear models of a human operator controlling unstable systems,_ 
. . . *'.'"     "■ ~S~    ,„„-■■ AW**   =n f-»^ -c be hard to estimate, have been precisely vhici nave ceen co:.üaerca so i — -*. -^ —--• ^        » , , . 
identified by the —2 method.  7h=se moae.s nave proved -o Cc ,uce,S.u- ... 
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expressing a considerable part of the human operation. 
fvi9 irjpri--' -"-'nation techniques utilizing the recently developed time 

series analysis can offer very evident results. It nay be concluded thar. 
the^e techniques are effective tools to analyze the man-machine systems with, 
and that Yc7 offers the most information among the three.  Yet, it should be 
noted that"in irder to validate the model, full attention must be paid to the 
variance matrix of noise sources, the coherency and the relative noise con- 
tribution.  As this MFPE method is primarily quite effective vher. applied to 
multi-variable systems, it is expected to become one of indispensable tools 
for multi-variable system analyses. 
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION VIA A MICROCOMPUTER 

Ralph Melee 1 and Avtar Singh 

The City College of The City University of New York 
New York, N. Y. 10031 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of tnis paper is twofold. The first part describes an adap- 
tive identification technique for updating the parameters of a mathematical 
model and in the second part it is shewn how the identification process may 
be implemented through a microcomputer system consisting of a microprocessor 
(CPU unit), RAMs, ROMs, I/O devices, a clock generator and other interfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

The identification technique is formulated using a model-reference sys- 
tem approach in conjunction with Liapur.ov's direct method to insure the con- 
vergence of the identification process. An appropriate Liapunov function is 
chosen whose time derivative provides the identification law equations. An 
important feature is the simplicity of the system adaptive laws which are 
,j_^^„r-cc^.,j ;_p<-3 --im.itive forms for easier implementation on the microcom- 
puter*. These adaptive laws depend explicitly on the model-reference system 
state variables and input. Therefore, in this identification technique it is 
assumed the. the entire state vector is known or accessible for measurement. 

The dotted block in Fig. 1. shows the part of the identification process 
v;hich is to be realised by the microcomputer. Figure 2. describes the se- 
quence of operations performed by the microcomputer in the process of identi- 
fication. The identification process is a program on 9 ROMs each serving 
a specific turpose. The RAMs contain the initial, Intermediate and final 
identified model as well as the system input, state vectors and various ma- 
trices used in the process of identification. The RAMs are also used for 
intermediate steps of calculations which need to be stored. 

DERIVATION OF THE IDENTIFICATION LAW EQUATIONS 

A block diagram depicting the identification process is given in Fig. 1. 
Let the reference system be described by 

z = Az + Hr (1) 

Tnis research is supported by NASA Lang ley Research Center, Grant No. NSG1169 
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and the model to be identified ty 

x = Kx + (5 - K) z+Cr (2) 

where z, x are the state vectors each of order n, X is a stable n x n matrix, 
r is the input vector of order m. Matrices A, 5, C and H are initially dir- 
ferent. The objective of the identification process is to generate a scheme 
that dynamically adjusts the elements of matrices 5 and C so that 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

lim 3 = A 

lim C = H 

t-»co 

lim (x - z) = lim e = 0 

t-»<u t-*o 

Define the misalignment of the matrices as 
it 

(3 - A) = ^_ b._ üi (6) 

rjy^H (C - H) = )       2.'   -■■ D 

where b. and d, are constant column vectors witr. i-th row as 1 and all other 

rows being zero and u. and w. are the misalignment vectors, next, define 

the model-reference system error as 

The time derivative of (3) yields 

e = x - z 

Substitution of (1) and (2) into (9) yields the following differential 

equation for the error 

e = K(x - z) + (3 - A) z + (C - H) £ 

Using  (6),   (7)   and  (8),  Eq.  (10)   can be rewritten as 

o - Ke  * 

'u l 
\— T \      b,u     I 7.  + 

-i-i i - 
T ">   d.w: . 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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Equation (11) may be viewed as consisting of (2n + 1) pertubations u , w^ 

and e. An appropriate Liapunov function should be positive definite in error 
as well as other perturbations. Therefore, one may choose a Liapunov func- 
tion of the form 

V . eTMe + J_ Ä.u. + ^ Ä.w. (12) 

L-l La 

where M. M and Q. are positive definite symmetric matrices. For simplicity 
*'  i     i 

Q and N mav be selected as diaconal matrices with positive elements, i.e. 
i    i 

:L = diagonal |n. , 1       1. i j i n (12) 

and Q. = diagonal [qj_,l      1 - J £ n <14) 

The time derivative of V yields 

•    T T1 v r«"1     T T   I 
V  = e (K"M + MK)e + 2 >  utN. + z (b^Me) u^ 

ü : I 

2 >  wTQ. + r Cd.Me) w. Z_ [—1 l  — —l — J —i + (15) 

Liapunov« s criterion for stability calls for V > 0 and V - C. One way to 
comply with Liapunov's criterion for stability and to generate the controller 
equations is to let 

KTM + MK = - D (16) 

ÜT = - zT(bTMe)Il"1 (17) 
—1    -  i — x 

wT = - rT(dTMe)Q_1 (IS) 

where D = ni(?  o)= diagonal    d±i      I £ i £■ n (19) 

Differentiating Eqs.  (6)  and (7)   and assuming that the system matrices A and 
H can be considered time invariant during the identification interval,  one 
obtains 

a 

B =^b,uj (20) 
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and C =   >   d.v/T (21) 

Substitution of  (17)   and  (18)   into  (2G)   and  (21)   respectively yields 

5 = - y^'tb^e):!"1 
(22 

C = - /d.r'Cb^'ejQ?1 
(23) 

itecratinc  (22)   and   (23)   yields 

dt (24) 

and ^ d.r^df.yelQ"1 dt (25) 

'.'here 5^ and C are initially assumed rr.odel matrices.  Substitution of (24) 

and i.25) into Eq. (k) jives the fin:-.", nccel representation 

c L 

_i 
dt - K > = + 

♦v > d,r"(d:::e)Q. "" dt i£ (26) 

to be realized by the microcomputer system and the next section describes the 
microcomputer hardv/are needed for implement;~.g the identification process. 

MICROCOMPUTER KARDVIARE FOR IDEMTIFICATTCM PROCESS 

The identification process based upon the adaptive la>.:s described in the 
prp.Mous section can be implemented on a microcomputer syst- ., shown in Fig. 3. 
The microcomputer system accepts the reference system input and states as 
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The 
In 

^ ,r,^ initial model and identification matrices as digital in- 
Z  °g ST na£o Sgnals ^converted to digital equivalents by A/D con- 
putf*   *?2t  Datei's DAS-16-L8B which takes in an analog signal and puts 
verters such as Datei s LA- ±C      _      initial model and identifica- 

?Ut a\t:bices a tfletS -y be uS a£ng with proper interface to the 
^rxces, a ^Pe ^ 8251 . programrabie, synchro- 

no'us/asShro^ousfornication interface, which accepts serial information 
f^m the teletype, constructs B-bit words and presents to the computer. Th 
same Interfaced be used to print out the identified model parameters. 
transmltSg mode, it accepts 8-bit words and converts to serxal formation 

to drive the teletype- 
The initial and intermediate model parameters a3.ong with the identifica- 

tior matrices and signals from the reference system are stored in 255 byte 
^\"ory which can be constructed from a pair of 256x4 RAH chips  Input 
atd' output buffering for the RAM memory can be constructed using Intel's 8212 

data buffers. 
r-e identification algorithm is stored in 8 different ROM chips such as 

m^l = 32O"SH which is 1024x8 bit and stores up to 1024 bytes. The total 
or^rammtnc memory will be 3K, which is quite sufficient for the ^entifica- 
•n Ja :econd order system. ROM memory chip selection unit can be con- 
^n

c;;A = iTlnt7l.s 8205 - one out of eight decoder. For a higher order 
ref^cr. -/stem it may be necessary to expand the RCH memory. 

""^e^rooram execution takes place in the CPU such as Intel's 8080 micro- 
:öL:  ThP ran is run bv a two phase clock generator and driver such as 

frt'; :^4  -'e tota^svstem consisting of ROMs, RAMs, A/D converters, 
?fi   td'cPU^s coordinated by the system controller unit such as Intel's 
8228/'lo service interrupts'Irom'various I/O devices. Intel's 8214 priority 

interrupt control unit may be used. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We -a-e described an identification technique based upon Liapunov's 
A.       \. \o¥inA  in coniunction with a model-reference system configuration, 
direct metnod in conjunction i implemented on a micro- 
The adaptive laws are P-^ioned f ^f^^  diritions for implement- 

SoPt J^deSflcati n'techn^e 1  a microcomputer system, faster imple- 
mentation Sn be achieved by using the microprocessor in -junction with 
hardware multipliers and linear circuits Csucn as integrators). 
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